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The front cover shows a Rhenus Project Logistics breakbulk consolidation. Bound for the USA, almost 20 OOG pieces from different
projects were loaded on a single ship departing from China. With all its expertise, the Rhenus team managed to stack the cargo on
three decks: at first, the most sensitive parts were stowed on the tank top, then a tween deck was installed for additional cargo below
deck and ultimately, further cargo was safely stowed on deck. Although the loading itself took more than two days, Rhenus Project
Logistics still saved resources with its breakbulk consolidation project.

T
he USA’s project logistics market continues full steam ahead. Although
demand is buoyant across most sectors, it is most apparent in power
generation. Heatwaves in Texas strained the grid to such an extent that
local authorities were forced to introduce temporary use restrictions,
for instance, and with a pointed shift towards an all-electric future there

is a need for much more generating capacity.
The environment has fostered confidence in major project expenditure and

the second half of 2022 is shaping up to be even stronger than the first. All of
this positivity was reported prior to the signing of the Inflation Reduction Act
(IRA), which should allocate some USD369 billion of funding towards
reducing the USA’s greenhouse gas emissions. A scaled-back version of
President Joe Biden’s Build Back Better legislation, the act also includes concessions that mandate oil
drilling, pipeline deals and funding for carbon capture projects. Time will tell as to when this will result
in cargo for the project logistics business, but the signs are promising.

On the offshore wind energy front, the target is 30 GW installed by 2030. The IRA provides various
tax credits for manufacturing and infrastructure to ramp up the USA’s lagging domestic supply chain,
and allows development in the Southern Atlantic, the Eastern Gulf of Mexico, and off US territories.
Planning reform will follow to expedite these projects. All of the above are sure to be hot topics of
discussion at the Breakbulk Americas exhibition and conference – and HLPFI looks forward to seeing
you there on September 27-29.

Europe, which has just passed its annual summer season lull, finds itself in the midst of an energy
crunch brought about by the war in Ukraine and Russia curtailing gas exports to the Continent. While
stores have accrued and relief packages promised to alleviate the pressure of what has been a near six-
fold increase in wholesale gas prices, many European countries will tip into recession by year end. Still,
for the project business, a scramble to develop immediate energy supplies coupled with revitalised
enthusiasm for renewable energy in bids to become energy secure in the long term, bode well for
pipelines. HLPFI looks forward to discussing what the future holds at the AntwerpXL exhibition and
conference on October 4-6, and at bauma 2022 from October 24-30.

China, meanwhile, continues to be hampered by zero-covid restrictions that are disrupting
manufacturing and logistic supply chains, stress in the property sector, and an energy shortfall.
Compared with GDP development of recent times past, 2022’s growth of just 3 percent almost beggars
belief and will certainly impact economies far beyond its shores. Further deteriorating relations with
Taiwan, and in turn the USA, is something that it can seldom afford and staving-off the worst of any
market correction will be best tackled collectively. One hopes that common sense prevails.

HLPFI also looks forward to welcoming the sector’s best and brightest to the Heavy Lift Awards
2022 on September 22. The votes have been cast, the shortlist has been revealed (pp86-87), and our
winners will be announced at the Grand Elysée Hotel in Hamburg. Please visit www.heavyliftawards.com
to book your table. 

David Kershaw,
 Editor

The energy conundrum
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A.P. Møller - Mærsk (Maersk)
has reached an agreement
to acquire Denmark-based

project logistics specialist Martin
Bencher Group.

With the planned acquisition

of Martin Bencher, the shipping
company will also introduce
Maersk Project Logistics.
Maersk’s existing project
logistics activities – mainly
based in Europe and North
America – will be consolidated
into a global product offering. 

Maersk said that, together
with the proposed acquisition of
Martin Bencher, this will enable
it to significantly accelerate its
project logistics capabilities and
develop an integrated offering
to serve existing and future
customers, also within new
industries.

“Martin Bencher will be an
excellent fit to Maersk and our
integrator strategy,
strengthening our ability to
provide project logistics services

to our global clients,” said
Karsten Kildahl, Maersk’s
regional managing director in
Europe. “When Martin Bencher
joins the Maersk family, we will
be able to deliver project
logistics services with a high
degree of reliability, a proven
track-record, and a strong focus
on health, safety, security and
environment (HSSE). 

“In addition to supporting
our existing customers’ project
logistics needs, we will also be
able to provide a more
comprehensive offering to a
wide array of industries.”  

Martin Bencher Group has a
presence in key locations
globally through 31 offices in 23
countries, with almost 170
employees.

Maersk to acquire
Martin Bencher

NEWS in BRIEF

CMX completes rebrand
Australia’s CMX Global Logistics has
rebranded as Worldwide Ro-Lo
Shipping (WRL Shipping). The
company had operated under both
names for the last three years.

Hareket opens in Warsaw 
Hareket has opened a branch office in
Warsaw, Poland. It will provide the
company’s range of renewable energy
solutions, engineered heavy lift and
transportation services as well as
crane rental. 

Sarens adds Texas facility
Transport engineering specialist
Sarens has opened a 5-acre (2 ha)
facility in Odessa, Texas, to support
the oil and gas industry as well as
wind energy projects. Sarens will use
the facility to provide full-service
heavy lift solutions, transportation
and engineering support for major
projects.

Boskalis board recommends
accepting raised HAL offer
HAL has increased its takeover
offer for Boskalis to EUR33
(USD33) per share – up from
EUR32.

The increased offer price
plus the EUR0.50 cash dividend
paid by Boskalis after the initial
announcement – totalling
EUR33.50 in cash per share –
represents a premium of
approximately 32 percent on

the closing price per share on
the Euronext Amsterdam on
the reference date of March 9 –
the last trading date prior to the
initial announcement. 

Accordingly, the Boskalis
board unanimously
recommended that
shareholders accept the offer
and to tender their shares
under the offer.

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com
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The USA’s Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im Bank) has
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU)
with the government of Guyana to explore
options for utilising  Ex-Im financing of up
USD2 billion to support the sale of US exports to
Guyana for government projects.

Finance could include direct loans, loan
guarantees and insurance products, and would
cover infrastructure (including roads and bridges);
energy (renewable energy and emission
reduction); telecommunications; water treatment
and sanitation (including technologies and
infrastructure); as well as agriculture.

This MoU follows US President Joe Biden’s
launch of the Partnership for Global Infrastructure
and Investment (PGII) programme. PGII will
mobilise USD200 billion from the USA over the
next five years to promote infrastructure
development in low- and middle-income
countries.

Guyana’s President, Mohamed Irfaan Ali, said:
“In this development phase of our country, we

want to see greater US participation, not only
from the government, but from the private sector. 

“One of the inhibitive factors has always been
the ease of access to financing and the barriers to
financing. 

“This MoU is the single most important
signature not only for Guyana, but for the region.
The USA, through the Ex-Im Bank, is serious about
its commitment to the CARICOM region.”

US Ex-Im Bank eyes
Guyana projects

Broekman Logistics is updating
its strategy to focus on freight
forwarding and asset-based
value-added logistics services
for the industrial equipment
and breakbulk sectors,
specialty and packed
chemicals, agriculture,
construction machinery and
spare parts.

The company has started
building a 60,000 sq m site in

Weert, where end-assembly
and manufacturing work will
be performed for its clients. The
warehouse activity for bulk
chemicals in Antwerp –
operated under VLS Group – is
no longer part of the core
business, said Broekman
Logistics, as it will focus on
specialty chemicals. These
activities have been sold to Van
Moer Logistics, based in

Zwijndrecht, Belgium. 
Broekman Logistics will also

continue to expand its freight
forwarding operations in India,
Poland, the Netherlands, Czech
Republic and Belgium. Its
breakbulk terminals in
Rotterdam will continue to
serve long-term clients in
shortsea shipping, metals and
the power and renewable
energy industry. 

NEWS in BRIEF

Swain expansion 
The Swain Group, one of the UK’s
largest general haulage and specialist
transport companies, has acquired
Proctors Transport (Langar) and W.Coy
& Son. Both companies are based in
Nottingham and are involved in
building sector distribution and
agricultural machinery transport. 

Project publication 
Marco Poisler of UTC Overseas and
Richard Knoll of Dexler Logistics have
published Project Logistics: The
Universal Transportation Course. 

Maurice Ward in Serbia
Freight forwarder Maurice Ward Group
is opening an office in Belgrade,
Serbia. The team will focus on
aerospace, automotive, electronics and
the medical and pharmaceutical
sectors.

BigMove adds to roster
BigMove, a European association of
heavy haulage logistics companies,
has broadened its scope to Africa with
the addition of Jonmoore
International as a partner. Jonmoore is
headquartered in Tema, Ghana, and
operates in a further eight countries,
including Liberia, Niger, Mali and
Senegal. 

StormGeo boosts offering
Weather intelligence provider
StormGeo, part of Alfa Laval, is
releasing a carbon footprint dashboard
that compiles all relevant data in one
place to monitor decarbonisation
metrics, set carbon intensity targets,
and streamline reporting processes.

Broekman Logistics updates strategy
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COSCO Shipping Specialized
Carriers has signed a contract
with Guangzhou Shipyard
International to build its 10th
semi-submersible heavy
transport vessel.

The carrier has re-entered the
newbuilding market with a DP2-
enabled 65,000 dwt Super X
vessel that is scheduled for

delivery in the first quarter of
2024. The cargo deck will

measure 192 m x 46 m and can
submerge to a depth of 13 m.

COSCO Shipping
Specialized Carriers said the
allowable load on the main deck
will be 25 tonnes per sq m. The
overall length of the vessel will
be 231.3 m with a moulded
breadth of 46 m. It will have a
top speed of 13.8 knots. 

SAL Heavy Lift, in
cooperation with its
partner Jumbo Shipping,

has placed an order for up to
six multipurpose heavy lift
vessels with China’s Wuhu
Shipyard.  

The contracts were signed
on July 15 and cover four
newbuildings, plus two
options. The highly specialised
vessels, named the Orca class,
will each feature two fully
electric Liebherr 800-tonne

lifting capacity cranes.  
The ships will start to be

delivered mid-year 2024. The
first two will be involved
exclusively in the transport of
offshore wind turbine
components in a long-term
commitment with Siemens
Gamesa Renewable Energy. 

The third and fourth vessels
will enter the premium heavy
lift shipping market to serve
clients of the Jumbo-SAL-
Alliance in the first half of 2025.   

The vessels measure
149.9 m x 27.2 m, provide a
capacity of 14,600 dwt, and will
be equipped with dual-fuel
engines, which means that
they can use methanol as an
alternative fuel.  

In addition to the optimised
hull design, the Orca vessels
will have an innovative
propulsion system consisting of
compact and efficient main
engines and a diesel-electric
booster function.   

Grimaldi opens Vigo project cargo service
Italy-headquartered Grimaldi
has opened a project cargo
service linking Vigo, Spain, with
Latin America and Africa.

The carrier is represented in
Vigo by Bergé.

The service will connect the
Galician port with Turkey, as

well as other ports in the
western Mediterranean, the east
coast of Latin America and West
Africa, the latter two via
Valencia. 

The regular liner service will
be provided on a fortnightly
basis from the Termicar terminal

in the port of Vigo. 
The ro-ro vessels deployed

on the service can cater to
oversized or extra-heavy
cargoes on Mafi roll trailers (up
to 24.4 m long). 

The vessels have ramps of up
to 100 tonnes capacity.

NEWS in BRIEF

dship Carriers boosts
fleet and footprint
dship Carriers has added the
12,652 dwt multipurpose vessel Stevie
to its roster. It is equipped with two
cranes that have a combined lifting
capacity of 300 tonnes. 
The company has also named
Francenav as its commercial agent in
France. Francenav general manager,
Christophe Delgrange, said: “We are
very proud and happy to represent
dship Carriers as commercial agents for
France. We shall bring our knowledge
of the market in the breakbulk and
industrial projects sectors in view to
contribute to the expansion of this
young, experienced and independent
company, which offers today an
ongoing growing fleet of multipurpose
heavy lift vessels.”

Seaway 7 semi-sub deal
Seaway 7 has entered into a bareboat
contract with United Faith for its
newbuild vessel Xin Qun 3, renamed
Seaway Swan. The 50,000 dwt semi-
submersible has an open stern and
large deck free from obstructions. 

Lady Menna delivered
Wijnne Barends has taken delivery of
the third in a series of four newbuild
vessels from a yard in China – Lady
Menna. The shortsea cargoships
feature LNG propulsion systems, have
a deadweight capacity of 5,900 tonnes
and a length of 115 m.

Höegh Tracer purchase
Höegh Autoliners, through its
subsidiary Höegh Autoliners Shipping,
has exercised an option to purchase
Höegh Tracer for USD53.2 million from
Ocean Yield. Höegh Tracer was built in
2016 with a capacity of 8,500 ceu. The
vessel has been on bareboat charter to
Höegh Autoliners since delivery from
the yard. 

Chipolbal joint venture 
Chipolbal Shipping Singapore has
formed a joint venture with Global
Putra International Group in Jakarta,
Indonesia – Chipolbal Global
Indonesia. Chipolbal Shipping
Singapore is a joint venture of
multipurpose carrier Chipolbrok and
an agent in the country. 

COSCO unit to add 10th semi-submersible

SAL Heavy Lift orders
up to six newbuilds  
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Germany’s freight transport
infrastructure is beginning
to be affected by the

country’s economic and energy
crisis, with the transport ministry
giving Deutsche Bahn freight
trains priority over passenger
services.

Industry analyst Transport
Intelligence (Ti) reported that
the ministry issued a statement
on August 24 explaining that “in
order to secure the energy
supply, energy transport should
temporarily have priority on rail”.

The aim is to ensure the
operation of power plants,
refineries and power grids.

Transport Minister Volker
Wissing added that low water
levels on the River Rhine meant
that “inland shipping can only
transport reduced loads and the
important railway lines are

already overloaded in some
cases, or at least heavily used,
even without additional energy
transport”.

This suggests that the
network is struggling to cope
with the consignments that have
been moved from Rhine barges

onto rail. Water levels have
recovered on the Rhine [since
the lows of mid-August], so this
might offer some relief. However,
the impact on Deutsche Bahn
has been immediately
noticeable with reports of delays
to passenger services.

Germany prioritises
railfreight services

UK-based Ainscough Crane Hire
has expanded its fleet with 18
Scania 660 SXT trucks.

Lighter in weight than
previous trucks, the
aerodynamically designed
models enable improved levels
of fuel consumption. 

The trucks will also enable
the company’s operatives to

take advantage of the
hydrogenated vegetable oil
(HVO) fuel bunkers present at all
its depots.

The vehicles feature electric
plugs which can be utilised
while idle at depots and certain
customer sites, further
increasing fuel efficiency. The
team also worked with Scania to

relocate toolbox positions,
allowing for easy roadside
access to the trucks, and
reducing the need for manual
handling and associated risks. 

As the trucks run on single
fuel tanks, Scania was able to
add additional storage space
where the second fuel tank sat
previously. 

NEWS in BRIEF

VDV gets tower trailer
Van der Vlist (VDV) has expanded its fleet
with a trailer capable of transporting
tower sections of the latest generation of
wind turbines. Recently, it was used to
move a tower section with a diameter of
6.3 m. A second trailer has been
purchased and will be delivered shortly.

De Groen buys semi-trailer
The Netherlands-based De Groen
Transport has acquired a three-axle
lowbed semi-trailer from Faymonville
to aid its agricultural equipment
transport activities.

Osprey adds barge duo
Transport engineering specialist
Osprey has added two barges to its
fleet – Osprey Isobel Rose and Osprey
Aurora Maya. The UK-flagged barges
are available for charter and will
operate primarily in Northern Europe.

Portico haulage launch 
Portico, a cargo terminal operator
based in Portsmouth, UK, has
launched a haulage service with a fleet
of eight heavy goods vehicles. Portico
is now able to manage goods from ship
to shore and throughout the UK’s road
network. It is ready to transport
containers, breakbulk and project
cargo across the country.

Freight rates record
European road freight rates have
broken records in Q2 2022, according
to Transport Intelligence, Upply and
the International Road Transport
Union. Spot road freight hit 134 points
– up 11.8 points from Q1 2022 and
20.1 points from Q2 2021.

Ainscough Crane Hire takes 18 trucks
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Rolls-Royce and Airbus are
exploring the potential
use of the A300-600ST

Beluga outsize freighter for the
ad hoc movement of large civil
aircraft engines, reports HLPFI’s
sister title FlightGlobal.

Dominic Horwood, director
of services at the UK propulsion
specialist, said it has been
working with the airframer “for
some time” to develop the
Beluga as a means of
transporting its engines.

That requirement has
become more pressing due to
the war in Ukraine, which has
reduced the number of high-
capacity aircraft in the market,
notably through sanctions
imposed on the Russian-
operated AN-124 fleet.

“The AN-124s offers
productivity because of the
number of engines you can get
in it,” said Horwood, who

emphasised that it will
continue to “support” Ukrainian
operators of the type. But as an
alternative “we have also been
working with Airbus to explore
the use of its Beluga”. 

In addition, Rolls-Royce is
examining the use of smaller
commercial freighters or even

seafreight for its deliveries..
 Airbus has opted to

establish a spin-off carrier,
Airbus Beluga Transport, to
take advantage of the outsize
capabilities of the Beluga fleet
given the A300-600ST’s
retirement from the airframer’s
internal logistics service.

Freighter firm Atlas Air
Worldwide has entered into a
definitive agreement to be
acquired by an investor group in
an all-cash transaction valuing
the enterprise at approximately
USD5.2 billion.

The takeover is led by funds

managed by affiliates of Apollo,
affiliates of JF Lehman &
Company, and Hill City Capital.
The deal has an equity value of
around USD3 billion.

Atlas Air Worldwide will
continue operating under the
Atlas Air Worldwide name and

be led by John Dietrich and the
current executive team.

Upon completion of the
transaction, Atlas Air Worldwide
will become a privately held
company and shares of Atlas Air
Worldwide common stock will
no longer be listed on Nasdaq.

NEWS in BRIEF

Volga-Dnepr transfer
Volga-Dnepr Group founder Alexey
Isaykin has transferred ownership of
the company to its management. The
exact structure of the group has not
been clarified by the company, nor has
the reasoning behind the decision.
Two of the carriers associated with the
group have had their aircraft stuck on
the ground due to sanctions imposed
following the start of the war in
Ukraine. Isaykin also faces UK
sanctions.

Silk Way adds functionality
Silk Way West Airlines has redesigned
its website with a responsive, user-
friendly layout as well as integrated
online booking services, enhanced
freight tracking and a CO2 calculator.

Cathay resumes schedule
Cathay Pacific Cargo resumed its full
freighter schedule in July, operating
90-100 freighters flights each week. 

Bolloré and United
partnership 
Bolloré Logistics and United Airlines
have teamed up to purchase 3 million
litres of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
in response to customer demand for
greener supply chain solutions. The
SAF will be available on all routes
offered by Bolloré Logistics in all
geographical areas. 

Manston Airport update
The UK approved plans to develop
Manston Airport in Kent as an air cargo
hub. RiverOak Strategic Partners (RSP)
plans to invest up to GBP500 million
(USD575.5 million) at the airport.  

Investor group to buy Atlas Air Worldwide

Fly your cargo 
with the experts

Rolls-Royce eyes Beluga
as Antonov replacement 
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The port of Dundee has been selected as the
pre-assembly and marshalling site for the
construction of the 1.1 GW Inch Cape offshore

wind farm, which will be Scotland’s largest
offshore wind project when commissioned later
this decade.

The agreement will see turbine blades, towers
and nacelles delivered to and pre-assembled at
the port’s renewables hub before being shipped
out for installation 12 km off the Angus coast.

Port of Dundee said that it has been chosen
following a competitive selection process due to
its proximity to the project site, coupled with its
storage and assembly capacity as well as its

purpose-built quayside facilities. The renewables
hub has been reserved for the project from March
2025 to March 2026. 

David Webster, director of energy at Forth Ports
(owner of the port of Dundee), said: “This is a very
significant project for the port of Dundee as we
establish Forth Ports as the partner of choice for
the renewable energy sector in Scotland. We have
built Scotland’s only custom-built renewables hub
at the port which, when coupled with Dundee’s
proximity to the project site in the North Sea and
the natural deep waters of the Tay, makes the port
ideally suited to the requirements of this major
contract for Inch Cape offshore wind farm.”

Unite the Union has confirmed
that strike action will take place
at the UK port of Liverpool

from September 19 to October
3, 2022.

According to Peel Ports

Group, owner and operator of
the port, the union rejected a pay
package increase of 8.3 percent. 

Castaloop USA, a subsidiary of
Logistec Stevedoring, has
opened a terminal in Lemont,
Illinois, providing bulk,
breakbulk and project cargo
handling services.

Located on the Illinois River,
the terminal connects to the
Mississippi River System and its
tributaries. It aims to serve
markets in the greater Chicago
area with barge-to-truck

services and is easily accessed
through the interstate highway
network. It has 13 acres (5.3 ha)
of outdoor storage and 65,000
sq ft (6,038 sq m) of indoor
warehousing.

NEWS in BRIEF

ABP unveils Newport plan
Associated British Ports (ABP) is
targeting manufacturing and logistics
development at two sites at the port of
Newport. The Atlantic and West Way
Road sites at the port of Newport
comprise 73 and 22 acres (29.5 and
8.9 ha) respectively. 

Transnet greenfield RFQ 
South Africa’s Transnet National Ports
Authority (TNPA) is calling on port and
rail developers to respond to its
request for qualification (RFQ) for the
design, funding and construction of a
greenfield, deepwater port and
associated infrastructure in the
Northern Cape Province.

Denholm grows in Belfast
Scruttons (NI), part of Denholm
Logistics Group, has acquired the
Belfast-based specialist steel
stevedoring company William Reid.
Denholm said the acquisition
emphasises its continued commitment
towards Belfast and Ireland. Formed in
1930, William Reid provides
stevedoring, port agency, shortsea
brokering and logistics services. 

All-electric tug for POAL
Damen’s first all-electric harbour tug,
the RSD-E Tug 2513, has been
delivered to the Ports of Auckland
(POAL). The tug has a 70-tonne bollard
pull, is capable of manoeuvring even
the largest vessels, and can undertake
two or more assignments before being
recharged. 

Inchcape buys Kennedy 
Inchcape Shipping Services has agreed
to buy port agency provider Kennedy
Hunter in Belgium from Conti-Lines
Group. With the acquisition, Inchcape
will grow its operations in northern
Europe and increase its coverage in
Belgium, with a focus on dry bulk, car
carriers/ro-ro handling and cargo
brokerage. 

Newcastle expands 
Two mobile harbour cranes have
arrived at the port of Newcastle,
Australia, aboard UHL Fighter. The
German-built LHM 550 cranes sailed
into Newcastle Harbour after leaving
the port of Rostock in late June.  

Castaloop USA opens Lemont terminal

From left to right: Councillor
John Alexander (leader of
Dundee City Council); Adam
Ezzamel (project director);
and David Webster (director
of energy at Forth Ports).

Strike action confirmed at port of Liverpool

Dundee chosen for
Inch Cape wind farm
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Liebherr has expanded its
heavy lift ship crane
portfolio with the 800-

tonne capacity LS 800 E.
“The growth of wind turbines

is leading to increasingly heavy
individual component weights.
In addition, the handling of large
components requires a longer
outreach of the cranes used
than is often the case in the
market,” said Liebherr. 

The manufacturer added that
the supply of heavy lift vessels
with cranes offering a maximum
lifting capacity of 800 tonnes is
lower than the expected future
demand. 

In addition to the much
larger dimensions of the crane,
the LS 800 E design also includes
an all-electric drive concept. All
sections of the crane are
electrically driven. As a result,

the machine achieves higher
energy efficiency and thus
significantly reduces the ship’s
CO2 emissions. 

“We have many years of
experience with all-electric
drives from the port equipment
sector, among others,” added
Gregor Levold, sales director for
Liebherr Offshore, Ship and Port

Cranes. “As usual, the
development of the crane is
done completely in-house. 

“We can also cover the
procurement of individual
components largely in-house at
Liebherr.”

Liebherr adds electric
heavy lift ship crane

Bishop acquires All-Lifts 
Bishop Lifting Products has
acquired New York-
headquartered All-Lifts – a
fabricator of wire rope slings,
synthetic slings, alloy chain
slings and below-the-hook
lifting devices.

All-Lifts marks Bishop
Lifting’s eighth acquisition since

2012 as part of its ongoing
strategy to build the company
into North America’s leading
provider of lifting products and
services. 

With All-Lifts, Bishop Lifting
has 26 locations across the
country offering a full line of
lifting products and services.

Wagenborg Nedlift has taken
delivery of an ultra-heavy jacking
system and a 300-tonne capacity
Grove GMK6300L-1 crane.

The jacking system was
delivered to the company’s site
in Hengelo, the Netherlands. 

It can jack up items weighing
as much as 3,200 tonnes to a
height of 20 m. The system is
completely computer-

controlled and electrically
driven.

The latest 300-tonne
capacity model from Grove,
meanwhile, has improved
features compared with its
predecessors, resulting in an
increase in lifting capacity; at a
full mast length of 80 m,
capacity has increased by more
than 10 percent.

NEWS in BRIEF

Manitowoc eyes wind work 
With wind turbines growing in
height, crane manufacturer
Manitowoc is expanding its boom
insert offering for its MLC300 lattice-
boom crawler crane. The wide boom
plus kit, when used in combination
with VPC-MAX and extended upper
boom points, can extend the boom up
to 429.8 ft (131 m). This, according to
Manitowoc, will be particularly useful
for assembling wind turbines.

MyCrane expands offering
MyCrane has expanded its online
crane rental platform to include boom
trucks, hydraulic gantry systems, mini
cranes and aerial platforms as it
enters the short-term rental market.

Tadano partnership
Tadano has entered a cooperation
with HeavyGoods, a provider of
software for swept path simulation,
axle load calculation and load
securing.

Wagenborg Nedlift
expands lifting fleet
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We’re back!
500 years before Columbus, 
the Vikings landed on the 
American shores.

Now we’re back with  
world leading spreaders. 

Visit us at  
Breakbulk Americas  
September 27-29 
at stand M23

Liebherr’s 800-tonne
capacity LS 800 E.
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Project Cargo Network (PCN) has exceeded
300 members for the first time in its history.
Recruitment director, Sam Wilcox, said: “Many

forwarder networks are non-exclusive which
means they will allow unlimited companies in each
country. At PCN we feel that it is important not to
become over-populated as familiarity is then lost.  

“We cap our membership at five members per
country to give our members the chance to find a
compatible partner for each individual project but
to stop our organisation from being saturated by
an unlimited number of companies.” 

PCN has representation in over 120 countries
and offers many membership benefits including
professional online training, which has so far been
used by over 400 people in more than 80
countries.   

The organisation also holds free online
webinars, the most recent of which was presented
by industry expert Marco van Daal, who has over
20 years of experience and is the author of the
heavy transport textbook The Art of Heavy
Transport. The next webinar takes place in
September 2022.  

PCN membership
passes milestone

The Global Project Logistics
Network (GPLN) will hold its
18th annual general meeting
(AGM) from June 3-5, 2023, at
the Hilton Hotel in Rotterdam.

GPLN returns to the venue
having held its 17th AGM there
earlier this year. 

Members will have the

opportunity to combine the
meeting with the Heavy
Transport and Lifting Seminar
on June 6, which will also take
place at the Hilton Hotel, as well
as the Breakbulk Europe
Exhibition, which is taking place
from June 6-8.

“After the huge success of

GPLN’s recent annual
conferences with over 140
delegates from all over the
globe, GPLN is looking forward
to yet another successful in-
person networking event, which
will benefit greatly GPLN’s highly
skilled project forwarders,” said
the network.

NEWS in BRIEF

Network additions
Focus Africa Freight Solutions has been
appointed exclusive country member
for the Worldwide Project

Consortium (WWPC) in Uganda.

Project Cargo Network (PCN) has
gained several new members:
Intereuropa Global Logistics Service in
Slovenia and Croatia; On Time
Shipping in Egypt; Hermes Group as a
representative in Greece; ITOCHU
Logistics in Japan; Scharff Logistica in
Peru and Bolivia; Absheron Logistics
Center in Azerbaijan; Royal Logistics
Indonesia; Whale Shipping & Freight
Forwarder in Thailand; and Grindrod
Logistics Africa as a member in South
Africa, Mozambique, Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi
and Namibia.

XLProjects (XLP) has welcomed Red
Wolf Global as a member in South
Africa; TransProCon as a member in
Sweden; PSP Worldwide Logistics as a
member in the UK; Fulter Logistics as a
representative in Panama; Manuport
Logistics Germany; as well as Freja
Transport & Logistics (Shanghai) and
Zhongxiang Supply Chain
Management (Zheijang) as network
representatives in China.

Overseas Project Cargo Association

(OPCA) has added AProjects as a
member in Austria and the
Netherlands; Tolepu in Ecuador;
Logistics Plus in Brazil; AB Group
Shipping Corp in the USA; and Team
Global Logistics as a representative in
India. 

GPLN confirms Rotterdam 2023 dates

At Project Partners we are focussing 
on those heavylift specialists all 
over the world who are dealing 
with the impossible. 

Enjoy the advantages 
of this global network, 
benefit from the given 
support and ease your 
daily business. 

DEALINGWITH
THE

IMPOSSIBLE

WWW.P-P-NETWORK.COM
SPECIALISTS MEET SPECIALISTS@PROJECT PARTNERS
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Offshore installation vessels Gulliver and
Rambiz supplied by Scaldis have installed
the last of six head structures at the bottom

of the Bristol Channel, UK.
The 5,000-tonne concrete structures will cap

the tunnels supplying Hinkley Point C’s two
nuclear reactors with cooling water. Each intake
head measures 44 m long and 8 m high. 

The units were towed out 30 nautical miles
into the channel to meet the two floating heavy
lift cranes, which had a combined lifting capacity

of 7,300 tonnes. The heavy lift vessels then
worked in tandem to place the head structure
onto the seabed.

The six head structures, which were
manufactured by Balfour Beatty, have been
completed to the precise nuclear grade
specifications. 

Now in position, the six head structures will be
connected to the 5 miles (8 km) of underground
tunnels, allowing 120,000 litres of sea water to
circulate every second.  

Hinkley Point C seabed
structures installed

NEWS in BRIEF

DHL IP ships thruster unit
DHL Industrial Projects has
transported a thruster unit from
Sembcorp Integrated Marine in
Rauma, Finland, to Galveston, USA.
Due to shipment dimensions and in
order to ensure the highest efficiency
levels, the transport included a
transhipment stop in Bremerhaven,
Germany, before shipping to the USA
onboard a ro-ro ship.

Sarens installs topside
Sarens has utilised eight CS5000
jacking units to move, weigh and jack
a 21,000-tonne CPP topside module
for the Kasawari gas development
project in Johor, Malaysia. It also
deployed 96 axle lines of SPMTs to
perform the job.

Bertling moves structures
Bertling Logistics transported subsea
structures, including eight heavy lift
units weighing up to 150 tonnes and a
suction pile measuring 23 m high,
from Marina di Carrara, Italy, to Lobito,
Angola.

Foundations depart
The first-ever jacket foundations to be
produced in Taiwan are on their way to
the Greater Changhua 1 & 2a offshore
wind farm. Constructed by SDMS, they
departed the Sing Da Harbour in
Kaohsiung City and measure
approximately 80 m tall. 

Tschudi offloads pipes 
The Tschudi team in Mozambique has
discharged 4,707 pipes for PM Piping
at Maputo Port Development Company
(MPDC). The pipes are destined for the
Temane energy project, which includes
a gas-fired power plant and a
transmission line. In total the pipes
have a length of 74 km.

Akkuyu works continue
Çaba & Misnak is supporting the
construction of the Akkuyu nuclear
power plant, handling a total of
11,000 cu m of cargoes. The heaviest
items included a 271-tonne lower LP1
casing; the upper LP1 casing weighing
168 tonnes; four tube modules
weighing 128 tonnes; a 100-tonne
steam dump device; and two heat
exchangers weighing 48 tonnes each.

Emil Egger lifts Swiss bridge with Liebherr
Crane contractor Emil Egger has
utilised its Liebherr LR 11000
crawler to install a 176-tonne
railway bridge in the Swiss
canton of Graubünden,
completing the works at an
altitude of almost 2,000 m.

The 1,000-tonne capacity
crawler was transported to the
southeast of the country to
replace three railway bridges
that were around 100 years old. 

The crawler lifted the new
structure, which measured
around 35 m long and was
assembled onsite from several
segments, from a special
transporter on the road and
positioned it above the river
using a radius of around 22 m.

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com
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Hidden away in the
appendices of the draft
of new European

Machinery Regulations is a
clause that industry experts and
crane manufacturers say is
impossible to deliver. 

It concerns the design of
mobile machinery, for instance
cranes or other access
equipment. It states that they
should be designed to prevent
contact with overhead power
lines, or where the risk cannot
be avoided, be designed to
ensure that all hazards of an
electric nature are prevented. 

While the industry supports
measures to improve safety, the
clause would prevent the
production or import of any new
cranes or mobile machinery – as
the technology does not exist –
for what experts describe as a
site management issue.

The EU Machinery
Regulations will be an update to
the Machinery Directive of 2006.
It broadly covers the standards
of machinery that can be sold
within the EU to uphold a high
level of safety requirements.

In Annex III, Part 3, point
3.5.4, the current version states:
“When the risk of contact or
electric arc with an energised
overhead power line to the
persons operating machinery
incurred by the contact cannot
be fully avoided, mobile
machinery or related product
shall be designed and

constructed so as to prevent any
electrical hazards in the event of
contact with an energised
power line.”

Impossible task
This, especially considering the
various project sites at which
mobile cranes or access
platforms operate, has been
classed as an impossible task.
The European association of
abnormal road transport and
mobile cranes (ESTA) explained:
“The manufacturers and their
customers have both pointed
out that cranes and other types
of mobile machinery have to

reach heights beyond the height
of any power line to do the tasks
for which they are intended.

“To achieve what they are
designed to do, the structure of
such cranes must be made of
metal – and metal conducts
electricity.”

Klaus Meissner, chairman of
CEN TC147/WG11 – the
committee responsible for the
EN13000 product safety
standard for mobile cranes –
added: “Neither remote control
of mobile cranes, their isolation,
nor grounding of the
equipment can prevent all
hazards when contacting

electrical power lines or arcing.
“Using the cabin as shelter

would require blocking the
doors in case of contact to
power lines or arcing, which in
itself bears the risk that persons
could not leave the cabin in case
of subsequent fire.”

Markus Golder, overall chair
of CEN/TC 147 – the safety
standards committee of the
European Committee for
Standardisation for all types of
crane – concurred: “It is not
possible to design such a crane
to prevent the risk of contact
with an energised overhead
power line.

“There are no systems
available that can reliably detect
live power lines, and therefore
such cranes cannot be
‘constructed and equipped in
such a way that all hazards of an
electrical nature are prevented’,
as the regulations require.

“As there is no technical
solution available that can
reduce this risk, avoiding contact
with overhead power lines is an
organisational issue and the
employer’s responsibility under
the Use of Work Equipment
Directive (UWED).”

Huge consequences
He has asked that the relevant
section be deleted from the
draft regulations, adding that
the potential impact of such a
regulation would be enormous
and would affect the
performance of many important
tasks, such the erection or
maintenance of wind turbines
and railway construction.

Ton Klijn, ESTA director,
described the proposal as
“absurd and unworkable”,
noting: “What is disappointing is
that this problem could have
easily been averted if only the
relevant authorities had
properly consulted the industry
in the first place, something that
would have saved a lot of time
and trouble. As it is, such
impractical proposals just bring
the Commission into disrepute.
To be clear, we are fully behind
any practical measures that will
improve safety, but these
proposals will not.”  HLPFI
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Alarm over ‘absurd’ clause in
draft European crane rules
Crane manufacturers
and industry experts
are calling for the
removal of what has
been described as “an
absurd and
unworkable” clause in
the draft of new
European Machinery
Regulations. 

What is disappointing is that this problem could
have easily been averted if only the relevant
authorities had properly consulted the industry.

– Ton Klijn, ESTA

Immediately after
completing its first job
erecting a wind turbine,
MaxiKraft’s new
Liebherr LR 11000
crawler crane installed a
200-tonne crane girder
at ThyssenKrupp in
Duisburg in constricted
site conditions.
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As the project logistics
industry adapted to what
could be described as a

post-Covid-19 environment,
Russia threw Europe into turmoil
by invading Ukraine. Meanwhile,
tensions continue to ratchet up
in the Far East with relations
between China, Taiwan and the
USA deteriorating by the day.
The results: cost inflation and
further supply chain disruption.
Project freight management has
become an increasingly
complex undertaking. 

Logisticians have found
themselves at the top managerial
tables, increasingly being seen as
a value driver when it comes to
executing large-scale capital
project deliveries. 

Dominik Keller from
Switzerland-headquartered
freight forwarding group Fracht,
shared his views on how the
project logistics business is
developing: “With some
customers we are getting
involved in the very early stage
of a project and this number has
increased since the start of the
widespread supply chain
disruptions. But we would like
this number to increase, as it is

for the benefit of the customer
to do it. 

“[As a logistics services
provider] what you need to
present to clients is a plan B,
knowing that today the only
certainty is the uncertainty and
the only reliability is unreliability.
If you look at world politics in
Russia, Iran and the China-
Taiwan crises, you do not know,
where this ends. 

“It could get even worse,

although of course, we all hope
it does not. But, as the saying
goes, ‘if you want peace, prepare
for war’. In business it is the same
principle: prepare for the worst.”

With such market volatility,
minimising supply chain risk is
increasingly important to
shippers. Needless to say, given
recent events, such risk is
impossible to eliminate entirely. 

Knowing your partners
“What helps in difficult times,”
said Keller, “is knowing your
partners, fully trusting them,
knowing they are also ‘involved’.
This means you can call them
day or night, Saturday, Sunday,
during holidays... especially
given that projects are not
Monday to Friday, eight to five
tasks.

“It helps enormously if you
have known them for years; it is
even better if they belong to the
same company. Ultimately,
every company also has its own
respective objectives, one being
to earn some money.” When

 September/October 2022   www.heavyliftpfi.com24

Adapting to market realities
With the world in turmoil, logistics providers are operating in an
environment where the only certainty is uncertainty. David Kershaw takes a
look at how operators are coping and at where the markets may be heading.

What you need to present to clients is a plan B,
knowing that today the only certainty is the
uncertainty and the only reliability is
unreliability. 

– Dominik Keller, Fracht
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working with partners, there
might be what he called
“additional interests” and that its
“definitely an advantage if you
have your own global network”.

The forward-looking
prospects for project freight
forwarders are promising as well.
Volumes, driven by increasing
investments into both traditional
oil and gas and renewable energy
markets, are generating a fair
amount of confidence. Of course,
there is a great deal of uncertainty
on the macroeconomic stage.
However, the greatest burden
affecting forwarders will continue
to be multipurpose tonnage
availability. The supply side of the
equation is proving hard to
balance.  

Keller said of Fracht’s project
pipeline: “We cannot say that we
are happy. This is because some
nice projects have been ‘sold’
below costs or at contract terms,
which we could not accept. One
cannot say that we are risk
averse, but there is of course a
limit to everything. In the end,
we believe, our way will pay out. 

Huge projects 
“The project market, in general,
is not too bad for the upcoming
period as there is need for
infrastructure everywhere. The
change in energy supplies, mix
and suppliers will bring huge
projects around the globe. We
are less optimistic for the
general cargo market, as this
one is being driven by local
consumption. The project
market is driven by strategic
investments.”

Keller added that, right now,
carriers are in control of the
market and they are taking
advantage of their position.
“Most lanes run at capacity or
‘over-capacity’ – and such a
thing as over-capacity does not
exist. Full is full. So, this creates a
vicious circle of disruptions
creating more disruption. 

“We need a certain period of
‘under-capacity’ to clear up the
backlog. In most markets, we
would say, we are in this period
now, but it is clear during this
period the rates will still stay
high. Every further disruption

will again exacerbate the
problem.

“But with higher interest
rates and a recession, which also
comes partly from the political
problems, capacity problems
will most probably end in some
months. Three or six months... it
is difficult to say and with the
prefix of all seafreight
quotations all going well.”

Rate regression
After nearly two years of surging
multipurpose rates, data from
various brokers and analysts
suggests that we may now have
passed the zenith and are now
witnessing the start of a gradual

rate regression. Still, forecasting
anything in today’s environment
is fanciful and even a European
war and looming recession have
done little to dull the heat of the
multipurpose shipping market. 

Shipbroker and industry
analyst Toepfer Transport’s
August 2022 time charter index
suggested that the average daily
multipurpose time charter rate
for a 12,500 dwt/F-type heavy
lift vessel fell slightly to
USD22,954. Month on month
the rate is down 0.78 percent.
The Hamburg-based broker said
that “market participants are still
fixing for high levels though
pressure begins to rise. The first

indicator of the market slowing
down is the time charter length
and we see a definitive drop
there. Most operators are
hesitant to commit to these still
high rates for a longer period.”

Uncertainty
Toepfer attributed this to greater
macroeconomic uncertainty,
something that is expected to
grow with China now
concluding military training at
the border of Taiwan. It added
that the “sideways trend” in its
index suggests that market
participants are still in an overall
good mood. 

“The large investments from
countries around the world in
renewable energy, as well as oil
and gas, should provide the
multipurpose sector with large
cargo volumes for the years to
come,” it said.

The Drewry multipurpose
time charter index – which takes

Most lanes run at capacity or ‘over-capacity’ –
and such a thing as over-capacity does not exist.
Full is full. So, this creates a vicious circle of
disruptions creating more disruption. 

– Dominik Keller, Fracht
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On behalf of TechnipFMC,
Jumbo Offshore completed the
first phase of work on
Energean’s Karish gas field
offshore Israel in October 2020.
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in both the heavy lift/project
carrier and shortsea chartering
markets – also fell slightly over
the course of July to USD10,925
per day. The 1.1 percent slip over
June 2022 was attributed to
global uncertainty about the
economy, with operators
hesitant to commit to long-term
charters at current high levels.
The shipping analyst expects the
rate to drop 0.7 percent over the
summer to USD10,850 per day.

“The increasing worries
about inflation in Europe and
the USA, coupled with China’s
response to the visit of Nancy
Pelosi [the speaker of the US
House of Representatives] to
Taiwan, has meant that
macroeconomic uncertainty
remains one of the bigger
drivers for this sector. At the
same time handy [size bulker]
spot rates and the smaller
container vessels saw charter
rates continue to fall over July, as
activity levels fell as the
European holiday season
started,” said the analyst.

Multipurpose shipping,
traditionally, tracks behind the
booms and busts of the overall
economy – around 18 months or
so – owing to the long-term
nature of contracts signed.
However, with reports of
charters being signed off into
2025 for high-end tonnage and
limited multipurpose
newbuilding activity continuing
to constrain the supply side of
the equation, there is no reason

to believe that rates will tank in
the coming years. 

There is also no indication
that an influx of newbuilds will
appear anytime soon. Yards are
full building 7 million teu of new
containership capacity, for
instance. Furthermore, urgent
demands for diversified energy
supplies and the green energy
revolution should help to
alleviate a large part of the
pressure that would manifest
should 2023 prove to be a year
of recession for some nations.

Market sentiment
Germany-based One World
Shipbrokers’ sixth market
sentiment index (MSI) dipped
slightly for the second time in
succession – from 58.8 out of
100 in January to 58.7 in April
and 57.5 in July (anything above
50 is deemed ‘positive’). 

The shipbroker, which
gathers forward-looking data
from across the multipurpose
and heavy lift shipping sector,
suggested that a market
correction has been expected
for some time. 

However, it believes that the
present situation could be

viewed not so much as a dip but
a necessary waypoint in a
longer-term growth story. 

“Several respondents [to the
MSI] note that summer season
European/North Atlantic
demand has softened, and
another points to recent
changes in pricing strategy at
Chinese state-owned carriers
creating new pricing pressure.
But there is also general
agreement among respondents
that markets are expected to
remain firm in the longer term
and confidence among the
cohort remains high as the
chase for energy – particularly
renewables, continues apace. 

“Upstream oil and gas is also
signalling a renaissance and will
eventually pass down projects
that will vie with breakbulk
cargo to occupy some of the
more technical vessels in the
multipurpose fleet. Together
with the healthy forward order
books that are reported and no
significant new tonnage arriving,
there is reason to believe that
supply will tighten going into
what is usually the most active
periods of the year.”

Whilst the index has fallen

marginally there does appear a
distinction between what is
occurring now, the immediate
trading environment ahead, and
what is expected further in the
future. 

Responses to questions
concerning the near term
showed a tendency to be less
positive than those questions
reflecting the longer term. Its not
unusual for the multipurpose/
heavy lift industry to be
impacted by the northern
summer vacation season but
coming at a time when a
correction was forecast, perhaps
the feeling is just a bit more
muted than has been of late.

Cargo volume outlook
Nevertheless, whereas the short-
term ‘cargo volume outlook’ has
fallen 2.5 percent from 59.9 in
the last MSI to 58.3 in this
edition, carriers’ forward
orderbooks, which have been
lengthening consistently in the
last 12 months, experienced
only a very marginal drop in this
survey from 60.4 in the last
edition to 60 in this edition. 

Sentiment remains very
positive for carriers in the longer
term despite all the headwinds
and with no significantly new
tonnage arriving in the medium
term and many new industrial
projects in the planning,
charterers it would seem are
aware of the potential for a
supply crunch.

 HLPFI

Upstream oil and gas is also signalling a
renaissance and will eventually pass down
projects that will vie with breakbulk cargo to
occupy some of the more technical vessels in the
multipurpose fleet.

– One World Shipbrokers
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With buoyant demand across most sectors,
project logistics and heavy transport 
engineering providers are straining to overcome
capacity, equipment and labour shortages. 
Ian Putzger reports.

Operators stretched
as market heats up
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“S
o far, it has been a year of
increasing opportunities. We
have seen an uptick in
freight enquiries and
requests for proposals on

capital projects, with more coming to the
forefront as the market opens after the
pandemic. We are also seeing more
confidence when it comes to investment in
major projects,” observed Tobias Schultz,
president North America at freight
forwarder deugro.

According to Erik Zander, project
manager at heavy haul and rigging specialist
Omega Morgan, activity has picked up
“pretty much across the board”. Rhenus

Project Logistics, meanwhile, had
a strong first half of

2022 and is
expecting an even

of 2024.” He added that the number of
transformers that HLI is holding in storage
indicates that utility companies are
stockpiling them.

Multipurpose carrier AAL Shipping has
witnessed a rise in power-related shipments
from Asia – increasingly from Southeast
Asia, fewer from China. “To North America,
especially to the USA Gulf, there is a lot
happening in terms of energy shipments.
Renewables are going very strong,”
remarked commercial director Felix
Schoeller.

While transformers continue to enjoy
lively demand, renewables have also been on
the rise, something that has been
encouraged by the current administration.
President Joe Biden’s landmark climate
legislation, the Inflation Reduction Act of
2022, that was passed into law in August and

stronger second half, said ceo Colin
D’Abreo.

Demand for moving power equipment
has been rampant and will only grow
further, reckon forwarders and carriers,
pointing to the heatwave that has strained
the electricity grid and forced authorities to
introduce ‘temporary use’ restrictions in
parts of Texas.

Electricity demands
“The realisation is sinking in that as we go
electric – with cars, etc – there is a need for a
lot more electricity,” commented Keith
Settle, ceo of transport engineering firm
Oxbo Mega Transport Solutions.

“We are busier than ever moving power
equipment,” added Ross McLaren, founding
partner in HLI Rail & Rigging. “Most
manufacturers are fully booked till the end
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deugro transported four
301-tonne rail-mounted

gantry cranes to New York.
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allocates some USD369 billion of funding
towards reducing the USA’s greenhouse gas
emissions. 

The goal is to achieve net CO2

reductions of 40 percent by 2030, compared
with 2005 levels. A swathe of heavy lift and
project freight forwarding opportunities
supporting net-zero developments will
certainly be in the offing. The spending
package will expedite expansion of the clean
energy industry – traditional sources such as
wind and solar energy but also support for
emerging technologies like clean hydrogen,
sustainable aviation fuel and advanced
nuclear power. It also includes funds to
tackle air pollution and help consumers with
electric vehicle and household appliance
subsidies.

Political considerations
The Bill is a scaled-back version of President
Biden’s ‘Build Back Better’ legislation, and
has made various concessions to appease the
Republican Party and the fossil fuels
industry, including mandating drilling and
pipeline deals, and tax credits for carbon
capture projects – more welcome news for
the heavy lift and project logistics business.
“This is massive legislation. Effectively, we
will now have the technology and the money
to act on climate. For the past 20 years, we
have not had that,” said Julio Friedmann, a
former Department of Energy official in the
Obama administration. “Now, we have all the
tools we need.”

Of course, the devil will be in the detail
and time will tell when this funding

Worldwide Logistics. “We have been doing
more and more solar panel work – not so
much projects as large volumes that involve
domestic trucking.”

Zander confirmed that a lot of action has
built up around solar energy,
notwithstanding the trade dispute between
Washington and Beijing over Chinese panels.

Anticipation is also building around
offshore wind energy. In June, Crowley
Maritime and ESVAGT deepened their
collaboration in this arena with additional
joint venture agreements to develop
purpose-built service operation vessels for
this sector. The carrier will own and operate
the ships crewed with US mariners to meet
Jones Act cabotage requirements.

Early hotspot
The port of Albany is going to be one of the
early hotspots in the wind energy logistics
arena, after a joint venture agreed last year to
lease an 80-acre (32.4 ha) plot at the port to
manufacture wind towers for offshore
power generation. Components will be
shipped from the port down the Hudson
River to the offshore sites for installation. To
accommodate the operation, the port is
developing a new wharf and has completed a
600,000 sq ft (55,742 sq m) warehouse.

Rich Hendrick, the port’s general
manager, is ready to go. “We are waiting for
the government to do its national
environmental protection review. We have
got the contractors already hired,” he said.
The original schedule called for the
construction to be completed by the end of

manifests itself as cargo on ships and trucks. 
deugro, for one, continues to support its

traditional markets – oil and gas,
petrochemical, mining and power – but it is
also building up its presence in the
renewables sector, said Schultz.

New markets
“We are looking into expanding from oil and
gas and mining into renewables. It is where
the world is going,” according to
Christopher Palmer, director projects, GSS
Americas region at freight forwarder Crane
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We are looking into expanding
from oil and gas and mining
into renewables. It is where
the world is going.

– Christopher Palmer, 
Crane Worldwide Logistics

AAL Mars unloading
wind turbines 
in San  Diego.
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next year, with shipping to commence in
2024. “It is probably going to be behind. We
still hope to be shipping in 2024.”

Movement of transformers and onshore
wind components through Albany has
continued apace. Together with a continuing
flow of steel shipments, this has kept the
port busy but Hendrick is looking to
broaden its reach into renewable energies,
and some hydrogen-to-electricity projects
are on the drawing board.

Berth addition
Meanwhile, in Rhode Island, the port of
Davisville has undergone a
USD83.1 million expansion to renew its
pier and add a third berth to position itself as
a gateway for offshore wind traffic. The port
is planning to develop 34 acres (13.8 ha) for
an additional laydown area.

On the West Coast, California is gearing
up for offshore wind energy developments,
although those will take longer to come to
fruition than projects off the eastern
seaboard. The state has committed
USD20 million in its current fiscal year
budget to spur offshore wind development,
while Washington has pledged
USD55 million for an offshore wind farm at
Humboldt Bay. To support the activity, the
6-acre (2.4 ha) Redwood Marine Terminal
will be replaced with a heavy lift facility.

Chris Ramos, director of business
development of Mammoet, sees an opening
for his company in this sector. “With the
increase in offshore wind energy, our large
cranes are in demand for work through
2025. With this unique situation, we are
looking at utilising alternative lift systems
such as our Focus30 crane and our variations

rigs from one part of the world to another
have increased, he added.

The turnaround in the market has been
remarkable. “Going into last year we
thought our backlog on maintenance and
turnaround work would suffer due to the
pandemic. However, because of the fuel
demand much of that work that was
postponed rekindled this year. We have been
fortunate to have positioned ourselves to
secure some of the LNG work on the Gulf
Coast,” said Ramos.

“LNG is a hot commodity now. We have
ongoing projects. We are currently working
on three, and more are on the horizon. It
looks like they will be coming on rather
soon,” Liewald added.

Mining revival
While oil and gas have caught much of the
attention in the wake of soaring inflation,
other commodities have also been lifted,
noted Palmer. Crane Worldwide is chasing
several mining projects now. 

Liewald agreed: “A lot of mining projects
are coming back to life that had been shelved
because of funding.”

On the other hand, operators are still
waiting for the surge of construction and
maintenance projects unleashed by the
trillion-dollar infrastructure package
approved by President Joe Biden’s
administration earlier in the year.

“It is still too early to see an impact. We
will see it in the next building season, but a
lot of companies are positioning themselves
for that and buying equipment. Between
2023 and 2025 we will see a large increase in
infrastructure project activity and funding,”
said Settle.

of modular tower/gantry systems,” he stated.
Palmer sees interesting potential for

Crane Worldwide in offshore wind energy.
“There is an onshore piece [of the supply
chain] with that – as with oil and gas. We are
looking to replicate the model for oil and gas
with renewables: shore-based inventory to
resupply and repair the offshore
installations,” he said.

AAL Shipping is also looking to wind
developments on land. “Even we are limited
with the size of blades and components we
can carry. Our focus at the moment is on
onshore projects,” said Schoeller.

The scramble to generate electricity also
means that, “a lot of people are looking at
nuclear power again,” according to
Benjamin Liewald, executive vice president
projects at freight forwarder Fracht USA.

Settle has noticed an uptick in this arena
too. “Projects where we bid for dismantling
nuclear plants are now on hold, to possibly
reactivate,” he noted.

For the oil and gas sector, the need for
energy coupled with the soaring prices has
been a shot in the arm. “There has been a big
push for oil and gas. We have been tendering
for projects like crazy,” said Schoeller.

The rate that a drilling company can earn
in a day is back up in the neighbourhood of
USD300,000, noted Palmer, and over the
past seven months requests to move drilling
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With the increase in offshore
wind energy, our large cranes
are in demand for work
through 2025.

– Chris Ramos, Mammoet
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Furthermore, given the elevated level of
activity in most other sectors, it may be just
as well that infrastructure projects have not
flooded into the market at this point. A
common problem for operators – and
apparently the most pressing – is that they
are all struggling to work on multiple
projects with insufficient manpower.

“With our project business being so busy,
one challenge we have faced is maintaining
our skilled labour force as we and many
others are faced with labour shortages
nationwide,” explained Brandon Bryan,
project sales manager at Mammoet USA.

Staff shortages
“Companies are poaching staff, promising
them double the salary,” added D’Abreo. “In
the past we would get some resumés from
head-hunters daily. Now we reach out to
different head-hunters.”

Poaching has always been going on,
remarked Ragan Watson, project sales
manager at Barnhart Crane & Rigging. What
makes the current situation – and the coming
years – more challenging is the sheer number
of people who are retiring and the fact that
the Generation X, which is replacing them, is
significantly less numerous.

It does not help that the time required for
many jobs takes longer than before.
“Everything is much more time consuming,”
said Willy Hoffmann, vice president project
sales at Ambercor Shipping USA.

Getting new equipment – from pick-up
trucks to tractors and forklifts – is also taking
a lot longer, reported Zander. “We waited 13
months for some pick-up trucks.” Parts are
increasingly scarce. In some cases Omega
Morgan now repairs equipment in-house,
instead of farming it out as previously, and it
has done some major overhauls of trucks
instead of replacing them.

“People hoard parts now,” said Settle.
One of Oxbo’s trucks was out of service for
some time because a replacement for a
defective pump was unavailable.

Securing transport capacity is also
challenging, exacerbated by the elevated rate
structure. Rhenus has carried out a number
of air charters to deal with plant shutdowns.
Overall freighter availability has improved a
little but the Antonov AN-124s are difficult
to come by, with the Russian planes banned
and the Ukrainian units mainly supporting
the war effort.

“We have to pivot and do modifications
with the cargo so that we can carry it on a
B747,” said D’Abreo.

The recent drop in general cargo from
China to North America means that
shippers are no longer scrambling for space

“With most forwarders and carriers
looking for fewer problematic gateways, these
options are limited, and we often choose the
same ones, making it just as problematic,” he
commented.

The logjams at ports are partly the result
of problems on Class I railways, which have
been forced to slow down speeds or limit
traffic from the coast because of severe
congestion at inland hubs like Chicago,
Dallas and Memphis. The railways have
blamed cargo owners for being slow to
collect and return containers and chassis, but
are in turn broadly criticised for having laid
off nearly 30 percent of workers since 2018
in their pursuit of precision railroading.

Scheduling problems
“The congestion affects scheduling,” said
D’Abreo. This results in delays between one
and two weeks, he added. Liewald agreed
that scheduling takes at least 30 percent
longer, owing to staffing shortages at the rail
companies. 

“With rail the biggest problem is that the
clearance departments are hugely
undermanned,” commented McLaren. “It
can be six to eight weeks to get clearance.”

Staffing shortages are also hampering
applications for permits, especially for the
exceptionally large loads. Somewhat
ironically, this is partly due to the fact that
authorities have automated much of the
process.

“Most permitting for conventional
super-loads has been automated, so the
permitting offices employ fewer people to
process requests,” observed Watson. “It
probably takes a couple of weeks longer for
some states.”

on breakbulk vessels to carry containers.
AAL carried a few boxes last year but
continued to concentrate on the project and
breakbulk business, said Schoeller. Its fleet is
growing too. The company has six
32,000 dwt project multipurpose vessels on
order, which are expected to start entering
the fleet in early 2024.

“With these we can participate more in
the offshore wind market, but they are of
course designed to cater to the transport of
large energy, infrastructure and other
industrial projects,” said Schoeller.

Major US ports are still struggling with
congestion. The problem spread from the
port complex of Los Angeles and Long
Beach to gateways like Savannah, Charleston
and Houston as US importers shifted their
traffic from Asia away from California to
avoid backlogs. Further disruption will
develop if labour contract negotiations at
West Coast ports lead to a paralysing stand-
off.

Schultz has reservations about shifting
traffic between gateways. “While there have
been options to route cargo through
alternative ports, which can mean having a
larger onshore portion, we often find some of
these alternatives can provide little benefit as
by the time the vessel calls, the alternative
ports themselves are experiencing a backlog.
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Offshore, we are limited with
the size of blades and
components. Our focus is on
onshore projects.

– Felix Schoeller, AAL Shipping

deugro discharging a
91.9 m-long column at
Houston City Docks. 
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Trucking capacity is also tight.“Trucking
companies are fully booked. They are having
problems finding drivers,” according to
Hoffmann. On the inland waterways
system, high demand from grain shippers
has pushed up rates for barges, exacerbating
the upward momentum of costs with
inflation remaining stubbornly high. Next to
the challenges of the labour shortage,
another issue is how overall costs have gone
up due to the rise in fuel prices and inflation,
Bryan noted. “This has had a significant
impact on project cargo,” he remarked. 

Rising prices
“We must all raise our prices. The question is:
who does it first?” said Settle. When inflation
started to kick in, some shippers thought of
deferring projects but then customers started
to accept it and move forwards.

“We have not seen people postpone
projects because of inflation, but everybody
is on pins and needles as to whether the big
‘R’ is going to happen,” Zander said.
Economic indicators have darkened in
recent months, but he is not fazed by the
prospect. “We had some strong years in
recessions,” he said, noting that the outlook
for the project sector remains strong,
especially on the power side.

moves. “That suggests a lot of investment in
the coming years,” he said, adding that the
government’s push toward renewables
augurs well for activity in the power sector.

Digitalisation investment
deugro is looking to step up collaboration
with business partners to cope with capacity
constraints. The company is also investing in
digitalisation, which will see the
introduction of a new transport
management system in October. Schultz
said the firm plans to leverage fully
integrated logistics services and bespoke
solutions like those offered by deugro’s
maintenance, turnarounds and construction
division in Houston, which has dedicated
personnel to work with the client onsite.

Mammoet is also seeking closer
engagement with its clients. “We want to get
involved earlier in the planning stage of the
project so we can introduce the stakeholders
to alternative lift and transport solutions,”
said Bryan.

Liewald emphasised the need for ample
timelines in the current conditions. “Give
people time. Nothing works last minute.
Everybody has tight resources, including the
authorities.” 

 HLPFI

“I am very positive about oil and gas and
power in the future,” said Schoeller, an
assessment shared by D’Abreo. Next year
Rhenus will start gearing up for offshore
wind logistics, where he intends to leverage
the expertise of Rhenus Offshore Logistics.

Watson has seen a lot of requests for
studies and enquiries about consulting on
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With rail the biggest problem
is that the clearance
departments are hugely
undermanned. It can be six to
eight weeks to get clearance.

– Ross McLaren, HLI Rail & Rigging

Heavy haulers
report strong
demand
Over the past several years, Canada-headquartered
GTI Group has grown via new start-ups and
acquisitions, while expanding its service offerings
and existing business units. 

For instance, in 2019, Ontario-based heavy-haul
provider Precision Specialized was brought into the
fold, as was Houston-headquartered flatbed-heavy
haul firm Jetco. “The business units each had their
own mature brands, and we have rebranded to
better show our clients and partners how we are
growing and working together as one family of
companies,” said Katharine Mohn, vice president
marketing and communications, for GTI Canada.

Kyle Kristynik, president at Jetco Delivery, is
seeing an increase in larger project cargoes. “A lot of
it in our neck of the woods is energy/oil and gas-type
work due to the high price for fuel these days. We are
seeing rig counts increase and thus that normally
increases demand for moving big pieces of
equipment, chillers, compressors, even rig moves.  

“Lots of pipe and raw steel is moving in the
market too right now. All way above levels from a
year ago. We do not have any trucks sitting; trucks

are working every day, booked up days/weeks in
advance a lot of the time”

Most of Jetco’s work centres around its step decks
and double-drop trailers. “We are moving some
bigger items on our trunnion trailer, and some
things on our larger multi-axles,” Kristynik
explained. 

Ed Bernard, president at Precision Specialized,
said that this year has proven to be much busier than
last. “The pandemic hit us more in 2021 than either
before or after. Many projects already green lighted
were pushed due to manufacturing delays or other
various pandemic reasons. We are still seeing some
delays but the work has come back in a big way.”

He pointed out that lead times for new trailers

are long, but more so for prime movers. “We are
seeing a much larger demand for multi-axle trailers,
perimeter style and platform trailers. Nine-axle step-
decks are in high demand as well as mini-decks and
stretch trailers,” he said. 

The USA’s heavy transport market seems to be
moving at full tilt, but it continues to suffer from
delays, disruption at ports and a lack of qualified
staff, among other issues. The biggest risk to the
market, according to Bernard, is supply. “The
demand is there, now let us see if the
manufacturers, shipowners and the ports can keep
up. Add in permits, regulations and attempting to
minimise wait time for over-dimensional loads and
we have some challenges ahead.” 

Ed Bernard, president at Precision Specialized. Kyle Kristynik, president at Jetco Delivery.
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F
rom January 1, 2023, all US pilot and
escort vehicle operators (P/EVOs)
and truck drivers will have to have a
Wind Industry Transportation
Professional Advanced Certification

(WITPAC) when handling the components
of wind energy manufacturers GE, Siemens
Gamesa and Vestas. 

The curriculum is designed to be an
advanced certification for those involved in
wind energy transport – covering the
additional skills or information that
P/EVOs or truck drivers need when
hauling wind components. 

Specific risks
Jeffrey Vaughan, president/executive
director at Evergreen Safety Council – a
non-profit organisation dedicated to
workplace and roadway safety, and where
the course is accessed – explained: “A pilot
car operator may have prior experience
piloting oversized loads of different kinds
but there are specific risks that they need to
be aware of and understand to handle wind
components safely.” 

He also highlighted what makes
WITPAC unique: “Throughout my decades
of experience in industrial occupational
safety, it is the first time I have seen three
major wind manufacturers come together
and agree the standards that they require of

hurt and the damage potentially less than
USD10,000 – the incidents have the
potential “to throw the entire logistics
system into chaos”, noted France, with time
and resources having to be directed to
inspecting, fixing and testing the
components to ensure they are fit for the
field. 

“That is where we are seeing a lot of the
benefit, a decrease in the very annoying,
small types of damages,” said France. 

Lack of communication 
Drawing upon data archives, a lack of clear
communication or a breakdown of
communication emerged as common
reasons for accidents. Other causes stemmed
from a reoccurring issue in the sector: a
fragmented approach to oversize transport
processes, with practices varying from one
carrier to another.

That is what WITPAC addresses. “We are
not trying to teach the participants how to
technically do the job, but promote best
practices,” said France. 

The curriculum took about a year to
develop; observing field operations,

their transporters – this is significant, it does
not happen very often in industry and it is a
tremendous step they have taken, one that
will have a positive impact on the sector.”

So how did WITPAC come to be? Jamie
France, logistics safety and quality engineer
at GE Renewable Energy, Onshore Wind,
recalled discussing the idea of creating a
course for best practices in handling the
components back in July 2020. “We wanted
to move forward with the initiative and see if
others would get involved,” she explained. 

After reaching out to Siemens Gamesa
and Vestas, it became clear that the OEMs
share the commitment and dedication to
safety standards, and the aim of reducing
accidents on the road. France explained that
“when we started this endeavour, we had 10
years of data detailing which types of
incidents were most prevalent”, which could
vary from injuries, damages, or deviations
from safe processes. This revealed that
accidents occurred most when transporting
blades and towers – “the tallest, longest and
most delicate pieces”, she noted.

Whether it was side-swipes, hitting stop
signs or lights – occasions where no one was
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In a first for the wind
energy industry in the USA,
leading OEMs GE, Siemens
Gamesa and Vestas have
come together to establish
a nationwide safety
standard specifically for
the unique challenges and
special skills needed when
transporting wind energy
components – WITPAC.
Sophie Barnes reports.

Creating a culture of safety
for wind component transport

Communication is an
essential part of 

pre-trip preparation.
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conducting analysis, and gaining significant
input from operators to finalise the best
practices and develop the course based on
that set of standards.

According to Vaughan, its foundations
are heavily rooted in teamwork. “We spend a
big chunk of time on teamwork and
communication, and then on each team
member’s specific role and how it all works
together to support the team objective – so
for example, the specifics of a steerperson or
a high pole driver, and what the rest of the
team needs to know about what they are
doing or the challenges they face. Everyone
should have a good idea of how the rest of
the team needs to interact and what they
need to do. It brings them all together.”

The course has been running since last
September. Upon registering for the course,
the participant gains access to the training
materials and five online, interactive
modules. This section of the certification
can be completed at the participant’s
convenience and is followed by an online
exam. The next phase of the certification
builds further upon the online modules
with a six-hour session that can be attended
in-person or via Zoom. 

Interactive experience 
This part of WITPAC, according to France,
“is where the learning really happens... it is
an interactive experience with role plays,
case studies, etc. It is not just an instructor
preaching the material.” 

Vaughan added: “The first part of the
training provides the information, and the
one-day course is all about ‘here is what you
have learned already, now let us apply it’.
That is the real magic of the class, it makes it
very real, and the participants are engaged
the whole time.”

“It is a day out of your life that could save
a life,” said France, noting that the course
draws in professionals with varying degrees
of experience. “Experienced drivers could be
in the class with someone who is new to the
business, for example, and the back and
forth in the classroom discussion is where
the learning hits home.

“Even if you learn nothing, you help
other people learn. For the experienced
guys, it affirms that they have been doing
things correctly and they are able to mentor
the new people in the class or in their
company. Or they can find that there is a
better way.

“We have to come together as a
community because we do risky things
every day,” said France, “you must be at the
top of your game and look out for one
another”. And that is one key aspect of the

been encouraging. Vaughan noted that
improvements are already being noticed:
“We had big complaints over the years from
pilot car operators that they did not feel like
the driver understood what their role was or
appreciate it. A lot of that had to do with a
lack of communication or lack of
understanding about how the team is
supposed to work together. Already, there
has been a shift where drivers and pilot car
operators are much more open in their
communication, and we are really starting to
see the change in that dynamic – which is
exactly what we wanted to happen.”

Management interest
Interestingly, France noted that there have
been a number of professionals take the
course not to gain the certification, but to
broaden their knowledge; for instance, those
in management positions. “I am of the belief
that you can never not understand the work
of the people that you lead. You need to
understand what they are doing,” said France. 

This feeds into an overarching theme of
WITPAC: not necessarily creating a set of
rules but a culture of safety and best practice.
For this to take hold, all those involved in
the movement of wind energy cargoes –
from the top to the bottom – need to
actively engage in initiatives such as
WITPAC and promote a safety-first
approach.

As France explained: “We have a
philosophy at GE – anyone can say stop.
The driver may be in charge, but anyone
involved can say ‘stop, something is wrong’.
There will never be repercussions for
stopping for a safety check or issue. If you
make a safety call, we will support you. In a
perfect world, this approach would be
second nature, but you have to start
somewhere.”  HLPFI

course curriculum: covering how to
communicate on the radio, for instance,
ensuring that all the steps are understood so
there is no confusion before executing a
manoeuvre. Things that could be regarded
as common sense but have never been
standardised. 

The certification expires after three years,
at which point the course will have to be
completed once again. Ensuring compliance
will be folded into each OEM’s existing
protocols. For GE, France noted that the
company already has a rigorous approach to
auditing who it works with – whether it is in
the initial approval process prior to bidding
on work, field visits or spot checks from the
headquarters that look into the safety and
training records.

This element was praised by Steven
Todd, executive vice president of permitting
at ProMiles and part of the team that
developed the training. He noted that, as it is
not a government-led initiative, “it is the
industry policing itself. It is ground-breaking
for the USA. A few states require a small,
simpler pilot car certification and it is the
first time that major manufacturers are
saying to the carriers they hire, and the pilot
and escorts they hire, that they must have
this to do business.”

As of late August, more than 2,700 people
completed the course – and the feedback has
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Already, there has been a shift
where drivers and pilot car
operators are much more open
in their communication, and
we are really starting to see
the change in that dynamic.
– Jeffrey Vaughan, Evergreen Safety Council

WITPAC is ground-
breaking for the USA. 
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A
utomated permitting systems
have long been the goal for the
specialised transport industry,
bringing a higher level of
efficiency and safety to the

process. With ProMiles’ Permit Manager –
developed with the help of customers,

The paperless process ensures route
compliance and enables specialised carriers
to accurately quote loads, and submit
permit applications, for both single-point
and multi-jurisdiction OS/OW
movements. When Permit Manager is
combined with ProMiles’ fuel tax
reporting and fuel management solutions,
specialised carriers can optimise fuel
purchases and manage fuel tax reporting. 

Before this solution could come to pass,
individual states had to go through the
automation process – something that Todd
described as an “evolution”. And great
progress has been made. “There is a
continued push for 100 percent
compliance and automated OS/OW
permitting. One day, every state in the
USA will issue a great percentage of
permits automatically, without any need
for human inter-action. 

“After all, time is money and the ability
to obtain, or know you are able to get, a
permit for a route within a few minutes
without waiting hours or days or weeks is
crucial,” he said.

He estimates that around 40 of the 50
states have what the industry calls “fully-
fledged” automated permitting. In some
cases, 40-50 percent of permits are issued
automatically, while others, such as Illinois,
have a much higher rate of around 
95-98 percent. “With the remaining 10
states, there is good news there too, with at
least three or four of them in the
discussion or planning stages of an
automated system.” 

Multi-state automation
The Permit Manager is the next evolution,
breaking ground with multi-state
automation. “Before, if you needed to
move a load through four or five states you
had to go to each individual state’s
permitting system – and even if they are
automated, there is still a degree of data
entry. With Permit Manager, now up and
running with the first partner NOVA, a
user can view a national map, input the
origin and destination, and then up pops
their route.”

Users can manipulate the screen state to
state, with information about the relevant
restrictions and why certain routes are not
viable. 

Designed for routine OS/OW or small
‘super loads’, ProMiles has a dedicated
team of 20 technicians that monitors each
state’s permit information, which can
sometimes change on a daily basis.
“Whether it is a temporary or permanent
change, a state repaving sections of road

industry experts and retired state officials –
this goes a step further by providing a
platform to obtain multi-state permits.

Permit Manager was designed to
streamline and simplify the process of
obtaining permits and managing
oversized/overweight (OS/OW) projects.

ProMiles Software Development Corporation, a North
American regulatory compliance and custom permitting
technology provider, has partnered with NOVA Permits &
Pilot Cars/Axys Permits for the provision of its multi-
jurisdiction permit management solution – Permit
Manager. HLPFI speaks with Steven Todd, executive vice
president of permitting at ProMiles, to discuss the many
benefits of the system.

Automatic
permitting
gains ground
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that can change critical clearance by an
inch – it is all monitored daily and updated
on the Permit Manager. Just like individual
states updating their own systems, but now
it is happening at a national level.”

The benefits of such a system are clear.
Regarding safety, Todd explained: “The
fewer times a human being has to enter all
the data – the truck type, trailer, weight,
dimensions, etc – the less chance for a
mistake. Tragically, one little data entry
error can cause accidents down the line,
for instance hitting a bridge or what have
you. Permit Manager, first and foremost,
reduces the repetitive data entry process,
lessens the chance of mistakes and
increases accuracy.”

Instant information
Naturally, this also ties into efficiency. If
you move a load through four states, you
only need to input the information one
time into Permit Manager and it populates
into all four states’ application systems –
and you know instantly where you can
enter or exit each jurisdiction. 

“As it stands, you have to gamble – take
a conservative approach and get the first
state permit and then go to the second
state, but if you are not conservative
enough in your estimations, you run the
risk of the first permit expiring. Many
carriers – because time is money – apply

for all four permits at once, but then last
minute one state in the chain can decide
that it no longer applies and you have to
start all over again.”

Another advantage, according to Todd,
is that many carriers in the USA still
manage their permitting processes
somewhat manually – “often a
cumbersome and internal system”. Permit
Manager stores all that information, and in
NOVA’s case, provides the option to
handle billing and invoicing.

Quoting tool 
Todd continued: “A carrier considering
bidding on a multi-state job can also use
Permit Manager as a quoting tool – if you
put in the information, it will tell you what
permit fees will be required; almost exactly
how many pilot cars or police escorts you
will need; and you can add in the rate you
pay for the escort services. It then provides
the likely fees and the carrier can
determine whether to bid on the work. If
the carrier then receives the job, all the
information related to that load is already
in Permit Manager and can be
automatically populated without starting
the application process again.”

Essentially, Permit Manager provides a
comprehensive permitting solution from
start to finish – a “one-stop-shop, paperless
solution”, noted Todd.  HLPFI
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A carrier considering bidding
on a multi-state job can also
use Permit Manager as a
quoting tool – if you put in
the information, it will tell
you what permit fees will be
required.

– Steven Todd, ProMiles

Permit Manager is now
up and running with its

first partner, NOVA. 
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Carrier53’ specialises in the
transport of 53 ft
containers from China to

the USA. Established during
June 2021 by container lessor
Lotus Container Group and ship
manager Schulte & Bruns,
Carrier53’ was spun off as a fully
independent entity in March
2022 having grown rapidly since
its formation. 

At the time of writing,
Carrier53’ had performed 41
sailings with its six vessels, which
occupy the 32,000-38,000 dwt
range. The primary revenue
generator, thus far, has been
front haul – namely 53 ft
containers from China to the
North Pacific and a swift ballast
back to China.

“Now, we have strengthened
our team [in the USA] and are
starting to generate backhaul –
bulk and general cargo,” said
Willem-Alexander Dous,
managing partner and ceo,
adding that it will only call at
one or two loading ports on the
backhaul to maintain service
reliability, which is a core focus
for the line. 

“We do not intend to take on
five or six parcels to fill the ships
on the backhaul. For us, time
rotation is crucial and we want
to keep it to a minimum.”

Presently, its ships sail from
either Qingdao or Humen
directly to Portland. Stateside,

Carrier53’ has its own dedicated
berth in Portland with no
waiting times. “It has onsite
Customs and is rail connected,”
said Dous, noting that “we have
not experienced any
disruptions.”

Expanding fleet
Two of its vessels – Whale Shark
(delivered during July 2022) and
Shanghai Pearl (delivered during
November 2021) – are owned.
Four UBC T-class vessels are time
chartered in. It plans to acquire
an additional vessel in Q4 this
year, and another in Q1 2023. 

“We want to increase our

own tonnage, and we want to
have a good balance between
time chartered and owned. We
will most probably increase the
number of sailings from China –
so far we have been sailing from
Humen and Qingdao to
Portland and, next month
(September), we will start a
service from Shanghai,” said
Dous.

Carrier53’ also has an
agreement in place to call at Los
Angeles but has been somewhat
reticent to launch to the
gateway due to concerns about
labour strikes. Both Dous and
managing partner Jan Frahnert

are continuing to scan the
market for opportunities. In
September, Carrier53’ will launch
a twice-monthly service
connecting Mexico and
Germany.

Dous said that he has found
the early stages of the Carrier53’
journey to be exciting. “It is very
new to us. I have been in the
container game for 25 years
now. Jan has for six years. 

Refreshing challenge
“It was refreshing to do
something outside the standard
container business while still
being associated to the industry
and using established
connections to support
Carrier53’ in its endeavours. We
are enjoying it. Of course, the
market has been supportive.”

Frahnert added that it has
been great to work within a
close-knit team. “It is a familiar
bunch. The team comes from
Schulte & Bruns, who we worked
with before in cooperation, and
from Ocean7 who we also
worked with on project
business. We are not new to
each other; we know our
competencies and capabilities.”

 HLPFI

Carrier53’ carves out a niche
David Kershaw spoke
with Jan Frahnert
(managing partner)
and Willem-Alexander
Dous (managing
partner and ceo) of
Hamburg-
headquartered
Carrrier53’, which is
carving a niche on the
China-USA trade. 

Willem-Alexander Dous, left, and Jan Frahnert  of Carrrier53’.

Shanghai Pearl was delivered in November 2021.
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I
n an ironic twist, a significant swing of
the pendulum to rising insurance rates
has been largely overlooked. Most
attention has been focused instead over
the past few years on the collapse of

trade as the pandemic swept over the planet
and then rebounded so fast and strong that
supply chains are now clogged. Further, rising
insurance premiums are often considered just

sector, over the past few years has ended and
there is even some indication of flows back in.

Specifically for project cargo, the trend of
modularisation is accelerating. Owners, large
energy and infrastructure companies, as well
as the engineering and construction firms
that lead projects, continue to favour pre-
assembly into a few large modules that are
assembled onsite.

another part of the inflation that has reignited,
rather than a concurrent trend.

In any case, insurance companies, major
brokers and the leading trade associations
report that premiums, as well as terms and
conditions, have mostly reached a breakeven
point for most types of marine and cargo
coverage. The steady stream of reduced
capacity, and even underwriters leaving the

Rates for marine insurance, including inland cargo coverage, have continued firmer this
year after sharp increases in 2021. That represents a sea change because insurance
markets have been soft for many years, in some lines for more than a decade, writes
Gregory DL Morris.

Challenges loom 
over modularisation and sanctions 
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That preference naturally favours project
cargo carriers and forwarders, but is not
without militating factors, especially
regarding insurance and risk management.
The modules themselves represent a
significant aggregation of risk, which is
always a concern to underwriters.

Size complications
It is often more difficult to insure the
shipment of one USD1 billion module than
it is to insure 10 USD100 million
shipments. There are only a few insurance
companies large enough to lead such
coverage, and even underwriters that are
followers on the placement are alert to their
own capacity limits.

“Any insurance with indemnity that
involves business interruption [BI], which is
what delay in start-up (DSU) is, is a
problem now,” said Richard Turner,
president of the International Union of
Marine Insurers (IUMI). “The process of
obtaining spares or replacements is not as
reliable as it was before the pandemic. On
top of that, there are transportation delays
because supply chains remain clogged.
There is a risk that claims for BI, including
DSU, can be significantly higher.”

underwriting also returned to a technical
breakeven position in 2020, having achieved
a 5.9 percent increase in global premiums to
reach USD17.2 billion. “However, a likely
increase in natural catastrophe events going
forward, coupled with increased risk
accumulations, has the potential to impact
cargo underwriting performance in 2021,”
the report noted.

Oil price rally 
An oil price rally reversed the fortunes of the
offshore energy insurance sector in 2020 to
halt the many years of a declining premium
base – the 2020 premium base was recorded
as USD3.6 billion. “New underwriting
potential is likely to result from increased
offshore reactivation, but this will bring
additional risk and the possibility of an
increase in the current extremely low levels
of claims,” the report noted.

Incremental increases in premiums are
necessary but not sufficient to underwrite
monster modules and mega projects. One
response from Liberty Specialty Markets has
been to form a new syndicate with dedicated
capacity for marine. That syndicate came
together over the summer and was
announced in September.

“The market is firming,” said Chris
Hicks, underwriting manager for the
London and Continental marine cargo
markets for Liberty, “but bear in mind that is
from historic lows.” He noted that after
Hurricane Sandy in 2012, “there was an
absence of large losses and the catastrophe
seasons were generally light”.

Then the long and fierce 2018 hurricane
season was “a big hit” to the insurance sector
and “lots of capacity departed.” He noted
that there was pressure on under-
performing portfolios at Lloyd’s, of which
marine was one. “We had a big, mature book
of business,” said Hicks, “so we were able to
smooth things through the cycle.”

What the recent firming has allowed, he
explained, “is that the market knows better
what works and what does not. We are more
able to move the cost of risk closer to its
[support] level. Ratios are getting back to
breakeven for the first time in 15 years.”

Marine loss patterns
Another unexpected, yet logical, result of the
pandemic was the change in marine loss
patterns. “In particular, we saw a reduction
in attritional losses simply because when
vessels are laid up they have less chance to
sink,” Hicks said dryly. Those trends are
reverting to the mean with booming trade
volumes. On top of that, “climate change is
also driving changes in loss patterns. So what

That puts even more emphasis than ever
on loss control. Turner stressed that owners,
shippers, carriers and insurers have to
collaborate to identify critical components
and stages in the process. “You have to have
grip and control around critical
components,” said Turner, “and put a ring
fence around them.”

Returning capacity
As the marine and cargo insurance markets
have firmed and premiums have returned to
breakeven ratios, underwriting capacity is
returning. Turner noted that cargo
insurance, at least, is somewhat insulated
from inflation because premiums are
typically rated as a percentage of the value of
the cargo. So, both numbers rise and fall in
synch.

In November 2021, IUMI published its
annual analysis of the 2020 global marine
insurance market. The report on 2021 will
be released at the organisation’s annual
meeting and conference from September
18-21 in Chicago.

Global marine insurance premiums for
2020 increased by 6.1 percent from 2019 to
reach USD30 billion, according to the
IUMI report. The hull underwriting sector
grew by 6 percent in 2020 and global
premiums reached USD7.1 billion.

As with the hull sector, cargo
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Any insurance with indemnity
that involves business
interruption, which is what
DSU is, is a problem now. The
process of obtaining spares or
replacements is not as reliable
as it was before the pandemic. 

– Richard Turner, IUMI
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Fracht Group transported
modules, with the heaviest piece

weighing 1,200 tonnes, from
Sattahip, Thailand, to Chawan

Jetty in Singapore.
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looked adequate in the past may not be any
more.”

Along the same lines, “uncertainty in the
supply chain overall, and in the
manufacturing process is increasing
exposure to DSU,” said Hicks. “There is
also more uncertainty in the minds of
insurers in terms of what reserves to hold.”

Most broadly, though, “the upward
momentum in premium continues, but not
as fast as it was last year”, said Hicks.
“Capacity is starting to creep back up from
the established leaders and also from new
entries and re-entries [of insurers that left
marine lines over the past few years of soft
markets]. There is always going to be some
swing in and out, so it is important for
insureds to look at the capital behind the
insurer. What is their promise to pay worth?”

Larger modules
Ali Rizvi, managing director of the marine
practice at insurance broker Marsh Specialty,
was a marine engineer for six years before
shifting to insurance. He noted that the push
to larger and larger modules has been driven
by investment in offshore energy and
infrastructure, which lend themselves to that
type of construction. “The original focus
was on offshore installations and has moved
to process modules, for example, LNG
terminals. The entire segment is moving to
plug-and-play.”

This drives aggregation of risk and
increases potential delay in startup. “The
same piece of equipment now has multiple
exposures to DSU,” Rizvi elaborated. “Risk
engineering, vessel vetting and loss-control
surveys have always been important, but
now the quantum has increased by
multiples.”

Earlier this year Marsh placed DSU
coverage for an LNG terminal, including
USD1.2 billion in DSU coverage.

Turner, at IUMI, sees a further
complication: the intersection of project

basis for global trade and marine insurance,
the oldest form of insurance, is world-to-
world: from anywhere to anywhere. Today
there are sanctions on countries or regions,
types of cargo and even individuals.

“If the flow of manufacturing and
transport is covered by sanctions, it cannot
be covered by insurance,” Turner cautioned.
“But even if it is not covered by sanctions,
some insurers may cover it but others quite
likely will say ‘no’. That is especially an issue
for complex projects with components
coming from all over the world.”

Adding the dimension of time further
complicates the picture. “Project cargo is the
longest period cover that most insurers
write,” said Turner, “so it is the most
exposed to sanctions. It does no harm to
investigate the source of all components at
the outset of the project.”  HLPFI

cargo and sanctions. “I just saw a report on
sanctions and was shocked at the number of
countries on it. It is not just Russia.
Something else that has not been seen
before is financial institutions going beyond
the sanctions.”

That is significant because the age-old

Capacity is starting to creep
back up from the established
leaders and also from new
entries and re-entries... so it
is important for insureds to
look at the capital behind the
insurer.

– Chris Hicks, Liberty

Earlier this year two of the top P&I clubs in the UK
agreed to merge. Both North and Standard clubs
held special general meetings on May 27 to approve
the proposal to merge into a single mutual insurer,
NorthStandard as a unified club in time for
February 2, 2023, next year’s renewal date. The
merger remains subject to the approval of all the
appropriate regulatory authorities.

According to the joint release, the merger will
create one of the largest providers of mutual cover in

the maritime industries with consolidated annual
premiums of around USD750 million. With 300 years
of shared P&I heritage, NorthStandard will also bring
together some of the most respected expert teams in
maritime risk management.

Both company ceos, Jeremy Grose at Standard
and Paul Jennings at North, deferred any comment
on the transaction or on broader insurance trends.

“Should the merger go ahead, then the number
of clubs will fall to 12, where two clubs would be

responsible for approximately 40 percent of pool
claims,” according to an analysis of the deal by
insurance brokerage Gallagher.

“The effect on the competition in the market,
and hence shipowners’ choice, is likely to be
marginal – in fact it could be argued that creating an
entity with the capital strength and premium
volume to compete with the current market leader,
Gard, might be a positive for shipowners and
enhance effective competition.” 

North and Standard P&I clubs agree merger

Mammoet handling the
load-out of a topside in

Turkmenistan. 
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ACE Forwarding delivers 
bespoke solutions

In its Freight Service Awards 2021, the British International Freight 
Association recognised Ace Forwarding as the ‘best in industry’
for the Project Forwarding category. 

When an international 
energy company was 
preparing for a remote offshore 
drilling project it asked ACE 
Forwarding to undertake 
a comprehensive study of 
available infrastructure, 
Customs regimes, possible 
transport routes and timings, 
as well as the capability of in-
country operators in Ireland.

Following agreement 
to implement ACE’s 
recommendations, the 
company was engaged to 
provide full end-to-end freight 
forwarding support, Customs 
management and aviation 
logistics services for the project.

Kerry Airport and Foynes Port 

options for crew change 
helicopters and the supply 
vessels supporting the 
drilling campaign. 

ACE business and commercial 
director Ed Arnott recalled: 
“Oil and gas logistics 
experience [at Kerry and 
Foynes] was limited and 
needed to be developed from 
the ground up, the budgetary 

ensured that local content 
was maximised.”

Arnott explained: “The end 
project site was a very 
expensive drillship hired on 
a day rate of hundreds of 
thousands of pounds per day, 
with extremely limited offshore 

Drill pipe and equipment being loaded out into a coaster vessel

SPONSORED BY

FINALISTS

Project Forwarding Award

storage areas – meaning 
that cargo needed to arrive in 
Foynes exactly when needed, 
otherwise rig downtime would 
be incurred.”

ACE transported over 2,300 
tonnes of equipment from 
Aberdeen to Foynes by road. 
It also chartered a number 
of coaster vessels to convey 
2,600 tonnes of drill pipe 
and out-of-gauge rig safety 
and contingency equipment 
from Limassol and Aberdeen 
to Foynes.

New territory
According to Arnott: “There was 
no Customs precedent to call 
upon for the export, import and 
transit declaration processes in 
Foynes or Kerry for equipment 
and personnel going to/from 
the drillship operating on the 
Irish Continental Shelf.

“Therefore, our Customs 
scenario was new territory 
for Ireland’s Revenue 
Commissioners.”

With its extensive experience in 
projects of this nature, both in 
the UK and internationally, ACE 
was able to map a bespoke 
Customs solution that was 
compliant with the Revenue’s 
Automated Import System 
(AIS), could be applied by local 

the client to implement.

Summing up, Arnott said: 
“As a project freight forwarder, 
the pre-operational legwork 
to research and develop a 
comprehensive project 
logistics strategy is absolutely 
key to every successful 
project delivery.

“For this project, pragmatism 
and patience were required 
when negotiating with 
government authorities 
and a respectful approach 
was needed when engaging 
and rolling out requirements 
and procedures with the 
local vendors.”

contract renewal from this 
client in August 2021.

and to enter the 2022 awards visit bifa.org/awards
Running for over 30 years, and seen as the most 
prestigious for the sector, the BIFA Freight Service Awards 
is open to all full trading and probationary members. 
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A shifting market in
need of investment
Phil Hastings learns that downstream
oil and gas investments will continue
to drive heavy lift and project cargo
handling opportunities in the years to
come, despite net-zero targets edging
closer and nations seeking to reduce
reliance on traditional suppliers.

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com


O
verall global investment in
downstream oil and gas industry
projects recovered strongly during
2021 but prospects are mixed.
That, at least, is the picture that

emerges from various recent reports on
current and likely developments in the
downstream business.

In summary, they suggest investment in
traditional refining operations will start
declining fairly soon but spending in
petrochemicals and low-carbon businesses
such as hydrogen and biofuels will increase.

The International Energy Agency’s (IEA)
recently published World Energy
Investment 2022 report states: “High fuel
prices, inflationary pressures and supply
chain bottlenecks, the urgent need to
accelerate the energy sector’s transformation
to net zero, and the Russian invasion of
Ukraine are creating a potent mix of
pressures and incentives for energy
investors.”

Commenting specifically on the refining
sector, the IEA report said investment in
new plants and upgrades to existing ones
increased by 30 percent last year, compared
with 2020, and more large-capacity projects
are expected to come online this year. 

However, it also warned: “After 2022, the
pace of new capacity additions is likely to
slow, which could lead to a reduction in
refining investment in the coming years.”

The IEA added that while the refining
sector has seen an “extraordinary” rise in
margins so far this year, “the strong financial
performance and high utilisation rates seen
in recent months may not necessarily
translate into higher investment levels, given
lingering uncertainty around the long-term
outlook for oil demand”.

Mounting pressures
In fact, less competitive traditional refiners
are facing mounting pressures to adapt to
the new market environment set to be
created by energy transitions. As a result, the
IEA stated: “Many refiners are looking to
expand low-carbon businesses such as
renewable biofuels, plastic recycling and
low-carbon hydrogen.”

Wood Mackenzie, a UK-based global
research and consultancy business,
highlighted the growing need for oil refiners
to diversify their activities, specifically in the
area of petrochemicals, earlier this year.

In its report, Global petrochemical feedstocks:
three important trends in feedstock markets, Wood
Mackenzie pointed out that petrochemicals
already represent an important growth
market for oil producers. Today, the global

INDUSTRY REVIEWDOWNSTREAM OIL & GAS
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TGP arranged the ocean
transport of several
oversized structures

from the port of Avilés
in Spain to the USA for
an oil refinery project.
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energy transition is reshaping oil supply and
demand, with significant implications for
the petrochemicals sector. 

“As energy use of global liquids declines
significantly from 2027, non-energy use will
continue to grow through to 2040. This will
drive many refiners towards deeper
integration downstream, with
petrochemicals representing a major
alternative source of demand.”

The potential scale of that demand is
highlighted in another recent study,
Petrochemicals Market: Global Industry Trends,
Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast
2022-2027, published by IMARC Group, a
multinational market research company. It
suggested a global petrochemicals market,
valued at just over USD547 billion in 2021,
would experience a near 6 percent
compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
over the next six years to top
USD778 billion by 2027.

Petrochemicals growth
Colin Hindley, global sector head
international energy companies (IEC) for
DHL Industrial Projects, agreed that the
energy transition will reduce demand for oil
products and increase the requirement for
petrochemicals. 

“Those two developments pose a dual
challenge. Lower overall demand means less
need for refining capacity. At the same time,
the remaining refining capacity must evolve
to match a shift in product mix to meet
petrochemical demand,” he said. 

“Refiners will need to find ways to make
much less gasoline, marginally less diesel
and more sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
and petrochemical feedstocks.” 

Hindley also suggested that the demand
for such a transformation would trigger
significant capital investment in the
development and transformation of global
energy parks so they are capable of
producing a differing mix of products to
support the increased requirement for
alternative energies and chemicals. 

“Such brownfield projects could involve
multiple developments over one midstream
site, with each presenting its own logistics
challenges − and at DHL we see an
opportunity to develop customised solutions
and manage capacity demand,” he
commented.

“In fact, some such developments are
already under way and appear more
amenable and investable to the asset owners
– being quicker to design, engineer and
construct on existing and often already IEC-
owned land, and with a faster return on
investment.” 

experience in the downstream oil and gas
industry has included carrying out the
transport and installation of furnaces, with a
gross weight of over 1,500 tonnes, and valve
structures each weighing 306 tonnes, for a
petrochemical plant in Azerbaijan. 

“Our initial evaluation of likely future
downstream developments in the region is
that, especially in the light of the ongoing
geopolitical tensions in our neighbourhood,
the energy potential of Azerbaijan and other
Caspian Sea countries is seen as
exponentially promising,” he stated. 

“We are expecting the market to see
several new initiatives in the near future,
reinforcing the capacity of those countries to
fill the energy gap that is already occurring
and will most probably be further aggravated
following the war in Ukraine. We are
looking at Uzbekistan, for example, where
industry hopes have been raised by the
discovery of huge gasfields.” 

War uncertainties
The consensus view among most
international logistics providers as to how
the war in Ukraine will influence future
developments in the global downstream oil
and gas business is still unclear.

Ole Schmidt, vice president, projects, for
Danish freight forwarding group DSV,
summarised: “At the moment, it is too early
to assess the impact of the war and its
repercussions on the downstream oil and gas
sector, although we are seeing revitalised
interest in further major capital spending on
upstream exploration and production.”

Pieter Augustyns, deputy managing
director for Europe and LatAm projects at
Sarens, echoed those sentiments. “It is hard
to assess holistically the impact of the war on
the downstream sector,” he stated. However,

Meanwhile, all logistics providers active
in the downstream oil and gas market are
waiting to see what impact the war in
Ukraine and the related loss of Russian
oil/gas supplies and refined products will
have on planned new international
investment and resulting projects.

One result, it is suggested, could be more
new developments in some of the
neighbouring Caspian Sea/Central Asian
countries to try to make up any shortfalls in
supply resulting from the war. 

That is the view of Irakli Tsankashvili,
group ceo of Georgia-headquartered
international freight forwarder Logistics
Solutions and its heavy transport and lifting
subsidiary LS Heavylift. The latter’s
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In the light of the ongoing
geopolitical tensions in our
neighbourhood, the energy
potential of Azerbaijan and
other Caspian Sea countries is
seen as exponentially promising.

– Irakli Tsankashvili, Logistics Solutions 

AAL Shipping
transported tower
components for part of a
petroleum refinery
vacuum distillation unit.
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the recent events in Ukraine have
highlighted Europe’s “absolute dependency”
on other regions. 

“There are indications that we could
possibly see the development of a more
‘made in Europe’ industry which could
alleviate the pressure currently being
experienced by the Continent due to it being
unable to control political developments and
diplomatic/business relations with countries
on which it very much relies.”

DHL’s Hindley also said it is “too early to
understand” how the knock-on effects of
Russia’s invasion will impact the
downstream oil and gas sector. “What we do
believe, though, is that situation will
accelerate the development of alternative
fuels, largely LNG and clean renewables like
solar, wind and hydrogen,” he commented.

“We also think that the changing energy
mix and the speed at which those alternatives
require development may increase the
demand for modularisation in such projects
over the next three to four years.” 

European energy crisis
Michael Morland, general manager
Americas for multipurpose carrier AAL
Shipping, voiced similar observations. “The
Americas have only minor imports of energy
and oil from Russia, which will not be too
difficult to replace. However, Europe’s
dependence on Russian gas has put that
region in a very difficult and urgent position
where it needs to find alternative sources,”
he commented.

“We would therefore anticipate huge
investment in gas production capabilities in
Norway, the UK, Netherlands and North
Africa, as well as pipeline developments
from those regions. We would also expect to
see LNG import facilities scaled up and
developed in ports in order to substitute
pipeline gas with LNG supply.” 

Morland added that there would be
“continued and scaled-up” investment in
wind/water power and, later on, hydrogen
facilities – but that development would need
to be fast-tracked and ramped up even
further in the next five to 10 years. “From a
business perspective for shipping and freight
companies, that will mean a lot of
opportunities to contribute to new projects,”
he commented. 

In that context, he reported that while the
scope of the logistics requirements placed on
heavy lift carriers and forwarders by the
downstream oil and gas industry remains the
same, there is a trend for components to get
bigger.

“Modules are to a larger degree being
completed and assembled at the

internationally, while suggesting that oil and
gas remains a powerful force in the market.
“There are still downstream oil and gas
projects out there for us. For instance, we
are looking into some in Norway, which is
currently planning a number of such
developments,” he reported. 

New developments
“Germany is doing the same in order to
reduce its dependence on Russia, although
its energy reliance on that country is so
intrinsically related to its infrastructure that
such a transition will not be easy to make.” 

Jigar Shah, director (projects and 3PL)
for JSL Global, an international project
logistics provider in Qatar, also suggested
there will still be new traditional
downstream projects coming through for
some years to come. 

“Renewable energy will gain in
popularity but petroleum fuel will remain a
major energy source due to the high
growing demand for energy worldwide,” he
commented. “That trend is set to continue
for the next few decades so refining is
expected to remain a major factor in the
growth of the downstream oil and gas
industry in the next few years.”

The Netherlands-headquartered
Mammoet feels like the downstream oil and

manufacturing location, rather than stick-
built at site. That leads to a need to adapt our
ship designs for the future to meet the needs
of our clients,” he added. 

Sarens’ Augustyns agreed that sustainable
energies are becoming ever-more prominent
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We would anticipate huge
investment in gas production
capabilities in Norway, the UK,
Netherlands and North Africa, as
well as pipeline developments
from those regions. 

– Michael Morland, AAL Shipping
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gas market is moving in the right
direction. “It’s somewhat of a
perfect storm. We saw a bit of a
slowdown in the traditional
petrochemical/plastics market, but
LNG liquefaction filled that gap. I
am not telling anybody anything
new when I say the Russian
invasion of Ukraine has only
created more interest in US LNG.
Modularisation can even help to
get that earlier to market as well.
The sustainable green and blue
fuels is seeing a lot of interest
completely in parallel. On top of
all of this you have the global
renewables market that has a need
for our services, which has created
an additional demand for the
resources.”

Its 2,500-tonne lifting capacity
Focus30 crane is well suited to
work in the downstream sector,
particularly plant modernisation
projects. The crane has a 30 m x
40 m footprint and its boom
system is assembled vertically in
sections. The compact footprint
also allows customers to complete
more work alongside heavy lifting
operations, while its low ground

bearing pressure limits the impact on surrounding
infrastructure and reduces the amount of civil
work that is required for lifting to begin. Robert
Roest, regional project sales director, said the
crane recently completed its first job stateside.
“With many of the really big cranes being taken
off the market by longer-term offshore wind
projects, the Focus30 offers an opportunity to re-
evaluate projects and see if this machine can do
the work from closer by, which is a very applicable
philosophy for existing plants. With other cranes
being particularly suitable and advantageous for
the offshore wind segment, the Focus30 is
likewise suitable for oil, gas and construction and
we see a great alignment of purpose and demand.”

Another recent product innovation from

Mammoet has come in the form of its SPMTs
with jacking cradles. These were first used to
move six buildings at Terminal C at Dallas-Fort
Worth Airport in Texas, although Roest believes
they could carve out a lucrative niche in other
markets. 

“The fit is really good. We are currently
working the system on a petrochemical project
where we can elevate a piperack module to
installation height with the same trailer it was
transported on. No crane required. This in-house
innovation also simplifies module design. No
need for lift lugs and the like. Clients love it. We
see a lot of opportunity for this system in both the
civil and the petrochemical/LNG market.”

 HLPFI
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Sulluk Logistics &
Marine Services loaded

out a 560-tonne crude
distillation unit (CDU). 
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T
he potential scale of the hydrogen
market in relation to energy
generation was highlighted in a
recent report, Hydrogen Forecast to
2050 – Energy Transition Outlook

2022, published by DNV, a Norway-
headquartered worldwide independent
assurance and risk management provider. 

“Global spend on producing hydrogen for
energy purposes from now until 2050 will be
USD6.8 trillion, with an additional
USD180 billion spent on hydrogen pipelines
and USD530 billion on building and
operating ammonia terminals,” it predicted.

The International Energy Agency’s (IEA)
recently published World Energy Investment
2022 report reaffirmed that hydrogen is set
for strong growth in both the short and
medium term.

Hydrogen pipeline
Short term, the report stated: “The hydrogen
project pipeline continues to grow and
projects are increasingly likely to achieve final
investment decision (FID); over
USD500 million will have been spent on
supply projects coming online in 2022.”

In the medium term, the IEA suggested
the repercussions of Russia’s war in Ukraine
might well provide a further boost. “Europe’s
quest for alternatives to Russian energy could
supercharge hydrogen investment and – if
achieved – could lead to USD1 trillion of
new projects globally by 2030.” 

Longer-term prospects for hydrogen also
look positive, according to Colin Hindley,

Spanish multinational renewable energy
group Iberdrola covering a number of areas,
including the planned integrated
development − in Spain, Portugal and the
UK – of large-scale green hydrogen
production. 

Right now, though, heavy lift providers
and forwarders generally report that the
global plans to substantially increase
hydrogen production have yet to actually
generate substantial new project logistics
work, although they can see signs that
situation could soon change.

“While there have been significant
announcements about a number of new
projects − over 500 globally totalling more
than USD500 billion of investment − FIDs
are slow to come through,” reported DHL’s
Hindley. 

“So despite the impressive headlines,
generally, significant effort is still required to
move hydrogen projects from pledges to
actual construction.”

Senior executives with several other
leading international logistics companies
voiced similar views about the current state
of the hydrogen projects sector. Ole
Schmidt, vice president, projects for DSV,
stated: “We are not currently seeing that sort
of work coming through but investment
earmarked for such projects can be clearly
identified in each international oil company’s
project portfolio.”

Early stages
Similarly, Pieter Augustyns, deputy
managing director for Europe and LatAm
projects at Sarens, commented: “Companies
are approaching us for feed studies and
supply chain insight but that is in its early
stages, at least in Europe.” 

Likewise, Colin Charnock, group ceo for
Trans Global Projects Group (TGP), said:
“Hydrogen plant projects are increasingly on
our radar but the industry is still in its
infancy.” 

Michael Morland, general manager
Americas for AAL Shipping, is “keeping a
close eye on” potential hydrogen
developments. “Some countries, like the
UK, have conceptualised plans on how to
capitalise on the opportunity that hydrogen
promises but so far we have not seen that
materialise in terms of cargo flow or tangible
projects that we are bidding on,” he said.

“That is not a surprise, though, as the
time from concept through to FID and then
manufacturing time for major projects can be
significant. The shipping industry would
typically be involved in the last stages of the
supply chain.” 
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global sector head international energy
companies (IEC) for DHL Industrial
Projects, whose current involvement in the
sector includes supporting the movement of
materials from Asia/EU to the USA for a
hydrogen project. 

“The presumption is that hydrogen and
its derivatives will account for 12 percent of
final energy consumption by 2050, with two-
thirds coming from green hydrogen (made
with clean electricity) and one-third from
blue hydrogen (made from fossil fuels and
using carbon capture). Meeting those targets
will require a significant scale up in the
development of hydrogen production.”

According to Jigar Shah, director (projects
and 3PL) for JSL Global in Qatar, the Middle
East is particularly well placed to support that
growth. “Analysis of the costs of producing
hydrogen from natural gas in various parts of
the world shows that the Middle East has the
potential to achieve that production at a
cheaper rate than other regions,” he claimed.
“That is due to the low cost of natural gas in
the region.” 

Globally, the planned development of
major new hydrogen projects is already
gathering pace. One of the latest examples
saw oil major Shell announce in July that it
had taken the FID to build Holland
Hydrogen I, “Europe’s largest renewable
hydrogen plant once operational in 2025”, in
the Dutch port of Rotterdam. 

The same month also saw another major
international oil company, bp, unveil plans to
establish a strategic collaboration with

Accelerating development of hydrogen as a fuel is set to
create one of the fastest-growing sectors of the global
downstream oil and gas industry over the next few
decades, reports Phil Hastings.

Hydrogen market
set for bright future

The Fukushima Hydrogen Energy Research Field (FH2R)
facility in Japan can produce up to 1,200 cu m of
hydrogen per hour using renewable energy.
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“I
n light of international moves to
diversify into different types of
fuel, we see related new types of
project logistics business
coming through shortly,” said

Irakli Tsankashvili, group ceo of Logistics
Solutions and its heavy transport and lifting
subsidiary LS Heavylift. 

In fact, some logistics providers are
already seeing new biofuel project business
materialising. Kuehne + Nagel, for example,
announced earlier this year that it would be
organising the heavy lift logistics and
module transportation for a Shell biofuels
project in the Netherlands, which is
expected to start production in 2024.

Biofuel projects
Ole Schmidt, vice president, projects, for
DSV, said a number of that company’s
existing clients had already launched biofuel
projects and upgrades to existing facilities.
“That investment in sustainable fuels clearly
offers up project opportunities to the freight
forwarding community,” he said.

According to the International Energy
Agency’s (IEA) World Energy Investment 2022
report, global investment in liquid biofuels
actually more than doubled in 2021 to just

and vegetable oil is likely to redirect some
investment towards food production.

“Food supply chain disruption and
soaring prices due to Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine are casting a shadow over the
availability and use of grains employed in
ethanol production, as well as vegetable oils
and waste-based oils for biodiesel
production,” it pointed out. 

Colin Charnock, group ceo for Trans
Global Projects Group (TGP), believes the
current growing worldwide enthusiasm for
biofuels is being driven primarily “by the call
to curb reliance on fossil fuels and eliminate
emissions”. 

Colin Hindley, global sector head
international energy companies (IEC) for
DHL Industrial Projects, made the same
point. “Bioenergy can make an important
contribution to reducing emissions,
particularly in transportation. Therefore, we
expect to see further energy park
transformations and refinery restructuring to
increase the supply of biofuels such as
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF).”

Strategic collaborations
In that context, he pointed out that sister
organisation DHL Express had earlier this
year confirmed new strategic collaborations
with energy major bp and Finnish renewable
fuels refiner Neste covering the provision of
more than 800 million litres of SAF,
produced from waste oils, for is air transport
operations within the next five years.

Right now, though, most logistics
providers still see the biofuels, ammonia and
methanol markets more as areas of future
business potential rather than immediate
work.

“As with the hydrogen sector, biofuels is
very much a nascent market but we can see
how it could grow into something
significant in the future,” commented Pieter
Augustyns, deputy managing director for
Europe and LatAm projects at Sarens. “We
are currently using alternative fuelling for a
good fraction of our own equipment.”

Charnock delivered a similar assessment.
“Our group expects alternative fuel projects
to bring numerous promising opportunities
in the future. However, many technologies
are still being developed and further
incentive is required.” 

In the UK, for example, he added, several
SAF projects are in the pipeline but the
majority are not set to begin construction
before 2025. “Overall, though, we do
anticipate seeing significant project logistics
demand from the alternative fuels area in a
few years’ time.” 
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over USD8 billion. “Two-thirds of this
growth was in biodiesel, spurred by rising
investment in renewable diesel, although
ethanol investment also nearly doubled.”

The IEA said the growing investment in
liquid biofuels and biogases is being further
incentivised by current high commodity
prices, although a parallel squeeze on grain

Increasing investment in new types of fuel such as biofuels,
ammonia and methanol should generate significant
additional downstream oil and gas industry project
logistics work over the next few years, writes Phil Hastings. 

Alternative fuels promise
growing opportunities

Investment in sustainable
fuels clearly offers up project
opportunities to the freight
forwarding community.

– Ole Schmidt, DSV

Sh
el

l

Harvesting crops in Brazil
to produce biofuel. 
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T
he International Energy Agency’s
(IEA) World Energy Investment 2022
report specifically suggests it may be
2025 before the next major wave of
LNG projects starts coming through.

Reviewing recent developments, the
IEA said global LNG capital spending and
project approvals recovered in 2021 from
historic lows, primarily because of new
projects in Qatar. Prominent among those
is QatarEnergy’s USD29 billion North
Field East (NFE) expansion, said to be the
single largest project in the history of the
LNG industry.

Jigar Shah, director (projects and 3PL) for
JSL Global in Qatar, which is a registered

vendor with some of the EPC contractors
who will be working on NFE, provided some
background to that project and its potential
significance for future logistics work.

“In 2019, Qatar planned to increase its
LNG exports by 64 percent by 2027,” he
commented. “Adding to that in 2022, amid
strong demand and high prices, Western
countries are urging Qatar to boost supplies
to Europe amid concerns about Russian gas
supplies. All of that could have ripple effects
on the downstream gas market.”

Shah said he expected most major
multinational forwarders and Qatar-based
heavy lift and project logistics providers to
benefit from the NFE project. “There will

Soaring global demand for LNG may not be matched
by a commensurate surge in output or new project
developments, at least not over the next two years. Phil
Hastings reports.

Soaring LNG prices fail to
fuel boom in new projects

In 2019, Qatar planned to
increase its LNG exports by
64 percent by 2027. Adding to
that... Western countries are
urging Qatar to boost supplies
to Europe. All of that could
have ripple effects on the
downstream gas market.

– Jigar Shah, JSL Global 

Part of a shipment of four large
LNG tanks moved by deugro

being loaded onto a heavy lift
vessel in the port of Hamburg.
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be plenty of opportunities for those players
to provide logistics services to South Korean,
Japanese and French joint venture
companies and Spanish EPCs engaged in
construction of LNG mega trains; associated
plants for gas treatment, natural gas
liquefaction and helium extraction; and
other ancillary storage facilities and
pipelines,” he stated.

“There will also be a lot of logistics
business opportunities in other mid-large
size projects like North Field Production
Sustainability [which aims to sustain the
Qatargas North Field production plateau] via
an integrated investment in surface facilities.”

Tank transport
Smaller-scale LNG projects are also
continuing to flow through in various other
parts of the world, with the transport of
tanks a regular business. “Moving LNG
tanks globally is part of our routine
operations,” reported Emre Eldener,
managing director of Kita Logistics, a
Turkey-headquartered international logistics
service provider.

Elsewhere, one of the most recent
examples of such an operation involved
deugro moving four LNG tanks, with a unit
weight of just over 225 tonnes and

The IEA confirmed that Europe’s push
to move away from Russian gas is putting
new demands on LNG markets. However, it
also suggested the implications for new
investment in the sector are complicated by
the fact that most projects face a three to
four-year construction period and a payback
timescale for the capital invested that goes
well beyond the immediate European
scramble for alternative supplies.

Right now, stated the IEA, the uptick in
long-term LNG commitments is still being
led by Asian buyers and only two new LNG
projects have so far reached final investment
decision (FID) since gas prices started rising
in mid-2021 − the USD11 billion Pluto
expansion in Australia and the
USD13 billion Plaquemines project in
Louisiana, USA. 

Maximising capacity 
Overall, the LNG industry is currently
focused on “maximising existing capacity
and delivering modular projects and
brownfield extensions to meet urgent
European calls for additional cargoes. It is
not yet clear whether the current price
environment will attract new investment in
capital-intensive projects with long lead
times,” said the IEA.

In summary, it concluded that while
further new LNG capacity should come on
line this year, delays to some previously
sanctioned projects mean capacity growth is
expected to be less in 2023/2024. 

“The next large wave of LNG projects is
due from 2025.”  HLPFI

dimensions of 48.93 m x 5.8 m x 6 m, from
the manufacturer’s yard in the Czech
Republic to the construction site in the
Caribbean, via the German port of Hamburg. 

LNG attraction 
Colin Charnock, group ceo for UK-
headquartered Trans Global Projects Group
(TGP), provided background to the current
surge of worldwide interest in LNG. TGP
has worked on downstream oil and gas
projects in the Middle East Gulf, China,
Australia and Brazil and is involved with
several ongoing developments. 

“In the current situation [the war in
Ukraine and its repercussions], LNG is seen
as an attractive alternative to Russian gas,” he
explained. However, he continued, recent
analysis has shown that global demand for
LNG will outstrip supply by the end of this
year. 

“As a result, we are observing a growing
call to expedite LNG projects. For example,
pressure has been increasing on LNG
projects in Qatar, Mozambique and Papua
New Guinea,” stated Charnock.

“In addition, as buyers shun Russian oil
and gas supplies, several less-developed oil
producing countries such as Guyana and
Uganda are set to become increasingly active.” 

As buyers shun Russian oil and
gas supplies, several less-
developed oil producing
countries such as Guyana and
Uganda are set to become
increasingly active.

– Colin Charnock, TGP

A Shell LNG
regasification

terminal.
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A review from Westwood
regarding offshore oil
and gas engineering,

procurement and construction
(EPC) activities in the first half of
2022 has revealed a mixed bag.
Emboldened by the Brent oil
price averaging USD70 per
barrel in 2021 and USD107 per
barrel in H1 2022, there were
high expectations for an influx
of offshore EPC awards.

However, despite an increase
in early stage engagement of
the supply chain by E&Ps and a
steady growth in the number of
pre-sanction projects, the
optimism for a bumper year has
been somewhat tempered.
Westwood now estimates the
2022 offshore EPC contract
award value will close at
USD68 billion, 18 percent lower
than its January 2022 outlook.

Sanctioning delays
This decline is due to delays in
project sanctioning as some
operators remodel project
economics due to supply chain
inflationary pressures that could
range from 10-15 percent for
subsea equipment and
production platforms.

Furthermore, it has been
challenging for the supply chain
to scale up quickly after being
forced to downsize during the
pandemic. This has led to limited
participants in some EPC tenders,
causing operators to continually
extend bid deadline dates or re-
tender for projects to increase
competition, forcing a delay on
the project-sanctioning timeline.

Some major projects that
have had final investment

decisions (FID) and EPC awards
delayed from H1 2022 include
Equinor’s Rosebank
development (UK),
TotalEnergies’ Cameia-Golfinho
project (Angola) and the
Preowei field (Nigeria),
PetroVietnam’s Block B project
(Vietnam), as well as Petronas’
Bestari (Malaysia).

While these delayed projects
are expected to be sanctioned
over the next 18 months, projects
such as Shell’s Linnorm (Norway)
and Aker Energy’s Pecan (Ghana)
have been shelved indefinitely.
Shell is exploring alternative
development concepts for its
Linnorm field. Aker Energy is
seeking potential farm-in
partners for Lukoil’s stake in the
Pecan field due to uncertainties
surrounding the complexity of
possible future Western sanctions
against the Russian-based
operator.

In the Americas, Shell is
working with Equinor to

complete and update the field
development plan for its
recently acquired Sparta field in
the US Gulf of Mexico – formerly
TotalEnergies’ North Platte. 

Setting priorities
In Suriname, following the
announcement of the Krabdagu
discovery in Block 58 in February
2022, TotalEnergies and block
partner Apache opted to
prioritise the appraisal of
existing Block 58 discoveries and
development is not anticipated
to commence until 2024.

That said, offshore O&G EPC-
related contracting activity in H1
2022 has been robust, with an
estimated award value of
approximately USD26 billion – a
threefold increase compared
with H1 2021. In the second half
of 2022, Westwood estimates
offshore O&G EPC-related
awards will total USD42 billion.

The EIA predicts the Brent oil
price will average USD104 per
barrel and USD94 per barrel in
2022 and 2023 respectively,
setting the tone for an upcycle.
Data from Westwood’s
SubseaLogix and PlatformLogix
market analytic tools shows a
sustained upcycle between
2022-2026, with offshore EPC
spend expected to total
USD276 billion, a 71 percent
increase compared with the
preceding five-year period. 
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Oil and gas projects make a
slower than expected recovery
High hopes for a
bumper year in oil and
gas logistics have at
least partially drained
away, reports David
Kershaw.

The EIA predicts the
Brent oil price will
average USD104 per
barrel and USD94 per
barrel in 2022 and
2023 respectively,
setting the tone for
an upcycle. 

POWER NEWS

DBS gets go-ahead
RWE has welcomed an agreement by
the UK’s Secretary of State for
Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy to allow the Crown Estate to
proceed with Offshore Wind Leasing
Round 4. The announcement means
that RWE’s two Dogger Bank South
(DBS) offshore wind farms, which are
among six fixed-bottom offshore wind
projects with a combined potential to
generate renewable electricity for
more than 7 million homes, have been
given the green light.

Meanwhile, the Irish government
is increasing its 2030 offshore wind
target from 5GW to 7GW. SSE
Renewables is currently progressing a
3 GW pipeline of offshore wind energy
for development in Irish waters by
2030. This includes the 800 MW Arklow
Bank Wind Park Phase 2. SSE
Renewables is also developing 2.2 GW
of early stage offshore projects
including the 1 GW Braymore wind
park off the coasts of counties Louth,
Dublin and Meath, and the 1.2 GW
Celtic Sea Array.

Kent lands Berwick work
UK-based Kent has won a contract for
the Berwick Bank offshore wind
project. Kent’s scope is to complete two
concept designs for the offshore
substation platforms (OSPs), delivering
design options for both larger and
smaller OSPs of the same total capacity.

Germany bails out Uniper 
Germany will provide a EUR15 billion
bailout to power utility Uniper to
prevent the company from collapsing.
The German government will take a
30 percent stake in the utility,
reducing ownership of parent
company Fortum to 56 percent.  

Greek wind bill
Greece has passed a law to develop
offshore wind energy projects and
simplify licensing, including new
environmental measures.

Solar desalination project 
TotalEnergies and Veolia have
signed up to start the construction of
the largest solar photovoltaic systems
providing power for a desalination
plant in Oman, in the city of Sur.

bp’s Eastern Trough
Area Project
platform.
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Ford and Rio Tinto to
partner on batteries
Ford Motor Company and Rio
Tinto have signed a non-binding
global memorandum of
understanding (MoU) to jointly
develop more sustainable and secure
supply chains for battery and low-
carbon materials to be used in Ford
vehicles. 
The companies will work together to
strengthen the supply of low-carbon
aluminium for use in Ford vehicles,
including metal produced using 
zero-carbon smelting technology and
from Rio Tinto’s hydropowered
operations in Canada.

Ford and Rio Tinto will also work
to develop secure, domestic supply
chains for Ford across other essential
commodities for the energy transition
from Rio Tinto’s operations in North
America, including copper produced
with a low-carbon footprint.

MAN PrimeServ retrofits
MAN PrimeServ is now offering its
customers the opportunity to retrofit
older MAN 48/60 marine and
powerplant engines to state-of-the-art
MAN 51/60 types as part of its new
‘lifecycle upgrade’ offering. The upgrade
enables customers to prepare older
engines already in service for future,
climate-neutral operation. Converted
engines will be equivalent technically to
newly built MAN 51/60 units and, as a
result, achieve significant savings in fuel
consumption, CO2 and pollutant
emissions. Newly converted engines can
also be upgraded for operation on
synthetic fuels for a low premium.

Dublin metro go-ahead
Ireland has approved plans for a
19.4 km metro line with 16 stations
running between the town of Swords,
north of Dublin, and Charlemont in the
south. It is estimated to cost
EUR9.5 billion (USD9.7 billion).

Nordhavn award
Belgium's Besix and Denmark’s MT
Højgaard secured a EUR346 million
(USD340.5 million) contract to extend
the Nordhavn Tunnel in Copenhagen
from the Danish Road Directorate. The
tunnel should be open to traffic by
summer 2027.

Mendubim solar
project starts
Scatec, Equinor and Hydro
Rein have started building the
531 MW Mendubim solar
project in the state of Rio
Grande do Norte in Brazil.

The 531 MW development
is Scatec’s second project in
Brazil.

 The companies have signed
a 20-year power purchase
agreement (PPA) with Alunorte
(an alumina supplier) for
approximately 60 percent of
the expected power produced.

The estimated capex for the
project is USD430 million
which will be financed by a mix
of non-recourse project debt
and equity from partners.

Decarbonising
German steel
bp and thyssenkrupp Steel have
signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) focused on the
development of long-term supply of low
carbon hydrogen and renewable power
in steel production, helping accelerate
the steel industry’s wider energy
transition. thyssenkrupp Steel, the
largest steel manufacturer in Germany,
accounts for 2.5 percent of CO2

emissions in Germany, mainly at the
Duisburg site where the main emitters,
the blast furnaces, are situated. 

Ineos and Sinopec in
chemicals ventures
Ineos will acquire 50 percent of Shanghai

SECCO Petrochemical Company Limited.
SECCO has a capacity of 4.2 million tonnes of

petrochemicals including ethylene, propylene,
polyethylene, polypropylene, styrene,
polystyrene, acrylonitrile, butadiene, benzene and
toluene.

Ineos and Sinopec will also establish a second
50:50 joint venture for ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene). This will include the 600 kilotonne per

annum (ktpa) Ningbo facility currently under
construction, plus a further 600 ktpa of new
capacity.

The two companies will also establish a third
50:50 joint venture to build a new 500 ktpa HDPE
(high-density polyethylene) plant in Tianjin. In
addition to the Tianjin plant, Ineos and Sinopec
will build at least two additional 500 ktpa HDPE
plants to produce Ineos pipe grade under licence.
The deals have a combined value of USD7 billion.

ENERGY UPDATES

Ukraine has unveiled plans to build 7.1 GW of new renewable
energy capacity and 750 MW of first stage storage capacity, as
well as switch to market models of green energy with a focus on
green auctions.

Ten West Link link approved
US company Starwood Energy has been given the green light to
build the 201 km, 500 kV, Ten West Link transmission line. 

It will have the capacity to deliver 3.2 GW of solar power from
Arizona to California through the Sonoran Desert.

Trio to merge subsea divisions
Schlumberger, Aker Solutions and Subsea 7 will form a joint
venture and merge their respective subsea oil and gas
construction businesses. The deal is expected to close in second
half of 2023.

Ukraine plans renewable spending
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The Guyanese offshore oil
and gas industry is going
from strength to

strength. 
Powered by the Stabroek

block, government revenue
from domestic production is
on track to break the USD1
billion mark this year and
accelerate to USD7.5 billion
annually in 2030, according to
Rystad Energy research.

Low breakevens and
below-average emissions
intensity in the Stabroek will
propel Guyana from a
relatively small producer to a
global leader in the coming
years, solidifying the country’s
position as a competitive and
policy friendly player for
offshore production, said the
analyst.

ExxonMobil, mean -
while, has made two new
discoveries offshore Guyana to
the southeast of the Liza and
Payara developments in the
Stabroek block. 

The discoveries at Seabob
and Kiru-Kiru are the sixth and
seventh in Guyana this year,
with the total number of
discoveries in Guyana at more
than 25.

“ExxonMobil and its
partners continue to
accelerate exploration,
development and production
activities for the benefit of all
stakeholders, including the
people of Guyana,” said Liam
Mallon, president of
ExxonMobil Upstream
Company. 

“The resources we are
investing in and discovering
offshore Guyana will provide
safe, secure energy for global
markets for decades to come.”

TechnipFMC,
meanwhile, has been awarded
a significant contract by
ExxonMobil affiliate Esso

Exploration and Production
Guyana for the gas-to-energy
project.

Subject to final project
sanction, TechnipFMC will
provide engineering,
procurement, construction
and installation of subsea

risers and pipelines. 
The project will connect the

production from Liza Destiny
and Unity back to shore,
delivering associated gas from
the field to a gas-fired power
plant that will supply
electricity to the community.

Guyana set to break
oil revenue records

MINING NEWS

Epiroc to buy AARD
Mining Equipment
Sweden’s Epiroc signed an agreement
to acquire AARD Mining Equipment,
a South African mining equipment
manufacturer. AARD, based near
Johannesburg, South Africa, designs,
manufactures, services and supports a
wide range of mining equipment,
specialising in low-profile
underground machines for mines with
low mining heights. 
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Angola looks set for a flurry of project
logistics activity with the signing of a
number of significant contracts in the oil

and gas sector. Eni and its partners in the New Gas
Consortium (NGC) have made a final investment
decision (FID) for the development of the Quiluma
and Maboqueiro (Q&M) fields. This is Angola’s first
non-associated gas development project.

The project includes two offshore wellhead
platforms, an onshore gas processing plant and a

connection to the LNG plant. Project execution
activities will start in 2022, with first gas planned
for 2026.

bp and Eni, meanwhile, confirmed that Azule
Energy, the 50/50 independent joint venture
combining the two companies’ Angolan
businesses, has been officially established

TotalEnergies made a final investment decision
at the Begonia oilfield. Five wells are to be tied back
to the Pazflor FPSO at a cost of USD850 million. 

Eni gives go-ahead to
Angolan gas project 

OIL & GAS NEWS

SSB chooses Samsung 
Samsung Engineering has secured a
USD680 million EPCC contract from
Sarawak Shell Berhad (SSB), for its
onshore gas plant at the Rosmari
Marjoram project in Bintulu, Sarawak,
Malaysia. The plant will have the
capacity to process up to 800 million cu
ft of gas per day. It should be ready for
start-up in 2025.

Equinor picks TechnipFMC
TechnipFMC has signed a letter of
intent with Equinor Energy do Brazil
for an integrated FEED study on its BM-
C-33 project offshore Brazil. The study
will finalise the technical solution for
the proposed gas and condensate
greenfield development in the pre-salt
Campos Basin before Equinor makes its
final investment decision.

NFE boosts Mexico work
USA-based New Fortress Energy (NFE)
has made agreements with Mexican
state-owned companies Pemex and
CFE on the development of a set of gas
projects. NFE and Pemex will develop
the 31 billion cu m Lakach natural
gasfield in the Gulf of Mexico. NFE will
drill seven offshore wells and deploy a
floating LNG unit for export cargoes.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Solar recycling to surge
The demand for recycled solar
photovoltaic (PV) panel components is
set to skyrocket in the coming years as
the number of installations surges and
the threat of a supply bottleneck
looms. Rystad Energy analysis shows
recyclable materials from PV panels at
the end of their lifespan will be worth
more than USD2.7 billion in 2030, up
from only USD170 million this year.
This trend will accelerate in the coming
decades with the value of recyclable
materials projected to approach
USD80 billion by 2050. PV recycling is
still in its infancy but is seen as an
essential element of the energy
transition, with solar PV waste
projected to grow to 27 million tonnes
per annum by 2040. Rystad forecasts
show that recovered materials from
retired panels could make up 6 percent
of solar PV investments by 2040.

BG makes FID
on Jackdaw
BG International, an affiliate of
Shell UK, has taken the final
investment decision (FID) to
develop the Jackdaw gasfield in
the UK part of the North Sea,
following regulatory approval
earlier this year. Jackdaw will
comprise a wellhead platform
along with subsea infrastructure
that will tie back to Shell’s existing
Shearwater gas hub. The project
is expected to come online in the
mid-2020s; at peak production
rates it could represent over
6 percent of projected UK North
Sea gas production in the middle
of this decade.

Woodfibre LNG
funding agreed
Pacific Energy and Enbridge
have agreed to jointly invest in
the construction and operation
of the Woodfibre LNG project –
a 2.1 million tonne per year LNG
export facility with 250,000 cu m
of floating storage capacity
being built near Squamish,
British Columbia, Canada.
Woodfibre LNG announced in
April that it had issued notice to
proceed to global engineering
and construction company
McDermott International and

that the project was expected to
be in service in 2027. Siemens
Energy will supply the main
refrigeration trains including
compressors, synchronous
motors, variable speed drives,
converter transformers,
harmonic filters and numerous
powerhouses.

Baker Hughes
Russia buyout
Baker Hughes has signed an
agreement to sell its Oilfield
Services business in Russia to its
local management team. The
new business will operate
independently of Baker Hughes

– including an independent
brand. It will assume all current
OFS Russia assets, liabilities and
commercial obligations.

EU backs SAF
proposals
The European Parliament has
approved a proposal aiming at
more ambitious targets for the
share of sustainable fuel in the
aviation sector. The minimum
share of sustainable aviation fuel
(SAF) that should be made
available at EU airports should
be 2 percent from 2025,
increasing to 37 percent in 2040
and 85 percent by 2050.

OIL & GAS

QatarEnergy has selected
Shell as a 25 percent partner in
the North Field East (NFE)

expansion project, the single
largest project in the history of
the LNG industry.

QatarEnergy picks Shell for NFE
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I
n a paper entitled Trade Corridors in the
Caspian region: Present and Future
published by the Asian Development
Bank Institute in May 2021, authors
Yelena Kalyuzhnova and Richard

Pomfret noted that states on the Caspian Sea
that only came into existence after the
dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 have
been striving to develop their economies –
and reduce their dependency on Russia as a
trade partner – ever since.

The oil and gas industry has played a
key role in those developments and
remains the primary driver for project
logistics services for countries in the
Caspian region – which also exports
commodities such as coal, steel and iron
ore via rail, for example, to China.

The paper said: “With the increasing
significance of Central Asia as an energy
producer, countries constructed oil and gas

pipelines to the Black Sea and to the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) in the 2000s and
exported oil across the Caspian Sea to link
up with the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline to
the Mediterranean.”

Gas pipelines
Landlocked countries like Turkmenistan –
whose oil and gas industry constitutes
around 80 percent of exports – depend on
pipelines to transport their oil and gas. For
instance, Turkmenistan is the source of the
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India
(TAPI) gas pipeline and also pipes gas to Iran
and Turkey.

The proposed Trans-Caspian
Interconnector, meanwhile, would supply
Turkmen natural gas to Azerbaijan and
further to the Transcaucasian region, Turkey
and beyond. This last project is similar to the
long-discussed (and disputed) Trans-
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Recently, our teams in Dubai
and Baku were responsible
for delivering a complete
diving saturation system from
the UAE to Azerbaijan via the
Black Sea port of Poti. 

– Colin Charnock, TGP

Driven by demand for oil and gas, markets in the Caspian region and CIS countries are
becoming increasingly important for global energy security as the Russia-Ukraine war
continues. The crisis is also resulting in a shift away from traditional transport routes,
reports Megan Ramsay.

An expanding role in
global energy security

REGIONAL REPORTCASPIAN STATES

Drilling rigs in the
Caspian Sea at

Baku, Azerbaijan.
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a capacity of 1,000 MW as well as 1,000 MW
of solar photovoltaic (PV) projects. The
second agreement covers integrated offshore
wind and green hydrogen projects with a
capacity of 2,000 MW. Masdar Group will
also have the right to develop an additional
6,000 MW of capacity as a second phase.

Then, in August, the company
announced it had achieved financial close for
its 230 MW Garadagh solar PV plant in
Azerbaijan – the nation’s first foreign
investment-based independent solar power
project, and Masdar’s first project in the
country.

Strategic significance
Highlighting the growing importance of
natural gas in the energy transformation, Mr
Aliyev also emphasised the strategic
significance of the Southern Gas Corridor
project for both Azerbaijan and for Europe’s
energy security.

The section of the Southern Gas
Corridor that carries gas from Azerbaijan to
Europe is the 878 km long Trans-Adriatic
Pipeline, which originates in the Shah Deniz
II field in the Azeri sector of the Caspian Sea
and connects with the Trans Anatolian
Pipeline.

“Moving into the future, we hope to see
new project logistics opportunities emerge
in the renewables sector as countries in the
region respond to the world’s growing call
to move towards fossil fuel alternatives,”
Charnock said. 

As the move towards greener energy
sources gathers momentum, in parallel with

renewable energy forces. Significant progress
has already been made in creating new
generating power of 855 MW.

“According to reports, the production of
solar and wind energy in Karabakh and East
Zangazur can reach about 9,000-10,000 MW.
For these purposes, together with leading
international companies, conceptual projects
have already been prepared for the green
energy zone in Karabakh and East Zangazur
[and] our renewable energy potential paves
the way for important opportunities to
become a ‘green growth’ country.”

Azerbaijan is aiming to increase the share
of renewable sources in its installed power
capacity to at least 30 percent by 2030, and
several recent developments have brought it
a step closer to reaching that target.

In June, Abu Dhabi-based renewable
energy provider Masdar signed two
implementation agreements to develop
projects in Azerbaijan. One relates to the
development of onshore wind projects with
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Turkey is the strongest
alternative [route] – if not the
only one. The main reason
obviously is the Russia-
Ukraine war, which has
resulted in the closure of the
Russian route to the Caucasus
or Central Asia...

– George Kile, Bati Group

Caspian Pipeline which would carry gas
between the Turkmen and Azeri coasts of
the Caspian Sea and link up with other
pipelines in the area.

Demand for logistics solutions to support
ongoing and upcoming oil and gas projects
across the Caspian region is steady at the
moment, taking in work such as refinery
upgrades and new builds.

Equipment transport
For example, Colin Charnock, group ceo at
project logistics management specialist Trans
Global Projects Group (TGP), said:
“Recently, our teams in Dubai and Baku
were responsible for delivering a complete
diving saturation system from the UAE to
Azerbaijan via the Black Sea port of Poti.
This high-value, 5,000 cu m shipment is just
one example of the diverse range of
equipment we transport to the Caspian
region for the oil and gas industry.” 

While the region has tremendous wind,
solar and hydropower potential, this remains
largely untapped as yet. However, various
nations near the Caspian Sea are beginning
to roll out environmental agendas that
include attracting renewable energy
investment.

In a letter addressed to participants in the
tenth Caspian International Power and
Renewable Energy Exhibition, which took
place in Baku in June this year, Azerbaijan
President Ilham Aliyev said: “Azerbaijan,
together with companies with extensive
experience in the energy sector, has launched
large-scale projects aimed at creating new

Among Bati’s work in the Caspian
region is the delivery of Chinese

vehicles to Azerbaijan.
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the continuing demand for oil and gas, the
region should do well out of the attendant
investment and development in both
segments of the power industry, added Valds
Stunzha, group managing director at Riga-
headquartered logistics company Eleven
Danir 19.

There are complications, though. The
Caspian and CIS states are deeply affected
by the Russia-Ukraine war. Stunzha

that the European Union had signed an
MoU with Azerbaijan to increase imports of
natural gas via the Southern Gas Corridor
from 8.1 billion cu m in 2021 to 12 billion
cu m this year, compensating for the
reduction in supplies of Russian gas – a
consequence of those aforementioned
sanctions. Imports will rise further in the
coming years, reaching 20 billion cu m
annually by 2027. 

Cargo diversion
At present, the Russia-Ukraine war is
resulting in the diversion of cargo away from
traditional routes as sanctions prevent the
movement of goods across European
borders with Russia and on from there to
destinations around the Caspian Sea and
nearby.

Instead, southern routes through
Georgia, Turkey, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan
are seeing more traffic. This is true not only
for cargo bound for the Caspian states but
also for shipments destined ultimately for
locations in China, for instance.

In the past, Turkey was just one option
for routeing cargoes moving to countries in
the Caspian region. Now though, said
George Kile, business development manager

described Russia as “undoubtedly also part
of this region with direct access to the
Caspian Sea” and pointed to the pressure of
sanctions on Russia with regard to
transportation of freight and raw materials to
and from Europe.

In some ways, the region stands to
benefit from the conflict and the political
responses to it. Energy intelligence and
consulting company Enerdata noted in June
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A deepwater oil platform on
the open sea off Azerbaijan.
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at Istanbul-headquartered forwarder Bati
Group, “it is the strongest alternative – if not
the only one. The main reason obviously is
the Russia-Ukraine war, which has resulted
in the closure of the Russian route to the
Caucasus or Central Asia because of the
sanctions applied.”

Transit cargoes 
Bati’s work in the Caspian and CIS states is
more or less all related to transit cargoes
bound for the region via Turkey. These
include energy-related projects such as rig
demobilisation from Kazakhstan; second-
hand machinery movements to/from the
Caucasus; regular deliveries of brand-new
Chinese cars for the Azerbaijan market;
transformer deliveries to the Caucasus
region; and yacht and boat deliveries.

Unfortunately, the infrastructure in the
southern part of the region is still relatively

parties involved have some catching up to do
to take up the strain, Charnock said.

In fact, in order to ensure compliance
with all the regulations, sanctions, lists, laws
and requests currently affecting business in
the region, Eleven Danir 19 has found it
necessary to expand its legal department. 

“Our company’s experience with our
head office in the Baltic region, which is
highly involved in anti-money laundering
activities, helped us to promptly adjust
internal procedures for new challenges,
allowing us to advise our clients and partners
on opportunities and solutions for both out-
of-gauge and standard cargo in the current
realities,” Stunzha said.

There are several noteworthy challenges
surrounding the movement of cargo to the
Caspian region via Turkey. For instance, Kile
mentioned capacity problems and
congestion at Turkey’s ports; congestion at

under-prepared to handle this
“transportation bonanza”, Charnock said.
“International sanctions have led to surging
transit demand in Georgia and Azerbaijan,
resulting in significant disruption.”

With cargo flows being concentrated
through Georgia, for example, there have
been substantial bottlenecks at the port of
Poti. As shippers turn to new trade routes in
the Caspian and Caucasus regions en masse,
while Russian routes are off limits, the
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China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has benefited
the Caspian region over the last decade or so,
boosting development. However, Valds Stunzha,
group managing director at Eleven Danir 19,
pointed out: “It is important to understand that the
final goal of the BRI is to reach distant countries
that, in the end, will receive more benefits.”

Still, he said the benefits for the Caspian region
in terms of development, transit and economic

aspects are sufficient. “Even though the initiative is
continuing its development in its further
milestones and markets, it continues to positively
influence the region, including Russia, indirectly.”

The lack of investment in Russian projects in
the first six months of 2022 may result in
misleading conclusions, given that investments
under the BRI umbrella have tended to vary from
year to year.

Russia is still among the top beneficiaries of
Chinese spending through the BRI – even if at this
stage of the project it is investing more in the
Middle East.

Also worth bearing in mind is the possibility that
the Russia-Ukraine conflict, while disrupting activity
on northern routes around the Caspian Sea, presents
opportunities for a shift of focus for BRI projects to
southern routes that avoid Russia, said Colin
Charnock, group ceo at TGP, – “so it is possible we
may see an increase in activity here in the future”.

BRI boosts Caspian states

An oil platform under
construction in Baku,
Azerbaijan. 

International sanctions have
led to surging transit demand
in Georgia and Azerbaijan,
resulting in significant
disruption.

– Colin Charnock, TGP
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the Turkey-Georgia border, which is
affecting trucking; physical restrictions at
Turkey’s border, which makes the Volga
River a preferable option (although within a
limited timeframe); and congested/limited
ferry services on the Caspian Sea.

There are also few European vessel
operators who are willing to enter the Black
Sea from where cargoes can continue to the
Caucasus and Central Asia – plus, the
availability of specialised handling
equipment can be limited.

However, Kile said: “The increasing
importance of Turkey is nowadays very much
related to the Russia-Ukraine war. Even if the
war ends, the same conditions may continue
in line with the sanctions applied.”

At the moment, of course, the region in
general is in a difficult situation and not fully
realising its potential. But Stunzha is hopeful
that it will continue to develop and that it
will recover quickly from the various
obstacles that have hindered it.

“We are keeping an eye on the situation
in this region that is so valuable for our
business. We look forward to Turkmenistan
fully recovering its potential and demand
after the Covid-19 restrictions and
pandemic,” Stunzha said.

He is also confident that the Iranian
market will have a positive influence in the
region and will provide new opportunities
for logistics companies once sanctions are
lifted from that country.

Kalyuzhnova and Pomfret pointed out
that 30 years ago, “all roads, railways and
pipelines from Central Asia ran north to the
Russian Federation”, but alternative routes
have since become available, broadening the
region’s options for trade.

Critical crossroads 
“The Caspian region has reached a critical
crossroads in politico-economic terms and
now it must decide which transportation
directions to take. The future success of the
countries in the region will depend on
whether they can take advantage of the
opportunities,” they added.

Naturally, Covid-19 has had an impact
on this region as elsewhere. “Since the end
of the resource boom [in 2014], the Caspian
countries have banked on trade with their
immediate neighbours as a stopgap remedy
for their economic needs,” Kalyuzhnova and
Pomfret explained. “This policy of
prioritising trade and other economic ties
with immediate neighbours came under
even more pressure due to Covid-19.
Therefore, the issue of the establishment of
new trade corridors in the form of pipelines
and railway lines, focusing on trans-Caspian

PRC and to the Mediterranean and new rail
services from the PRC to Europe, Iran and
other destinations provide a window of
opportunity for achieving this goal.”

Indeed, this awareness was evident at the
Sixth Caspian Sea Summit that took place in
Ashgabat in June, during which the heads of
the Caspian states ratified an agreement to
develop the area as a major international
transport and logistics hub for both north-
south and east-west routes, as well as
promoting intra-regional freight traffic.

Required reforms
However, according to Kalyuzhnova and
Pomfret: “To take advantage of the new
transport options, including the trans-
Caspian corridor, Central Asian countries
need to implement domestic policy reforms
that will make it easier to start new
businesses and to trade across borders.

“Additionally, the region will benefit from
common approaches to international trade,
embodied in World Trade Organization and
World Customs Organization
commitments, and from regional
cooperation through organisations such as
the Central Asia Regional Economic
Cooperation programme.”

 HLPFI

links, is even more important at present.
“Central Asian countries recognise the

desirability of economic diversification. The
improved Eurasian connectivity with new
pipelines from the Caspian countries to the
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We look forward to
Turkmenistan fully recovering
its potential and demand
after the Covid-19 restrictions
and pandemic.

– Valds Stunzha, Eleven Danir 19

LPG being loaded on the
tanker Anbutane at
Aktau, Kazakhstan.
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HEAVY LIFTAWARDS
more news at www.heavyliftpfi.com

H LPFI is gearing up for the Heavy
Lift Awards 2022; the countdown
has begun and the winners are

soon to be announced at the Grand
Elysée in Hamburg on September 22. 

The shortlisted companies have once
again demonstrated excellence in their
respective fields – showcasing the very
best of what the industry has to offer
with innovative solutions to complex
transport challenges as well as industry
leading initiatives to tackle safety, the
environment and training. 

To learn more about our finalists,
head to the HLPFI website –
www.heavyliftpfi.com – where you can
find spotlights on each category with
more information about their bid to
take home a coveted Heavy Lift Awards
trophy. 

Our judging panel had to make some
difficult decisions to decide upon the
finalists and winners for this year’s
awards, and we would like to extend
our gratitude to them for taking time
out of their busy schedules to take part
in the judging process. 

We would also like to thank this
year’s sponsors – AAL Shipping,
Antwerp XL, DHL Industrial Projects,
Fracht Group, Goldhofer, Jumbo-SAL-
Alliance, Sarens, Trans Global Projects
Group (TGP), United Heavy Lift
(UHL) and UTC Overseas – without
their support, the event would not be
possible. 

Lastly, HLPFI would like to
congratulate the finalists and thank
everyone who entered. The standard of
entries, as always, was extremely high.

Heavy Lift Awards
finalists announced
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Airfreight Solution
of the Year

v CEVA Logistics
v CJ ICM Logistics 
v deugro 
v Fracht Group 
v Logistics Plus

Environment Award
Sponsored by: Fracht Group

v Logistec Stevedoring
v Mammoet 
v Osprey Group 
v Sarens
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Excellence in
Engineering
Sponsored by: 
DHL Industrial Projects

v Allelys
v dteq Transport Engineering 

Solutions 
v Fagioli 
v Mammoet 
v Osprey Group 
v Sarens

Innovation Award

v deugro
v Faymonville 
v Konecranes 
v Mammoet 
v Sarens

Overland Transport
Provider of the Year 
Sponsored by: Goldhofer

v Allelys 
v Fagioli 
v Hareket
v Lift & Shift India
v Mammoet 
v Sarens

Port/Terminal
Operator of the Year
Sponsored by: UTC Overseas

v Logistec Stevedoring
v Port of Everett
v Port of Grenaa
v T. Parker Host
v Zuidnatie

Project Logistics
Provider of the Year

Sponsored by: AAL Shipping
v deugro
v DHL Industrial Projects
v Fracht Group
v Osprey Group
v Procam Logistics

Ship Operator 
of the Year 
Sponsored by: 
Trans Global Projects Group

v AAL Shipping
v CMA CGM
v dship Carriers
v Jumbo-SAL-Alliance
v United Heavy Lift

Project of the Year

v Allelys 
v deugro
v EFM Global Logistics
v Eleven Danir 19
v Fracht Group
v Vanguard

Training Award
v Euro Team Capelle
v Logistec Stevedoring
v Mammoet

Lifetime
Achievement Award
Sponsored by: Sarens

This award will be presented to the
individual that has made a long-lasting
impact on the heavy lift, specialised
transport and project forwarding industry.
The winner will be announced at the awards
ceremony in Hamburg on September 22. 

Safety Award
v deugro group
v DHL Industrial Projects
v Logistec Stevedoring
v Mammoet

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com
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INDUSTRYINSIGHT
more news at www.heavyliftpfi.com

Heavy lift line BigLift
Shipping mobilised
BigLift Barentz to move

87 Vestas V150 wind turbine
blades from Motril in Spain for
projects in Germany and
Sweden. Separately, Happy
Buccaneer transported 21 V162
blades from Motril to Antwerp,
Belgium. 

The line also moved 150 GE
Haliade-X nacelles for the Saint-
Nazaire offshore wind project in
France earlier this year. BigLift
has recently performed several
voyages with offshore towers for
the same project. In Seville,
Aveiro and Bilbao (Spain),
several Spliethoff P8 and P14-
type vessels loaded cargoes of
Haliade 150 wind turbine towers
to be discharged in Saint-
Nazaire.

In an ongoing programme to
ship onshore wind turbines into
the Great Lakes (North America),
BigLift has been moving various
cargoes with its Happy R-type

vessels. Two voyages were
performed from Tuticorin (India)
to Ogdensburg (New York State)
with GE equipment; two further
voyages were executed on
behalf of Vestas from Altamira
(Spain) to Bay City (Michigan)
and Erie (Pennsylvania). 

Wind installations
BigLift Shipping said that two
newbuild heavy lift ships
scheduled for delivery later this
year – Brouwersgracht and
Bloemgracht – are “supremely
suited to support the offshore
wind contractors in their
installation of offshore wind
projects”. Each will feature DP2
seakeeping capabilities, a pair of
500-tonne lifting capacity mast

cranes and will be able to house
60 seafarers onboard. 

“A large open hold makes
them very flexible in the
possibilities for hold and deck
layout for specific project
requirements,” the line added. 

The carrier has also been
busy in support of the Greater
Tortue Ahmeyim (GTA) LNG
project on the maritime border
of Mauritania and Senegal.

The GTA project will produce
up to 10 million tonnes of LNG a
year and is being jointly
developed by bp, Kosmos
Energy, Societe des Petroles du
Senegal (Petrosen) and Societe
Mauritanienne des
Hydrocarbures (SMHPM).  

Saipem and McDermott

picked BigLift Shipping to move
255 piles that form the basis of
the loading facility’s offshore
hub from Taicang, China. The
piles measured between 1.8 m
and 2.1 m in diameter, 68-75 m
in length, and weighed 120-180
tonnes. BigLift mobilised its P-8
and P-14-type vessels for the
project, which can carry up to 70
piles per shipment. 

The piles were loaded in
tandem lifts over the starboard
side with each vessel needing
nine to 10 days to load all
components. The vessels sailed
from Taicang, via Singapore for
bunkers, around the Cape of
Good Hope to the Tortue hub, a
distance of 11,292 nautical
miles. 

The location where the piles
were to be installed lay behind a
1,000 m-long breakwater.
Despite swell conditions,
discharge was achieved as
planned. A pile was discharged
roughly every 12 hours to a DP2
pipe supply vessel (PSV). This
PSV delivered the piles to a jack-
up barge that upended the piles
and drilled them into the
seabed. Each vessel spent
between 40-55 days at the hub
until all piles had been
discharged. 

Riser support structures
BigLift also delivered riser
support structures (RSS) for the
subsea production system,
which McDermott is fabricating.
The production system ties back
approximately 70 km to a
spread-moored FPSO positioned
at the shelf edge in depths of
100-120 m.  

The RSS consisted of two
main components: the tower
(800 tonnes, 50 m x 27 m x 20 m)
and the arch (400 tonnes, 35 m x
20 m x 12 m). BigLift was
contracted to transport these
structures from Batam,
Indonesia, to Nouakchott,
Mauritania, using the Happy
Star, and to transfer the cargo to
two barges destined for the
offshore location. The shipment
also comprised four piles (62 m
long) to secure the structure to
the seabed and roughly 30 other
loose components.  HLPFI
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Energy cargoes keep BigLift
fleet of ships at full throttle 
The Netherlands-headquartered BigLift Shipping has been involved with
various energy cargo deliveries for leading OEMs over the past few months.
Newbuilds scheduled for delivery later in the year are tailored to the
demands of renewable energy shippers.

Two newbuild heavy lift ships are supremely
suited to support the offshore wind contractors
in their installation of offshore wind projects.

– BigLift Shipping

BigLift Barentz carried 87
Vestas V150 wind turbine
blades from Motril in Spain.
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J
ust this year Tokyo indicated that it
would restart as many as four nuclear
reactors, in addition to the five already
operating. If such plans are
completed, nuclear power would

account for about 10 percent of the nation’s
electricity. That would be well below the
peak of 25 percent the year before
Fukushima, but well above the 1 percent
four years after the disaster.

Beyond the resurgence in nuclear power,
almost a dozen thermal power plants are
being considered for reactivation, expansion
or construction, including the possibility of a
new coal-fired generator. 

Offshore wind
By the end of the year, Japan’s first large-
scale offshore wind energy development is
scheduled to be in operation. Installation of
the nacelles and blades on the monopile
towers began in July and is being carried out
by the self-propelled, self-elevating platform
vessel Seajacks Zaratan. 

A total of 20 wind turbines will be
installed at Noshiro port before Zaratan
heads to Akita to install 13 more.
Commercial operation of the 140 MW
project is scheduled before the end of 2022. 

According to an analysis by Norwegian
Offshore Wind: “Japan aims for zero
emissions by 2050 and offshore wind is
highly prioritised to achieve it. The new
policy sets out to expand its offshore wind
power installed capacity to 1 GW in 2030
and 30-45 GW in 2040. 

According to Seajacks, Zaratan has an
800-tonne lifting capacity crane and
2,000 sq m of deck space. It is designed
specifically for the wind farm installation
market, as well as to provide services to the
oil and gas industry; it is rated to operate in
harsh conditions, such as in the southern
North Sea. 

Upending the 33 monopiles from the
deck of the installation vessel was handled
by Mammoet. The company explained that

Energy security has always been an important issue in
Japan, with recent geological, meteorological and
geopolitical events giving matters even greater urgency.
The Fukushima disaster in 2011 initially drove a retreat
from nuclear power, but replacement power has been
difficult to arrange, writes Gregory DL Morris.

Nuclear power
back in favour
amid concerns
over energy
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Beyond the resurgence in
nuclear power, almost a dozen
thermal power plants are being
considered for reactivation,
expansion or construction,
including the possibility of a
new coal-fired generator.
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this was the first time self-propelled
modular transporters (SPMTs) had been
used for this type of operation in Japan.

The operation took place about 1 km
offshore between the ports of Akita and
Noshiro, with the main marshalling station
in Akita. The monopiles had to be upended
one by one from their horizontal orientation
on the deck. In particular, close monitoring
of tolerances was required to ensure the
SPMTs were not subjected to high levels of
torsional load.

The monopiles were loaded by a crane
into a cradle and the upending frame.
SPMTs were connected to the upending
frame and the crane hook to their other end.
Then, the SPMTs were driven forward as
the crane hoisted.

Steering technique
As each monopile was larger than the vessel
deck, there was a need for the upending
operation to stop and the crane to slew 180
degrees. Mammoet explained that an
unusual steering technique allowed the
trailers to be put into carousel mode, free-
wheeling to follow the motion of the crane.
“This required some bespoke power pack
design due to the limited available space on
the jack-up vessel deck,” said Francisco
Rodrigues, global segment lead for offshore
wind for Mammoet. 

Mammoet is hopeful of further business
on the Akita Noshiro project and others
beyond the monopile placement. “We do
have ongoing discussions with local partners
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We do have ongoing
discussions with local partners
for future works. We are
developing studies for multiple
engineering, procurement and
construction companies in
their wind developments. 

– Francisco Rodrigues, Mammoet

Japan’s first large-scale
offshore wind energy

development is scheduled
to be in operation by the

end of this year.
Upending the 33

monopiles from the deck
of the installation vessel

was handled by
Mammoet.
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for future works,” said Rodrigues. “We are
developing studies for multiple engineering,
procurement and construction companies in
their wind developments. We are also
assessing port infrastructures across the
country and assisting local companies to
develop their construction strategy for
future tenders.”

Innovative set-ups
Mammoet does not own any permanent
assets in Japan but has the experience to
bring in external assets and to re-engineer
according to Japanese codes. “There is a lack
of strong marshalling yards in the country,”
added Rodrigues, “so it is likely that some
innovative or different set-ups will be used
to perform the works. So far there has not
been a lot of investment confirmed and
there are only selected ports to execute this
work from. Additionally, due to the
earthquake risk, crawler cranes cannot travel
with loads on the hook as in other areas of
the globe, which limits activities onsite.”

About the same time as the Akita
Noshiro offshore wind farm comes into
operation, Swire Projects expects to have 12
multipurpose vessels in its fleet. The carrier
has the Japanese market in its sights. “In
early July we announced the addition of
three handysize multipurpose vessels, to be
known as our H-class,” said Namir
Khanbabi, general manager of projects for
Swire Shipping. The H-class will be

range of project cargo. He added that they
have sufficient lifting strength and two or
three decks to use; they are suitable for
carrying wind energy turbines, tubulars,
power generators, plant and machinery and
other related equipment, alongside unitised
cargo and bulky or large shipments.

“Our focus in Japan has been on the
onshore wind sector,” Khanbabi told
HLPFI. “In early 2022, we delivered
components for Vestas for the Yokohama-
machi wind power plant in Aomori
prefecture and the Sumita Tono wind farm.
Our experience with the current onshore
developments is that the components are
acquired in neighbouring countries and sent
to the most convenient port to minimise the
inland costs for transport to the site.”

Offshore support 
Swire has had some involvement with
offshore support services, Khanbabi added,
“that was in West Africa in our early days
together with our then-sister company,
Swire Pacific Offshore, which has since
been sold.” In April 2022 Tidewater, based
in Houston, completed the acquisition of
Swire Pacific Offshore Holdings. As a result
of the transaction Tidewater added 50
vessels to its fleet, and claims primacy as it
“owns and operates one of the largest fleets
of offshore support vessels in the industry,
supporting energy exploration, production,
generation and wind activities worldwide.”

operated “through a long-term charter
agreement with shipowner R. Braren. Those
additions follow the deal announced in
November 2021 for the long-term charter of
six multipurpose heavy lift vessels with
Nordic Project and Finance. The tonnage
market remains tight, but we are still on the
lookout for sensible deals on other units.”

The vessels will be chartered on a firm
three-year period, with the option to extend.
Delivery of the vessels is scheduled to
commence from the fourth quarter of this
year and into the beginning of 2023.

Swire Projects was established in
October 2020 as a business unit of Swire
Shipping based in Singapore. The H-class
will work in bluewater trades, carrying
project, breakbulk and unitised cargoes. The
28,000 dwt ships, which were built between
2010 and 2011 at Huanghai Shipyard,
China, will be renamed Pacific Honour,
Pacific Humility and Pacific Hero. 

Khanbabi described the vessels as “very
versatile” and capable of moving a wide
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In early July we announced
the addition of three
handysize multipurpose
vessels, to be known as 
our H-class.

– Namir Khanbabi, Swire Shipping

TST believes that the crisis in
Ukraine will change Japan’s

energy strategy immensely.
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Imada, ceo and president. “We have been
maintaining this fleet for some time but
have plans to include newer vessels within a
few years.”

At the other end of the size range, TST
also owns a crew-transfer vessel that is used
to support offshore developments. “We are
actively involved in scheduled wind farm
projects in northern and southern Japan,”
Imada added. “Project hub facilities are
developing in Japan as well but are not
centralised as the ones under development
in Europe. There are also capacity issues
among many obstacles that need to be
resolved.”

TST is closely watching political and
economic developments in other energy
sectors. “Currently we are not involved in
LNG projects,” said Imada, “but the
ongoing debate on the feasibility of LNG
imports from Russia and the Ukrainian
crisis will change Japan’s energy strategy
immensely. As an island nation relying on
energy imports, the resuming of nuclear and
coal-fired power generation continues while
we strive to look for more alternate sources
of energy. We assume developments in this
field will grow depending on the situation in
East Europe.”

In broader project cargo operations, “we
have landed 60-tonne machinery units... and
are bidding for projects involving 200-300-
tonne units scheduled for the end of this
year,” said Imada.

Route surveys 
Japan is a densely populated and
mountainous country, so logistical planning
and route surveys are particularly
challenging. “The landside logistics are
extremely complicated and expensive in
Japan so careful attention is paid to bring the
cargo as close to the site as possible,” said
Swire’s Khanbabi. “The port we are using
for the Shichiri Nagahama project is
extremely small and we had to carry out a
detailed feasibility study to verify the
limitations of the port for cargo discharge to
be carried out safely.”

That said, Imada, at TST explained that
“in Japan most factories are near port areas,
therefore machinery is directly forwarded
from factories to barges and domestic vessels
to export facilities and ports. Other than
shore-based wind turbine facilities, the use
of inland transportation for project cargo is
rare. Unlike Europe, it is not common in
Japan to use railroads for wind turbine
transport; thus export ports depend on the
location of the factory. Therefore, there is no
distinction of certain ports being the centre
of project or heavy cargo.”  HLPFI

Swire is not the only vessel operator that
has added to its fleet. In January, Kifune
became the third new heavy lift vessel in the
fleet of NYK Bulk & Projects Carriers. It
joined Kamo and Katori, launched a year ago.
“No additional vessels are planned at this
moment this year,” the company told HLPFI.

NYK Bulk & Projects did not release any
details on the newbuild Kifune. Katori is
138 m long, 23.6 m beam and draws 8.3 m.
Katori has two 400-tonne cranes on a
deadweight of about 12,470 tonnes. The
company states that it “operates 40-50
multipurpose and heavy lift vessels at all
times”.

New LNG facilities are also a growing
part of Japan’s energy mix. “We have not
been involved in the LNG work in Japan,
but this is a core sector for us to service in
the future,” said Khanbabi. “Our focus in
Japan, at present, remains in the renewable
sector and we will be commencing transport
for the Shichiri Nagahama wind project for
Vestas in August.”

Taiyo Sangyo Trading & Marine Service
(TST) owns three heavy lift vessels ranging
from 13,000-20,000 dwt, operating mainly
in East to Southeast Asia, said Keisuke
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Project hub facilities are
developing in Japan as well
but are not centralised as the
ones under development in
Europe. 

– Keisuke Imada, Taiyo Sangyo 
Trading & Marine Service 

NEWS IN BRIEF

KBR lands green 
ammonia contract

Global engineering firm KBR was awarded a
contract in May for its green ammonia
technology by JGC for a project sponsored by New
Energy and Industrial Technology Development
Organization, a national research and
development agency in Japan. KBR will provide
technology licensing and basic engineering for a
pilot project under the Green Innovation Fund in
Fukushima. 

Sumitomo Electric and
Seaway 7 to collaborate 

Sumitomo Electric Industries and Seaway 7
signed a memorandum of understanding in
February outlining their intention to collaborate
on offshore wind projects in Japan and the wider
Asia-Pacific region, specifically “turnkey
engineering, procurement, installation and
commissioning for submarine cable projects”.

Seaway 7 will provide installation services
and claims “an extensive track record of
successfully completed submarine cable system
projects for offshore renewables, oil and gas, and
utility markets globally.” 

Sumitomo Electric will contribute knowledge
of the regional market and accumulated
experience in the design and manufacturing of
submarine cables.

Seaway 7 did not provide any further
information on the Sumitomo collaboration or its
other activities in the Japanese market.

Seajacks’ Zaratan was
designed specifically for the
wind farm installation
market, with an 800-tonne
lifting capacity crane and
2,000 sq m of deck space.

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com




T
he tug and towage market has not
been as severely affected by Covid-
19 restrictions this year compared
with what was seen over the
previous two years. ‘New normal’

precautions and protocols have caused only
minor disruptions to projects, according to
Sandro Lipani, director of chartering and
operations at Italy-based towage company
Augustea advised.

Addressing ship towage, Kasper Karlsen,
chief operating officer at Svitzer Europe, said
that while cargo levels have continued to
increase since 2021, China’s zero-covid
measures earlier this year contributed to a
slight dip in trade flows. 

These events had some knock-on effects
for tugs and towage worldwide, but without
clear alignment between trade volumes and
the number of jobs. For example, in the UK
the total freight throughput at ports
increased in the fiscal year March 2021/2022.
However, the vessel calls have not always

A major problem going forward for those
active in the tugs and towage sector is the
rising cost of fuel. Lipani said that this
inflationary problem is having a significant
and structural impact on the sector. 

“The contracts we use have bunker
escalation provisions that might be passed
onto the customer. However, we try to
mitigate these effects, as our vessels have
been built to burn marine gas oil (MGO)
and very-low sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO),
which replaced IFO 380. 

“Unless there are specific regional
restrictions to the use of VLSFO [for
instance SECA/ECA areas], we try to keep
the option to burn a fuel that is generally
USD300 per tonne cheaper than MGO. 

“With the current geopolitical scenario,
we do not expect significant changes in the
current fuel price ranges and fluctuation
trends throughout next year. The indications
received from our suppliers confirm our
feelings,” he said.

grown as a result, meaning that tug operators
have seen only limited uplift in activity, he
said.

In this period of worldwide price inflation,
tug and barge rates have in turn risen up the
commercial agenda. Lipani said that since the
middle of last year, Augustea had noted an
average rate increase of around 20 percent
year-on-year and had also seen more positive
effects on the utilisation of the vessels.  

Rising rates
Belgium-headquartered transport
engineering and lifting group Sarens also
owns/operates heavy-duty barges. Kleopatra
Kyrimi, group marketing and
communications manager, agreed that rates
had undoubtedly risen due to rising gas
prices and supply chain disruption. 

However, Svitzer’s Karlsen said that in
the ship towage sector, rates had not seen
any significant increase, aside from
inflationary adjustments, since last year. 
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Weathering
the storm
As cargo operations return to
something akin to normal, Ian
Cochran asked some of the
leading tugs and towage players
for an assessment of the market
today and their main concerns
going forward.
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Kyrimi added: “It would be unfair for
the client to bear all the cost of the rising
fuel prices, but it is impossible for
businesses to stay afloat if they shoulder all
the weight on their own. 

Equitable solutions
“We are looking at equitable solutions so that
our clients are not impacted
disproportionately, but we certainly have an
obligation to our companies to secure their
solvency, as we employ over 4,500 people
and give work to hundreds of sub-
contractors worldwide.

“A realistic approach is the path we have
chosen – always putting our clients’ interests
first but not losing sight of our employees
and companies’ prosperity,” she said.

Kyrimi said that Sarens expects fuel prices
to continue rising. “The winter of 2023 will
be rough, but at least the operators have had
advance warning so that they can prepare to
the extent that they are able,” she said. 

explained that for Augustea, the
circumstances forced it to decline transport
work from or to Russian ports, both in the
Black Sea and the Baltic area. However, he
did not rule out transport jobs from or to
other countries in those regions.

Karlsen explained that Svitzer has
operations in Poti, Georgia, but apart from
that, no longer works in the Black Sea region
having exited along with its parent company,
AP Møller-Mærsk.

“Clearly the effects on the region have
been severe, with very little operational
demand,” he said. “Elsewhere, the war has
also caused a shift in the types of vessels and
the number of calls made at ports. This
naturally has a knock-on effect on the tug
and tow sector, as the type and number of
jobs on offer at each port has altered
significantly.” 

Lipani explained that the hull and
machinery insurance companies and
underwriters, together with the P&I clubs,
are closely monitoring the situation and, now
more than ever, it is necessary to thoroughly
assess whether transports from or to certain
areas are a firm ‘no go’, or will require
significant additional insurance premiums.

On a more positive note, Lipani pointed
out that the oil and gas sector had gained
pace, although uptick varies from region to
region. The recycling market is at a low ebb,
however, and Augustea is seeing fewer
enquiries for long-distance towage of rigs or
old FPSOs.

The downturn in recycling business may
be related to the fact that a significant

Karlsen agreed that fuel costs are proving
burdensome and that the current situation
highlights the importance of fuel efficiency
for towage operators – not just from an
emissions reduction perspective, but to keep
fuel costs down and manage rates. “When
our fuel prices increase, we naturally need to
pass some of that on to our customers, but
sometimes this will happen with a delay,” he
explained.

Commenting on the situation arising
from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Lipani
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The tugs and towage market
has recovered this year while
‘new normal’ precautions, 
and protocols have caused
only minor disruptions to
projects.

– Sandro Lipani, Augustea

Clearly the effects on the
[Black Sea] region have been
severe, with very little
operational demand. 

– Kasper Karlsen, Svitzer Europe
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Sarens expects fuel
prices to continue rising.
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number of older units have already been
scrapped during the past few years, while the
market outlook seems positive for the future
employment of rigs and drillships currently
in lay-up, he believes.

As for the rise in renewable energy
projects, he said that most of the fleet is
currently busy in supporting engineering,
procurement, installation and
commissioning (EPIC) contractors for
extensive transportation and installation
(T&I) campaigns related to offshore wind
projects. 

“Besides today’s positive effects, the
renewables industry will unlock a number of
future opportunities related to the
installation and operations and maintenance
of the offshore wind farms, both fixed and
floating,” he said.

Back on track
He also believes that, in general, projects are
back on track following the pandemic. In
some cases, Augustea has executed oil and
gas-related projects that had been put back
for a couple of years. “The new normal that
the industry reached with the massive
vaccination campaigns and procedures to
mitigate Covid-19’s effects, as well as the
[energy price] boost that energy companies
received have effectively minimised risks of
delays,” he said. “Delays, if any, are now
caused by the lack and [high] prices of raw
materials and components.” 

Kyrimi said that Sarens has seen delays,
but depending on the market sector, things
are getting back on track. However, some
projects, due to their contractual clauses, are
not affected. In some countries, despite the
lockdowns, the construction and industrial
sectors remained operational, which meant
that projects kept running, suffering only
short delays counted in weeks, rather than
months or years. 

“All in all, there is not a definitive answer
[to delays], as depending on where the
projects were, we saw different outcomes,”
she said. 

The importance of ships’ crew was truly
thrust into the limelight during the
pandemic, many having no choice but to
overcome incredibly demanding working
conditions. Thousands of seafarers have
since left the sector, compounding an
embedded issue facing the sector – a lack of
qualified staff.

Lipani said that the lack of a qualified
crew determines the success or failure of any
operator involved in any shipping sector.
Every shipowner/operator has his or her
own approach to tackling this issue.
Augustea has a group of permanently

employed key officers, as well its own ship-
manning arm, based in Manila, that has a
high retention rate.

Skills shortage
Karlsen agreed that similar to most
industries post-pandemic, maritime is
experiencing a skills shortage. This has
extended to towage operators, especially as
safety is so critical in tug operations and
requires specialist training. 

“In the UK, Brexit has made this even
more challenging. Bringing new staff on
board and ensuring they go through our
rigorous training programmes is the best
way to ensure operations keep running
safely and smoothly,” he explained.

As always, the tug and barge sector faces
stiff competition from other types of heavy
lift/project cargo vessels. This competition
is still severe, Lipani said, except for specific
cases, like T&I campaigns, where load out,
standby periods offshore and installation
sequences still require a tug and barge
solution. 

Typically these are inter-regional or
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In some countries, despite the
lockdowns, the construction
and industrial sectors remained
operational, which meant that
projects kept running,
suffering only short delays...

– Kleopatra Kyrimi, Sarens
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Augustea has executed
oil and gas-related

projects that have been
put back for a couple of
years by the pandemic.
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cross-regional transports, which require
30/35 days sailing times.

He added that it is to be expected that tug
and barge combinations will be, from a
purely commercial perspective, a cheaper
solution, compared with self-propelled
vessels, either deck carriers or semi-
submersibles. 

However, a cheaper solution might not
necessarily influence charterers to adopt a
tug and barge solution against a self-
propelled vessel, as technical considerations,
such as speed, weather restrictions and
insurance factors, may have a stronger
impact on their decisions than price.

Another positive highlighted by Lipani
was that there are a number of
infrastructure/dredging projects around the
world that are absorbing a sizeable amount
of small and shallow draught pontoons,
especially in the Middle East. 

Mobilisation costs
Problems that can be faced in this niche
market sector are the high mobilisation/
demobilisation costs of the required units,
as well as the lay-up arrangements and
costs, he said. 

Kyrimi explained that Sarens’ barges are
used for short, long and stationary work and
the company receives orders for all three
types on a frequent basis.   

For river and canal construction projects,
barges are always the ‘go to’ solution. “The
market is looking good, at least for Sarens,”
she said. 

As for the possibility of fleet expansion in
today’s climate, Lipani said: “We are
continuously monitoring the tug and barge
market to expand our existing fleet with
units that can further strengthen our
position in the market. 

“We have also two joint ventures in place
with strategic partners [Fagioli and Malin
Group] with whom we have jointly

submersible barges in Europe, UK-flagged
and based in Scotland. It is already
committed to two first-class UK-based
shipbuilders to support their construction
programmes in the next years and we are
sure that it will be a key asset for the
booming floating offshore wind sector in the
next decade,” he said.

Kyrimi added that Sarens’ fleet expansion
is continuous, so that the clients can benefit
from the latest and safest units available.

In the ship towage sector, Svitzer
recently purchased a second-hand tug to
support terminal operations in Milford
Haven in the UK. 

The addition of this tug will free up the
Svitzer Ramsey, which will be relocated to
London and cater for the expected growth in
ship towage on the rivers Thames and
Medway. “We continue to look for relevant
opportunities to expand and renew our
fleet,” Karlsen concluded.  HLPFI

developed specific assets engaged in exciting
projects in civil construction, shipbuilding
and renewables. 

“Worth noting is that we have recently
completed the rebuilding of our AMT
Commander – now renamed CD-01 – and
owned by Malin Augustea UK, a joint venture
formed by Augustea and the Malin Group. 

“It will be one of the largest semi-
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There are a number of
infrastructure/dredging
projects around the world
that are absorbing a sizeable
amount of small and shallow
draught pontoons, especially
in the Middle East. 

– Sandro Lipani, Augustea

In the USA, Cashman Equipment Corp (CEC), an
operator of ocean deck barges and marine
equipment, has advised HLPFI that it has been
awarded ISO certification for its systems and
processes under ISO 9001:2015. This was issued by
Bureau Veritas Certification (BV).

ISO 9001:2015 is a globally recognised quality
management standard developed and published by
the International Organisation for Standardisation
(ISO). 

This standard is based on several quality

management principles, including a strong customer
focus, the motivation and implication of top
management, process approach and continual
improvement.

“CEC is excited to implement these standards in
continuing to provide high quality and reliable
marine equipment and transportation solutions to
global marine markets,” said Samina Mahmood, CEC’s
QMS coordinator. 

Jamie Cashman, CEC president and ceo, added:
“Achieving this was accomplished by determination

and with a contribution from our global team. We
will continue to focus on our key principles to provide
exemplary customer service to our existing and new
customers who require ISO 9001 certification from
their partners.”

CEC is headquartered in Massachusetts, USA and
owns and operates one of the largest and most
diverse fleets of barges, encompassing over 100
vessels, including oceangoing barges, Jones Act
compliant barges, inland barges, accommodation
barges, etc. 

The fleet is positioned worldwide, including
Africa, Far East Asia, Mexico, Middle East, the USA
and Canada.

Cashman wins ISO certification

 Sarens’ fleet
expansion is

continuous, so that the
clients can benefit

from the latest and
safest units available.
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Semi-submersible vessels
rely on rapid in-place
flooding and deballasting

to complete the very operations
they have been designed to do.
For heavy lift operations, this
allows cargo to float onto the
deck for transport. The filterless
BWTS InTank brings operational
flexibility to semi-submersible
vessels as it allows the rapid in-
place flood and discharge
ballasting to be completed
without treatment.

The InTank treats and
neutralises ballast water in the
ballast tanks during the voyage,
which allows for normal
ballasting and de-ballasting
operations. It is the only type-
approved in-voyage BWTS.

Giles Candy, executive
business development for
InTank BWTS, described the
system and the road to
compliance with ballast water
regulations. He explained that
the IMO and US regulations
“remain deaf to the operational
realities of what could be
described as niche maritime
operations”. Calls to include
exceptions for semi-submersible
heavy lift operations were
unanswered and these

specialised vessels have to
comply with the convention:
only clean tanks before every in-
place flood and discharge
operations, or treat all ballast
water, whether used for in-place
ballasting, trim, transit ballasting
or otherwise.

Five exceptions
The IMO’s BW Convention does
list five exceptions that allow a
vessel to discharge without
completing treatment. The fifth
exception – A-3.5 – states that
the requirement to meet the
ballast water management
standard shall not apply if “the
discharge of ballast water from a
ship at the same location where
the whole of the ballast water
originated, provided no mixing
of unmanaged ballast water
from other areas has occurred. If
mixing occurs, the ballast water
is subject to management in
accordance with the
convention.”

Candy said: “At first glance it
seems as though this exception
should apply to a heavy lift
vessel. However, when reviewed
with careful attention to
operations and ballast tank
construction it is soon

understood an in-place flood and
drain operation will leave much
untreated ballast trapped in the
tanks with no way for an in-line
BWTS to go back and treat.

“It does not matter if the
flood and drain is by gravity or
pumped; the exception will not
apply. This is a very unforgiving
situation for many heavy lift
operations and, until recently,
there was no way around either
cleaning tanks or treating all
ballast waters.”

At MEPC 63 (2011) and MEPC
64 (2012), the Netherlands and
Singapore submitted “Internal
Circulation” BWTS (ICBWTS) as
solutions for semi-submersible
vessels and drill rigs. The
submittals described how an
ICBWTS meets A-3.5: it makes
each ballast tank its own
treatment event, meaning there
is no untreated ballast.

This does lead to a larger
control programme and
additional piping, but it makes
two fundamental improvements
regarding compliance, said
Candy.

Firstly, treatment and
neutralisation are recorded in
the tank before discharge
commences, so the vessel’s

technical compliance with the
TA Certificate has already been
recorded before discharge
begins. “This is attractive for all
vessels as treatment/
conditioning by in-line BWTS
during discharge is the source of
many non-compliant BW
discharges,” he explained.

“Secondly, and most
applicable to heavy lift
operators, since the ballast tank
is the ‘treatment event’, a semi-
submersible can enter a project
location with its tanks registered
as treated and neutralised ready
for discharge – whether partially
full or not.

“Once at the project location,
the vessel can flood any tank by
pump or gravity and then
discharge any tank; it will not
have to treat any of that water
until moving to the next
location.

“In the language of the
exception: the water and
sediments in the tanks as the
vessel enters the project
location have been fully
managed. This fully managed
water can be mixed with local
water and discharged in the
same location. As the vessel sails
away it will have to treat those
tanks again, but ‘in location’
operations can all be completed
without treatment.”

Treatment monitoring
With the InTank system, a small
percentage of ballast water is
circulated from one ballast tank
at a time. The active substance,
sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), is
added to the circulation and
returned to the tank. Sodium
hypochlorite is produced on
board by an electro-chemical cell
(EC), or from bulk-chemical
storage (BC). The treatment is
monitored using the TRO levels in
the circulated ballast. Treatment
is completed during the voyage,
and neutralisation is completed
hours before discharge.

Vallianz is just the latest
company to opt for InTank;
recently a series of seven
installations were completed
onboard Boskalis semi-
submersible heavy lift ships.

 HLPFI
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A ballast water treatment system
solution for semi-submersibles
Earlier this year, Vallianz Holdings contracted Scienco/FAST for the supply of
its InTank ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) for two semi-submersible
vessels. Demand for the InTank solution is on the up, owing to its particular
benefits for semi-submersible operations, writes Sophie Barnes.

The InTank system is the only type-approved 
in-voyage BWTS, said Scienco/FAST.
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D
uring the pandemic, airfreight
solutions for oversized cargo were
very limited. A drastic reduction
of passenger aircraft bellyhold
capacity and a huge spike in

demand for Covid-19-related cargo resulted
in demand far outstripping supply.

During this time, many large aircraft
such as the Antonov AN-124 or Ilyushin IL-
76, which are normally used for oversized
project cargo, were used for the
transportation of general cargo. As a result,
many of these aircraft types were fully
booked out for several weeks.

While the pandemic and the demand for
Covid-19-related cargo is mostly behind us,
the heavy lift airfreight market now faces
challenges resulting from the military
conflict in Ukraine.

In the first days of the war the world’s
largest cargo aircraft, the AN-225 Mriya,
which was capable of flying up to
250 tonnes of cargo, was destroyed. This
was the first and only AN-225
manufactured, and its destruction is a huge
loss for the heavy lift market.

Ruslan aircraft
The pool of AN-124 Ruslan aircraft – heavy
ramp aircraft ideally suited for oversized
cargo and probably one of the most
important aircraft  in project logistics – has
also been affected tremendously. As a result
of the sanctions imposed on all Russian
carriers, more than half of the 20 global fleet
of AN-124 aircraft are basically out of
commission. Of these, 12 are owned and
operated by a Russian carrier and cannot be
used in the airspace of Europe, Japan, the

The supply of B747F aircraft has also
fallen foul of the Ukrainian war.
AirBridgeCargo Airlines (ABC), part of
Russian Volga-Dnepr Group, has a fleet of
17 B747Fs and one B777F and has
essentially exited the market as result of
imposed sanctions. 

While there may be roughly 300 B747Fs
still operating internationally, the level of
carrier expertise in handling oversized and
heavy lift cargo varies. While some B747F
carriers specifically focus on developing the
‘oversized’ niche and are properly set up to
support such requirements, others prefer to
deal with easier general cargo for which
there is currently huge demand. 

Boeing does not plan to continue the
production of the B747F once the last order
is fulfilled at the end of 2022. While new
large, wide-body freighters of Boeing (777X)
and Airbus (A350F) offer latest-generation
efficiency and cater well to the fast-growing
e-commerce segment, they are not
necessarily as suitable for oversized cargo

USA and Canada due to sanctions. Of the
remaining eight registered in Europe, several
are going through maintenance and the
others are very busy with humanitarian
flights in support of Ukraine.

The market for another popular ramp
aircraft, the IL-76, has also been impacted.
Although there are a few dozen of the older
aircraft versions (IL-76TD) that are
registered in CIS countries, the airspace in
which they can operate is restricted since
their engines do not comply with noise
restrictions in Europe, the USA, Japan and
several other countries. 

Limited availability
Most of the modernised aircraft (IL-76TD-
90) can be operated globally; however, they
are also owned and operated by a Russian
carrier and therefore fall under the
sanctions. There are a few modernised IL-76
aircraft not associated with Russia, but their
availability is extremely limited.

The widebody Boeing 747 freighter, with
nose and side cargo doors, remains one of
the main workhorses for heavy and outsized
cargo. Yet it has limitations, including the
size of the fuselage and the dependence on
ground equipment for loading/offloading. 

Pavel Kuznetsov, head of air chartering at deugro,
shares his views on an oversize airfreight market
characterised by a lack of short and long-term
capacity.

Oversize market
flies into capacity
shortages

In the first days of the war the
world’s largest cargo aircraft,
the AN-225 Mriya, which was
capable of flying up to
250 tonnes of cargo, was
destroyed. 
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owing to the lack of a nose door. When the
B747Fs lifecycle comes to an end, it is still
unclear as to which aircraft will take up the
reins in the heavy lift market.

This year the Airbus Beluga ST,
previously used solely for the transportation
of aircraft parts between Airbus’ production

Besides that, availability is limited and
every new type of cargo planned for
transportation requires separate certification,
which can be a lengthy process. It is
expected that up to five Beluga STs will
come into the commercial market in the
coming years, that certification requirements
will improve, and the aircraft will become
available for short-notice operations.

Use of resources
With heavy lift airfreight solutions in short
supply, it is important to use the available
resources efficiently, to develop strategic
relationships with air operators, and use
qualified subject matter experts in arranging
air transportations.

deugro recognised this need and has
invested in its Air Chartering Center of
Excellence, a team of air chartering experts
who take care of charters from start to
finish, dealing not only with big and heavy
items but also urgent charters for time-
critical cargo.  HLPFI

facilities, was introduced to the commercial
market. Whilst this is a very exciting
development as the Beluga ST has the
biggest fuselage cross-section on the market,
which is great for oversized cargo, the 
40-tonne maximum payload is considerably
lower than the B747F.
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Merged ports boosted
by early volume growth
Located in Europe’s breakbulk and petrochemicals heartland, Belgium will play a
central role in the region’s transition away from hydrocarbons. David Kershaw
highlights what is happening at the country’s primary breakbulk shipping hub to
minimise supply chain delays, as well as the developments that will generate long-term
oversize cargo handling opportunities for the project logistics sector.
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T
he ports of Antwerp and Bruges
completed their merger in the first
quarter of the year. The renamed
port of Antwerp-Bruges aims to
capitalise on the strengths

Antwerp’s inland and Bruges’ coastal
locations and focus its strategy on
containers, breakbulk, ro-ro and chemical
cargoes. Throughput figures, so far, have
improved under the merged entity, which
handled 147.2 million tonnes in the first six
months of this year – an increase of
1.4 percent compared with the H1 2021.

Container throughput was down
9.8 percent in tonnes (6.2 percent in teu)
when compared with a strong first half in
2021. With disrupted container liner shipping,
vessel delays and high volumes of import
cargo, this trade continues to face operational
challenges. Moreover, the throughput of

lift and project logistics ecosystem. Jens Van
Hoof, logistics project coordinator, also
reported strong activity. “In general,
breakbulk volumes have increased
enormously. This is mainly due to goods
that used to be shipped in containers but
which have been shifted to breakbulk
shipments because of the expensive
container freight: steel, big bags, plywood.” 

He added: “Due to the pandemic, many
investments were put on hold, which was
noticeable in the volumes of high-quality
project cargoes. But it seems that the market
has already recovered very well from this.”

Rising volumes and supply chain
disruptions, however, are resulting in
transportation delays. “We have noticed that
cargoes are finding it difficult to get off the
terminal due to a shortage of trucks and
barges. This, in combination with the many
vessels calling with high volumes of cargo,
means that space at the terminal is very
limited. It is a matter of applying efficient
yard management to make it workable,” Van
Hoof explained. However, steps can be
implemented to minimise disruption.

Delivery flexibility
“A good follow-up supply chain is necessary
to get cargo to its destination on time. At
Zuidnatie we have our own truck fleet and
two barges, which gives more flexibility
towards our clients to perform deliveries.
Our barges operate a shuttle service within
the port for transferring containers and cargo
to and from our terminal. By performing
this modal shift from truck to barge we
reduce the road congestion and reduce our
carbon footprint,” he explained.

To facilitate project cargo shipments,
Zuidnatie has its own heavy lift
consolidation centre. Featuring gates
measuring 8 m wide by 10 m high
strengthened floors, most heavy items can
be stored away from the elements. “Most of
our terminal equipment is self-owned,
including our cranes. In 2014 we invested in
two mobile cranes, which we can use for
tandem lifts up to 400 tonnes. Meanwhile
we have invested in several of these cranes
and we are able to do tandem lifts both at
Zuidnatie Breakbulk and Terminal Zuid,”
Van Hoof explained.

The fleet has expanded to 13 cranes, the

containers related to Russia decreased by
39 percent due to the conflict in Ukraine.

Conventional general cargo grew by
22 percent in H1 2022 – the highest
throughput volume since 2011. The main
reason for this is the increase in imports of
steel; imports of the metal from Russia that
have been banned by sanctions are being
replaced by imports from other countries.
Other product groups, such as wood,
plywood and fruit, are also showing growth.
Ro-ro throughput has also risen 8.9 percent;
the UK and Ireland registered significant
growth, with 3.8 million tonnes and
0.6 million tonnes respectively, up
6.8 percent and 47 percent compared with
the first six months of 2021. 

Breakbulk growth
Ann De Smet, key account manager
maritime business at port of Antwerp-
Bruges, said: “The rise in breakbulk started
in May 2021 and continued throughout
2022, so a rise is quite logical as volumes
were down significantly in 2020. The growth
is mainly due to the increased import of steel.
Other groups, such as wood, sheet material
and fruit, also recorded growth.

“Historically the Antwerp platform is
well known for its expertise in breakbulk.
Due to the imbalance in the container trade,
more shippers needed to find alternative
ways to ship their cargo. On top of the fact
that steel prices in Europe made it more
attractive to import steel. As a consequence,
the terminals were completely packed.” The
port said that it is working with terminal
operators to find decongestion solutions and
ways to optimise space. 

The gateway hopes to remain busy, with
green energy volumes increasing noticeably,
but recognised the unpredictable nature of
global markets today. 

On the aforementioned merger, De Smet
said she had received only positive reactions.
“As we are close together and complementary,
it makes sense to combine forces to face the
future. The combination of the industrial
cluster in Antwerp and Zeebrugge’s coastal
position is also a unique opportunity to tackle
the energy challenges in Flanders and the
wider region.” Among the investments being
made at the gateway’s terminals to facilitate
heavy and project cargo handling, De Smet
highlighted those being made by PSA
Breakbulk and its partners. “[They] will
invest in a special warehouse a with roll
bridge for project cargo and erect a shore
crane that can lift 700 tonnes,” she explained. 

Zuidnatie has provided cargo handling
and logistics solutions for more than 150
years and is a central part of Antwerp’s heavy
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As we are close together and
complementary, it makes
sense to combine forces to
face the future.

– Ann De Smet, Port of Antwerp-Bruges

Renewable energy has a been a
primary generator of heavy lift and
project logistics activity at the port

of Antwerp-Bruges. 
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four most-recent acquisitions including a
pair of hybrid cranes and two all-electric
units. “It is our ambition to keep on
expanding our fleet in a more sustainable
way. On top of that, we also constantly
review the investment in lifting equipment.
Our company cars are either hybrid or
electric. We even have some ‘green’
forklifts.” Further enhancing its green
credentials, Zuidnatie has installed two wind
turbines at Terminal Zuid and several
warehouses have solar panels fitted.

Geopolitical uncertainty
Of course, the geopolitical environment is
clouding what would otherwise be a positive
outlook for the sector. “The situation with
Ukraine and Russia gives us, like many
other companies, many uncertainties.
Several projects were put on hold, which
had for example destination Russia. Let us
wait and see how the situation will develop. 

“On a more positive note, the energy
transition will provide many projects, such
as wind turbines, cables, pipelines,
modular construction of (hydrogen) power
plants, etc. In general, if they keep on
building factories, and they will, it will
bring high project volumes. And it is the
biggest advantage of the port of Antwerp,
we are the centre of Europe and we have
many hinterland connections so our
terminals are very well located.”

AAL Shipping reported a positive Q1
2022 out of Antwerp, before seeing a cool
down in volumes and demand during the
second quarter due to rising energy costs,
the European holiday season, and major
production hubs generally slowing down. 

Kay Goldenstein, commercial manager,

ports – so recruitment drives are crucial. We
also recognise that the transport situation in
the hinterland is difficult due to a lack of
truck drivers, complicated by long lasting
issues with road permissions, for example.”

AAL Shipping has mitigated some of
these delays thanks to close relations with
port of Antwerp-Bruges and its terminal
partner Zuidnatie. “Despite that, delays are
unavoidable and indeed we think that this
could continue through to 2024 – possibly
even longer,” said Goldenstein.

Petrochemical cluster
Antwerp’s petrochemicals cluster is a major
driver of project cargo shipments,
particularly during construction and
modernisation phases. With the energy
transition ratcheting up, the port of
Antwerp-Bruges expects more volumes to
come its way. “As the complete industry
needs to convert from fossil to renewable
energy, we expect that some plants may need
some refurbishment,” said De Smet. 

“Our ambition is to become Europe’s
leading import hub for green hydrogen and
a catalyst for the hydrogen economy. We are
also fully committed to carbon reduction
and we are a testing ground for CCUS
projects and CO2 capture.”

Renewable energy has a been a primary
generator of heavy lift and project logistics
activity in Belgium and across northern
Europe. This sector received another shot in
the arm during May when leaders from
Germany, Denmark, Netherlands and
Belgium came together in Esbjerg to tackle
challenges about European energy security
and climate change. 

Energy ministers from the four countries

AAL Europe, said: “Q3 has opened with a
more optimistic outlook, and it is also
expected that delayed project cargoes to the
Middle East Gulf should start soon. Fuel
prices have been at an all-time peak for the
past months, which has been a heavy
financial burden for carriers and customers.
Nevertheless, strong underlying markets
have allowed us to cover these costs to date. 

“Paradoxically, we are seeing this surge in
oil prices on the back of current geopolitical
uncertainty. Dividends being reaped within
the sector will create an appetite for related
project reinvestment and ultimately generate
cargo as new oil and gas projects are
progressed and existing ones overhauled,
and this should provide volumes in the
coming years.”

Considering the market situation,
Goldenstein said it was “logical that Antwerp
and Bruges join forces to pool their
resources” and that nearby ports in the same
region should also consider working
together “as this could help to reduce the
port congestion issues we are all facing.”

Eike Muentz, AAL Europe’s general
manager, referenced the “new normal” of
port congestion and delays. “There are also
many older stevedores facing retirement and
a lack of young people wanting to work in
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Our ambition is to become
Europe’s leading import hub
for green hydrogen and a
catalyst for the hydrogen
economy. 

– Ann De Smet, Port of Antwerp-Bruges

Zuidnatie has
provided cargo

handling and
logistics

solutions for
more than 150

years and is a
central part of

Antwerp’s heavy
lift and project

logistics
ecosystem. 
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said they would increasingly replace fossil
fuels, including Russian oil, coal and gas,
with European renewable energy from the
North Sea, including offshore wind and
green hydrogen.

Combined targets for offshore wind
installations have been set at a 65 GW
minimum by 2030 and 150 GW by 2050,
delivering more than half the capacity
needed to reach EU climate neutrality,
according to the European Commission’s
Strategy on Offshore Renewable Energy.
“This will contribute to large-scale onshore
and offshore production of green hydrogen.
We have set combined targets of about
20 GW production capacity already by 2030
and look to expand our production even
further for 2050,” said the ministers.

Energy island
Among the projects, Denmark will establish
the world’s first multi-phased and largest
energy island in the North Sea with an
initial capacity of 3 GW of offshore wind by
2033 and connections to Belgium and
Denmark. Belgium will also establish the
world’s first offshore energy island, a hybrid
project combining offshore wind generation
and cross-border interconnection. Belgium
itself will establish 5.8 GW of offshore wind
capacity by 2030 and 8 GW by 2040.

Several large energy island hubs will be
co-developed to facilitate wind energy and
green hydrogen production, and investments
will be made to facilitate its transmission.
Further details on the proposed projects will
be presented around May 2023. 

The disruption to energy markets arising
from the Ukrainian war also forced the
government to backtrack on its 2021 pledge
to shutter the Doel 4 (1,039 MW) and
Tihange 3 nuclear power plants, which had
been scheduled to close in 2025. In 2021
nuclear accounted for 51 percent of the
country’s power generation capacity. 

Engie’s subsidiary Electrabel will extend

investment decision expected by 2025. 
Carbon capture, transport and storage

(CCS) is essential for achieving significant
CO2 emission reductions – particularly for
heavy industry. This project includes a
1,000 km CO2 export trunkline operated by
Equinor that will transport CO2 for storage
under the seabed on the Norwegian
continental shelf. The offshore trunkline
will connect in Zeebrugge to an onshore
CO2 transmission infrastructure built and
operated by Fluxys. The open-access CO2

transmission system will give emitters in
Belgium and surrounding countries the
opportunity to connect to safe and reliable
CO2 stores in Norway.

Liquefied CO2 shipped from
neighbouring hubs could be connected to
the Zeebrugge facility, further increasing the
geographical reach of the project. A pipeline
branch to the port of Dunkirk is also
envisaged and additional connections to
other northwest European countries will be
assessed as well. The offshore pipeline is
planned to have a transport capacity of 
20-40 million tonnes of CO2 per annum,
meeting an emerging need for CCS from
multiple European industrial players. 

Contract awards
On the ‘traditional’ front, Ineos Olefins &
Polymers Europe is developing technology at
its R&D lab in Brussels for recyclable plastic
packaging film. The mono-material film line
should be ready by 2023. Ultimately, the
technology could help to prevent around
1 million tonnes of waste from being sent to
landfill each year, said Ineos. 

Wood also secured a new contract with
Ineos, valued at more than USD100 million,
to deliver engineering, procurement and
construction management (EPCM) services
for Project One, a petrochemicals complex
in Antwerp featuring an ethane cracker with
the lowest carbon footprint in Europe.

 HLPFI

the life of the reactors by 10 years and their
ownership will be transferred to a joint
venture equally owned by Engie and the
Belgian state. 

On the emerging energy front, the port
of Antwerp-Bruges joined the H2Global
Foundation, a German initiative that will
support the ramp-up of green hydrogen and
power-to-X imports and its distribution
across Europe. Belgium will have to rely on
imports to meet its needs for green
hydrogen for the decarbonisation of industry
and heavy transport, according to Flemish
minister Jo Brouns.

Antwerp-Bruges already supports
projects for the production, transport and
storage of hydrogen as part of the Hydrogen
Import Coalition. The port is also expected
to play a role in the local production of
green hydrogen, which is set to begin in
2023 with a ramp-up through 2025-2027 for
large volumes of green molecules coming in
from overseas.

For instance, USA-headquartered Plus
Power said it would build a 12,500 tonnes
per annum green hydrogen generation plant
at the gateway. Construction is anticipated to
start in late 2023; initial production of green
hydrogen is expected in late 2024, with plant
commissioning in 2025. 

Fluxys and Equinor, meanwhile, are
planning a trunkline to transport captured
CO2 from emitters to safe storage sites in the
North Sea, connecting Belgium to Norway.
The project is at the feasibility stage, with an
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Wood signed a contract with
Ineos to deliver engineering,
procurement and
construction management
(EPCm) services for the Project
One petrochemicals complex
in Antwerp.

The AAL Melbourne transporting 38 yachts from the USA to
Southampton and Antwerp. The cargo covered an area of 2,500 sq m.
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Some 3,000 exhibitors will
display their wares at
bauma 2022. The sprawling

show plays host to manufacturers
serving the international
construction, building materials
and mining machinery industries
primarily, but across the site can
be found cutting-edge
heavy-duty transportation
equipment.

New concept
Goldhofer is displaying a
cross-section of its portfolio
and premiering a completely
new vehicle concept: the FT
series. The German
manufacturer was coy about
the details, preferring to save the
full announcement until the
show gets under way. 

Matthias Ruppel, Goldhofer’s
ceo, did say: “With our FT series
all customers will get exactly the
transportation solution they
need. What is more, a retrofit-
friendly design is the key to
extremely flexible and future-

proof working, so that
customers

can

configure their fleets on a
variable basis for many years to
come.” 

Goldhofer will also present its
Trailstar, the latest addition to its
Star range. This three to five-axle
air-suspension trailer has a range
of features for optimum use of
the loading area plus excellent
manoeuvrability. Another

attraction will be a model
from the proven

Stepstar line: the force-steered
Stepstar Z. (Outdoor area North
FN 823)

BKL Baukran Logistik,
meanwhile, will showcase its
range of crane services. The
Munich-based company, which
is returning to bauma for the
15th time, can be found at
FS.1203/1 in outdoor exhibition
area south. In addition to its
bespoke turnkey package for
tower cranes, mobile cranes and
crane service, BKL will present
the self-erecting cranes of Italy’s
Luigi Cattaneo.

Great opportunity
USA-headquartered Manitowoc
will be present at the event with
12 cranes on display: seven
Grove mobile cranes and five
Potain tower cranes.

Aaron Ravenscroft,
Manitowoc’s president and ceo,
said bauma 2022 is coming at an
ideal time for the industry. “For
Manitowoc, bauma 2022
presents a great opportunity to
demonstrate how we are well
positioned to showcase our
expertise in lifting solutions for
global investments in
infrastructure, alternative

energy and other industries. 

Heavy-duty manufacturers
gather for bauma 2022
The bauma 2022 exhibition and conference takes place this year at Messe
München Fairgrounds, Munich, Germany, on October 24-30. HLPFI takes a
look at some of the heavy-duty equipment that will be on display. 

One of the Goldhofer attractions will be
another model from the proven Stepstar
line: the force-steered Stepstar Z. 

The largest Grove on display will be the GMK6400-1 all-terrain crane.

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com
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“By introducing new
technologies, products and
ways to work, we are excited to
deliver the advancements our
customers need. In addition to
launching exciting new
products, we look forward to
meeting with customers,
dealerships, investors and
colleagues to earn their
confidence and trust in the
lifting industry.”

The largest Grove on display
will be the GMK6400-1 all-terrain
crane, which is being shown for
the first time. The 400-tonne
lifting capacity unit is the
successor to the popular
GMK6400 and offers a range of
upgrades and improvements,
including Manitowoc’s Crane
Control System (CCS) and
MAXbase variable position
outrigger system.

CM Labs Simulations, the
developer of Vortex training
simulators, will demonstrate its
latest simulation training and
assessment solutions at booth
C2.226-1 in the Canadian
Pavilion.

The new releases include
simulator training packs for the
compact track loader,
telehandler and articulated
dump truck, all running on the
Vortex Advantage and the entry-
level motion-enabled Vortex
Edge Max. Both simulators will
be deploying CM Labs’ full
catalogue of earthmoving and
lifting equipment, including the

recent release of its boom truck
simulation training pack.

Since autumn 2021,
manufacturer Tadano has been
revising the nomenclature of its
all-terrain (AC) and lattice boom
crawler cranes (CC). 

Next on the list for
harmonisation is the telescopic
boom crawler (GTC) range. 

Tadano upgrade
Furthermore, the Tadano
GTC1800EX is getting an
upgrade. The GTC crane was
launched in November 2020 and
has been championed by

customers. It features fully self-
rigging operation and a
maximum load moment of
585 tonne-metres. 

Tadano said that it will
upgrade the model to the 200-
tonne class. “Customers kept
telling us that their experience in
the field showed that in several
configurations, the GTC1800EX
had a performance potential
that far exceeded its class,”
according to product manager
Vincent Stenger. “Therefore, we
are renaming the model the
GTC-2000 for all markets to
better align with the crane’s

lifting capacities.” 
For existing GTC-1800EX

models in the field, Tadano will
offer customers a kit to upgrade
these cranes to the GTC-2000.
The field kit comes complete
with upgraded software that
also provides new load charts
for 0- and 180-degree operation.
It also includes new crane
documentation, manuals, decals
and nameplate. (Stand: FS 1205)

Faymonville products
Luxembourg-headquartered
Faymonville Group will be
present at bauma 2022 with a
1,450 sq m stand featuring
products from MAX Trailer,
Faymonville and Cometto.

The BladeMAX1000 from
Cometto will be premiered at
the exhibition. This rotor blade
adapter is the strongest of its
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We are renaming the model [the GTC1800EX]
the GTC-2000 for all markets to better align with
the crane’s lifting capacities.

– Vincent Stenger, Tadano

A Cometto SPMT with six axles.

The Goldhofer
Trailstart range.
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type on the market with a load
capacity of 1,000 tonnes and is
tailored for the transport of the
latest generation of wind
turbines. A wind turbine blade
adapter, complete with a self-
steering trailer combination, will
be exhibited alongside.

Attendees can also see the
ModulMAX AP-M – a
mechanically steered heavy-
duty platform trailer that
combines the supporting assist
mode with the independent
self-propelled mode. The driven
axles can be switched on and off
at any speed up to a maximum
at 40 km/h. 

Self-propelled trailers
Semi, lowbed and towed trailers,
as well as inloaders, from the
MAX Trailer range will also be on
display. On the self-propelled
front, Cometto is presenting a
four-axle Eco1000 with hybrid
technology. 

In addition, the range is
completed by an electronically
steered MSPE self-propelled
vehicle. (Outdoor area 

north, booth 822/5) 
German manufacturer

Liebherr can be found at

booths across the site, as well as
a 14,000 sq m outside area, with
some 70 exhibits on display.
Numerous new products and
developments from the
construction machines, cranes,
material handling technology,
and mining divisions will be
showcased. 

It will use the event to
present the LR 12500-1.0 crawler

crane, a 2,500-tonne lifting
capacity machine described by
Liebherr as a “gamechanger for
tomorrow’s energy”. 

The model features a high-
performance boom and a
design tailored for efficient
movement from job to job. 

Unplugged series
The 110-tonne lift capacity
LTM 1110-5.2 mobile crane will
also be present at the event, as
will all-electric models from the
manufacturer’s ‘unplugged’
series: the LR 1130.1 and
LR 1160.1 unplugged have the
same performance data and
operate in a similar manner as
their conventional counterparts. 

A new 50-tonne LTC 1050-3.1
compact crane will be on
display, which has an electric
motor in addition to the
conventional drive. 

This means the crane
movements can also be
executed using electricity only,
satisfying zero-emission
requirements onsite, when
needed.  HLPFI
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Liebherr describes
the LR 12500-1.0
crawler crane as a
“gamechanger for
tomorrow’s energy”.

Liebherr will be present across
the bauma 2022 site.

Main picture: Faymonville’s 
new BladeMAX1000 lifter.

Inset above: The 3+5 VarioLAX
Plus with Joker axles.

Inset right: the new 
ModulMAX AP-M.
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T
he Indonesian government
approved 12 development plans for
new offshore and onshore oil and
gas projects in 2021, with
investments totalling more than

USD1.34 billion and a total proved reserve
of 114.4 million barrels of oil equivalent.
Pertamina, the Indonesian state-owned oil
and natural gas corporation based in Jakarta,
is concentrating more capital into this
segment and opening up many areas for
exploration.

Thus, there is strong growth potential for
Indonesian oil and natural gas production in
2022 and beyond. Already, freight forwarder
deugro is seeing positive developments in
the realm of rig transportation. 

Meanwhile Imam Prakoso, Indonesia
general manager for heavy lift and
transport engineering specialist Mammoet,
noted: “The Indonesian nation has
expressed its interest in increasing oil
production through the Refinery
Development Master Plan (RDMP).”

Refinery revitalisation
The RDMP involves the revitalisation of
five existing oil refineries in Cilacap, Central
Java; Balongan, West Java; Dumai, Riau;
Balikpapan, East Kalimantan; and Plaju,
South Sumatra. The project aims to improve
the capacity and competitiveness of
refineries in Indonesia and is expected to
increase production by 150 percent.

Covid-19 delayed the progression of the
plan, but an increasing number of shelved
projects are back online now, with activities
taking place at Java Island, for example,

Prakoso added. He anticipates continuing
increases in petrochemical refinery capacity
across the country over the next two or three
years. At the time of writing, freight
forwarder FLS Indonesia had almost
completed a large gas unitisation project
near Surabaya (East Java).

Expansion plans
“We are hoping that we can expand and
reinforce our service to the Central and
Eastern parts of Indonesia,” said Charlie
Wattimena, head of projects at FLS
Indonesia. “These areas are still
undiscovered hidden gems in terms of oil,
gas and other minerals.”

However, the combination of fallout
from Covid-19 and the impact of the
Ukraine conflict mean that “domestic
supply restructuring for oil and gas activities
may take priority, which could slow down
export investment projects”, said to Tatsuya
Hashimoto, director of deugro Indonesia. 

“In this regard, the Indonesian
government has also confirmed that it will
discontinue the gas pipeline to Singapore in
2023 in order to manage domestic gas
demand.”

Oil and gas, including the petrochemical industry, have
played a substantial role in Indonesia’s economy, while
coal has been a key source of electricity for its citizens.
But things are changing as the country – and the world –
moves towards greener energy, reports Megan Ramsay.

Reorientating to 
a greener future
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The Indonesian nation has
expressed its interest in
increasing oil production
through the Refinery
Development Master Plan.

– Imam Prakoso, Mammoet

Somewhat disappointing was the recent
confirmation that Repsol’s Kali Berau Dalam
gas discovery, which was believed to have
been the country’s biggest find in nearly two
decades, is far smaller than first thought; the
future of this project is uncertain.

There is still plenty of work for firms like
deugro in the country, which supports EPCs
for oil and gas exploration in Indonesia by
transporting tools and equipment, including
rig movements and deployment of drilling
equipment.

deugro moves a gas turbine on a
purpose-built road to a construction
site in West Cilamaya.
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For instance, as part of a 1,760 MW
combined-cycle gas turbine power plant
project in western Cilamaya, the company
successfully delivered approximately 80,000
freight tons of cargo on behalf of GE. This
included two 435-tonne gas turbine 9HA.02
units, two 460-tonne generator stators, and 52
heat recovery steam generators with a length
of 30 m and weights of up to 240 tonnes.

Mammoet, too, has been busy with
projects relating to oil and gas. Work has
included the load-out of an integrated

topside module – in a single, 14,273-tonne
piece – for the Jangkrik floating production
unit in Karimun Island. 

Its partner Conbit, meanwhile, installed
three deck extensions and three modules that
were located out of the reach of a crane at the
Anoa Field.

Mammoet has also performed the
transport and installation of a 430-tonne gas
turbine and a 445-tonne generator at Tambak
Lorok power plant, located in Semarang,
Central Java.

PwC Indonesia said in the 11th edition of
its Mining in Indonesia: Investment and Taxation
Guide (published in 2019) that Indonesia
continues to be a significant player in the
global mining industry, with substantial coal,
copper, gold, tin, bauxite and nickel
production. Indonesia is also one of the
world’s largest exporters of thermal coal, as
well as relying heavily on this for its own
electricity production. 

According to Minerba One Data
Indonesia (MODI) data from the Ministry of
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Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM), the
recent global surge in commodity prices in
the mining sector, especially coal, has had a
significant impact on the amount of
government revenue derived from the
mining industry in the last 12 months.

According to the ESDM report, during
the first four months of 2022, government
revenues – excluding taxes – of roughly
USD2.70 billion were recorded from
mineral and coal mining. That equates to
95.41 percent of the full-year government
revenue target of USD2.85 billion,
Hashimoto pointed out.

ESDM said that 70-80 percent of state
revenue from the mining sector comes from
coal (other estimates put this closer to
90 percent) with the rest from mineral
resources. This share is expected to increase
further, especially as coal prices have been
on a sharp upward trend since the beginning
of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

Coal targets
In May 2022, year-to-date coal production
amounted to 196.7 million tonnes; the full-
year output target is 663 million tonnes.

However, Hashimoto observed: “The
Indonesian government has decided to stop
the construction of coal-fired power plants
after 2023 due to their environmental impact
and continues to expand alternative energy
sources such as natural gas and renewable
energy for power generation. This could
slow down coal exports and also impact the
growth of Indonesia’s coal market.”

In general, Wattimena said that mining
industries in Indonesia have started picking
up again; FLS Indonesia is currently
involved in moving mining equipment to
Kalimantan Island, for instance, in
partnership with its overseas counterparts.

Specific positive developments in the
mining sector can be seen in the strong
increase in demand for nickel, especially for
the production of batteries for electric
vehicles as that segment of the automotive
industry gathers pace as part of the global
energy transition.

Being the world’s largest nickel producer
and the country with the largest nickel
reserves, Indonesia is taking advantage of the
associated opportunities and continuing to
expand investment in production capacity
along the supply chain for electric vehicles.

“Here, we are already seeing an
increasing rise in the number of projects,”
Hashimoto said. “For example, deugro
Jakarta has just been awarded the long-term
sea transportation of nickel ore supply, inter-
port in the southeast of Sulawesi. The sea
freight route starts from the jetty stockpile at

Indonesian government’s plan to increase
the country’s power generation capacity by
35,000 MW.

Population growth
“By 2050, the number of Indonesian
households is expected to increase to nearly
80 million due to population growth,
leading to a further increase in electricity
demand,” Hashimoto outlined. “Currently,
there are over 600 local grids in the country,
operated by the state-owned utility PLN. 

“Due to the country’s large oil and gas
reserves, electricity is currently generated
mainly from coal, and smaller grids are often
powered by expensive diesel fuel.”

Under the Paris Agreement, Indonesia
aims to achieve an emissions reduction of up
to 29 percent by 2030 on its own and up to
41 percent with international support, by
promoting efforts to increase the share of
renewable energy in its energy mix. In this
regard, 11 percent of the emission reduction
targets come from the energy sector, and by
2025 at the latest, 23 percent of Indonesia’s
energy should come from new technology
and renewable energy sources. This offers
immense development potential for
investment in the renewable energy sector.

Consequently geothermal energy is a
big focus, Prakoso said, and is likely to
drive demand for the services of companies
like FLS Indonesia in the coming years.
Many geothermal plants are under
construction in mountainous areas –
particularly on Java, Wattimena noted –
while others are being expanded.

The Asian Development Bank states that
Indonesia has an estimated potential of
29,000 MW of geothermal energy resources

Mandiodo and Morombo and ends at the
jetty smelter at the Indonesia Morowali
Industrial Park.”

New government regulations around the
processing of mining ore before it is
exported are driving an increase in the
construction of smelter plants, resulting in
an upswing in work for logistics companies
in Indonesia. One example is Freeport
McMoRan’s USD3 billion copper smelter
near its existing refinery in Gresik, East Java.
The facility is expected to start operations in
late 2023 or early 2024.

Renewables
As is the case for Indonesia’s coal mining
industry, the country’s plans to increase the
ratio of renewable energy in its mix could
slow growth and investment in its oil and gas
market over the course of the coming years.
But demand for power is on the rise, so until
greener sources can fulfil that need,
traditional fuels remain vital. Indeed, fossil
fuel power plants have been increasing during
recent years, Prakoso pointed out.

Mammoet has installed a 462-tonne
generator at Tanjung Jati B power station,
for instance. The expansion of Tanjung Jati
B is a USD4.4 billion project that will
increase the existing coal-fired power plant’s
capacity by 75 percent, contributing to the

The Indonesian government
has decided to stop the
construction of coal-fired
power plants after 2023.

– Tatsuya Hashimoto, deugro Indonesia

Cargo being loaded in
Canada by FLS
Indonesia for

transportation to
Surabaya.
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– “the largest in the world”. The country is
reported to have set a target to increase its
geothermal capacity to 8 GW by 2030. 

Existing geothermal projects in Indonesia
include Sarulla, Muara Laboh and Rantau
Dedap. Pertamina, through its Pertamina
Geothermal Energy subsidiary, is reported to
be aiming to double its geothermal capacity
to around 1.3 GW by 2027-28, while PLN is
to build a 40 MW geothermal power plant in
the Ulumbu area on Flores Island.

Hydropower project
PLN also wants to develop the 1,040 MW
Upper Cisokan pumped-storage
hydropower project, which will be located
between Jakarta and Bandung in Indonesia.

Hashimoto continued: “Some of the
transmission projects for geothermal power
plants have already increased significantly
since the beginning of this year, and deugro
Indonesia is currently working across several
geothermal-related projects.”

coming decades. 
In recent times, deugro delivered 17,487

freight tons of steel pipes in six part charters
from Masan, South Korea, to Batam,
Indonesia. The pipes were needed for the
production of 15 jackets for a renewable
energy offshore project in Taiwan.

Meanwhile, said Hashimoto: “In the
solar energy sector, we see an increase in
solar PV projects and have recently been
awarded a 20 MW solar energy project and
the supply of 9,000 freight tons of
equipment to Jakarta-Banten.” 

There has also been increased demand for
hydropower plants, which are being built and
expanded throughout Indonesia. “We are
currently moving equipment to one of the
hydro power plants in the northern part of
Sumatra Island and have just finished one
project in West Java area too,” Wattimena said.

Another growing industry is
infrastructure. There are plenty of
tunnel/train works currently in the
planning phase in Jakarta, while the
relocation of the capital to an as-yet unbuilt
city on the island of Borneo will likely
boost growth in this sector.

The existing capital – which will retain
that status until a presidential decree
formalises the change – is subject to
flooding from the numerous rivers that
flow through Jakarta, as well as subsidence
owing to the extraction of ground water
from its aquifers.

The Indonesian government passed a bill
for the relocation of the capital in January
this year and work began to clear land at the
new site in August. The construction of
roads and ports for access will be a priority.
The creation of the forest city, named
Nusantara, will cost around USD32 billion
according to Reuters.
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In the wind energy sector, installed
capacity in 2020 was 154 MW, according to
the ESDM. This is expected to increase to
1.8 GW by 2025. Since the main island of
Java is unsuitable for wind power
generation, current opportunities for such
projects are limited to East and West
Nusatengala, where the average wind speed
exceeds 5 m/s.

The approximate wind power potential
in Indonesia is estimated at 9.5 GW – and
therefore, Hashimoto pointed out, offers
further opportunities for expansion in the

Some of the transmission
projects for geothermal
power plants have already
increased significantly since
the beginning of this year.

– Tatsuya Hashimoto, deugro Indonesia

Indonesia’s trade partners are located both in the
East and the West. For example, said Charlie
Wattimena, head of projects at FLS Indonesia, China
and Southeast Asian countries export equipment for
mid-range consumption to Indonesia, while many
northern European countries supply the country with
high-end technology.

In terms of project work, several medium-sized
energy projects are lined up for the next year that
will involve overseas EPCs and manufacturers.
deugro also foresees large-scale projects gaining
approval over the next year, with traditional EPC
companies in South Korea, China and Japan likely to
be heavily involved. 

“We expect that new chemical and refinery
plants, as well as other infrastructure and rolling
stock projects, will start to emerge and investments
in these areas will increase from 2023,” said Tatsuya
Hashimoto, director of deugro Indonesia.

In addition, Imam Prakoso, Indonesia general
manager for Mammoet, said: “Indonesia’s Papua
area has been a good spot for LNG exploration and
soon Indonesia is set to further increase exploration
blocks in collaboration with other neighbouring
countries.”

Among recent geothermal EPC projects involving
foreign companies are the Lahendong power station
in north Sulawesi and the Ulubelu power station in

south Sumatra, undertaken by Japan’s Sumitomo.
Projects that Sumitomo is currently working on

include expansion work for the Muara Laboh power
plant and the construction of the Rajabasa power
plant on Sumatra Island.

China is also active in Indonesia: its Belt & Road
Initiative is to invest nearly USD3 billion in the
country’s sovereign wealth fund, the Indonesia
Investment Authority (INA), according to Janes
Group. The INA will focus on areas such as
transportation infrastructure, healthcare and
renewable energy. Other overseas contributors to
the fund so far include the USA, Canada, Japan, the
UAE and the Netherlands.

Trade links with both East and West

deugro delivers a gas
turbine to a construction

site in West Cilamaya.
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The port of Açu is now the
third-largest port in Brazil
in terms of cargo volumes

handled. The majority of its
project cargoes pass through its
Multicargo Terminal (T-MULT) –
 in operation since 2016 – which
ended 2021 with a 127 percent
year-on-year increase in
operations. The volume handled
more than doubled, leading to a
record year of nearly 1.5 million
tonnes of bulk and project cargo
handled. 

Oil and gas
The project cargo activity is
driven mainly by regional
industrial investments in the oil
and gas sector, but the terminal
has also handled a variety of
cargoes including wind turbines,
off-road trucks and large
equipment used by mining
companies. 

Over the past 12 months, the
port has invested in two
Terex/Gottwald 4406B mobile

harbour cranes cranes for the 
T-MULT, which have a boom
reach of 46 m each and,
together, a lifting capacity of up
to 180 tonnes. In the coming
years, further expansion is on
the cards. 

Some of the plans include
the construction of two more
warehouses of 10,000 sq m,
which will in turn free up a 5,000
sq m warehouse that can be
used for project loads.

In addition, Açu expects to
conclude negotiations for the
establishment of a logistics
condominium that will occupy
an area of 210,000 sq m and
provide space for modular
infrastructure, with shared
services and costs. Just three

minutes away from terminals,
the condominium aims to bring
suppliers closer to terminal
operations and reduce costs for
both sides.

Modular sheds
The port explained that the
logistics condominium will have
open yards and modular sheds.
“It will be a kind of extension of
the T-MULT, with a focus on oil
and gas. This will make it
possible to increase the
movement of project cargo,”
added the port.

In the oil and gas sector, Açu
expects an increase in demand
for flexible pipelines, “as a result
of the reheating of subsea
development in the offshore oil

and gas fields acquired in recent
years in southeastern Brazil”. 

“Because of this, there is
already great demand for
moving coils for the two
pipeline factories installed at the
port of Açu: TechnipFMC and
NOV. The market forecasts an
increase in manufacturing not
only for local offshore
installation, but also for export,”
said the port. 

The port of Açu also
referenced the commissioning
of the new thermoelectric
power plant GNA II, which is
planned to be operational in
2023, which is expected to
generate a lot of heavy-lift cargo
movement for T-MULT. 

“In the next decade, there is
also a potential for offshore wind
projects near Açu,” it added. “The
port is close to one of the three
best regions in Brazil for offshore
wind and more than 33 GW is
being licensed next to Açu’s
coast. Many of these projects
will move forward from the
licensing phase, generating a
huge demand for heavy lift
logistic solutions in the region.”
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Some of the plans include the construction of
two more warehouses of 10,000 sq m, which will
in turn free up a 5,000 sq m warehouse that can
be used for project loads.

Project cargo
operations at T-MULT.

Açu sees growing heavy lift demand
The port of Açu has been operating since 2014. Located in the municipality
of São João da Barra in the Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro, it has grown into
one of the largest infrastructure enterprises in the country.
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A
ustralia’s Prime Minister Anthony
Albanese, who was sworn in
during May, has committed to
climate targets including reducing
the country’s emissions by

43 percent, as well as moving 82 percent of
the national energy market to renewable
sources by 2030.

Albanese wants Australia to be a

government will legislate the 2030 emissions
targets in order to “provide certainty to
Australian businesses and industries”.

In terms of how this will be achieved, the
government claimed that it will support the
transition by investing in the transmission
and storage needed to balance the grid. It
will create more than 604,000 jobs and will
spur AUD76 billion (USD54.1 billion) of
investment. 

State investments
It is not just the federal government that is
spending large. The New South Wales state
government has promised to invest
AUD1.2 billion (USD854.8 million) for
renewable energy transmission lines over
the next 10 years.

The Transmission Acceleration Facility
will fast-track the development of renewable
energy zones (REZ) that are needed to
replace existing power stations as they close,
fund the development stages of transmission

renewable energy “superpower”, making the
vow at a global economic forum convened
by US President Joe Biden. In a marked
departure from the policies of predecessor
Scott Morrison, who was often criticised for
lagging behind the climate policies of other
countries, Albanese has nearly doubled
Australia’s previous 2030 target. 

Moreover, he has promised that his
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Australia’s project forwarders may already be benefitting
from the wave of investment supporting wind farms and
lithium mining, but there could be substantially more to
come as a result of a marked shift in the political landscape.

Australia dreams of becoming a
renewable energy powerhouse

Dave MacIntyre,
our regional correspondent in 

AUSTRALASIA

http://www.heavyliftpfi.com


and other infrastructure, and allow wind and
solar power to be connected into the system.

New Zealand, too, has opened its war
chest for alternative energy investments.
The creation of a regulatory framework for
offshore wind energy, alongside
development of a comprehensive energy
strategy and hydrogen roadmap, should
receive a NZD18 million (USD11.6million)
allocation as part of the country’s latest
budget.

The three-year allocation will help set
foundations for “future decarbonisation and
high-value economic opportunities”,
according to official 2022 budget
documentation. 

A regulatory framework for offshore
renewable energy will provide a more
predictable consenting process, with
hydrogen seen as a fuel that could enable the
decarbonisation of hard-to-electrify sectors
such as heavy freight and steel.

Major investors, the NZ Super Fund and
Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners (CIP),
have embraced the government’s regulatory
environment commitment by assessing the
feasibility of an initial 1 GW offshore wind
development in the South Taranaki Bight.

Matt Whineray, ceo of NZ Super Fund,
said a workable regulatory framework will
provide an extra level of assurance as they

confirmed recently. Under the finalised
contract, the vessel Höegh Galleon will
operate at the Port Kembla Energy Terminal
and will be used to receive, store and regasify
LNG.

AIE is entitled to time the start-up of the
contract between 2023 and 2025, depending
on its requirements.

Over in New Zealand, the list of
contenders to develop a possible green
hydrogen plant in Southland has been
narrowed to two Australian firms. Woodside
Energy and Fortescue Future Industries are
in final negotiations to build and develop the
project, which is being promoted by power
companies Contact and Meridian.

The production of hydrogen and
ammonia from renewable energy in the
South Island has been touted as suitable use
of power regardless of whether the Tiwai
Point smelter closes after 2024.

Meridian and Contact will take some
months to look at the final refined proposals
from both companies, before deciding on a
preferred partner. The project is expected to
amount to a NZD2 billion
(USD1.29 billion) investment.

Sports stadium
What undoubtedly will have potential for
forwarders, craneage providers and heavy lift
companies will be the building of a new
sports stadium in Christchurch – a city that
has been without a major stadium since the
Canterbury earthquakes a decade ago.

Christchurch city councillors have voted
in favour of proceeding with the Te Kaha
stadium at the cost of NZD683 million
(USD440.6 million), after much
controversy about escalating costs and the
impact on ratepayers.

The decision was premised on the
agreement to a fixed price for the project’s
completion, so forwarders and other sub-
contractors can expect to face some tough
negotiations in order for the build to be
done within that budget. The planned
opening date is set down for April 2026. 
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work their way through the project
feasibility evaluation. The partners are
already engaging with government officials
about regulatory issues.

Green energy may be the way of the
future but traditional industries remain a
bedrock of Australia’s economy with mining
and energy export revenues forecast to climb
3 percent to a record AUD419 billion
(USD298.4 billion) in the year to June 2023,
buoyed by surging coal and gas prices in the
wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Sanctions on Russia have sent LNG and
coal prices to all-time highs, underpinning
record revenue for Australia’s second and
third-largest exports. Earnings from the
two sectors have more than doubled in the
past 12 months, recovering after global
energy markets collapsed due to pandemic
lockdowns.

Contract opportunities
Forwarders may find some opportunities
arising, with Fortescue intending to replace
almost half the haul trucks at its Pilbara iron
ore mines with battery and hydrogen-
powered units from German firm Liebherr.

The 120 vehicles will replace 45 percent
of Fortescue’s haul trucks and slash its
consumption of 200 million litres of diesel a
year. The old fleet produces a quarter of its
carbon emissions.

Fortescue and Liebherr will integrate
technology developed by Williams Advanced
Engineering, an offshoot of the Williams
Formula One racing team specialising in
electrification. Liebherr will start supplying
Fortescue trucks with two types of power
from 2025 – batteries and fuel cells that
generate electricity from green hydrogen.
Fortescue aims to have net-zero emissions
by 2030, a far more ambitious target than
other iron ore miners.

Höegh LNG, meanwhile, has secured a
contract with Australian Industrial Energy
for a floating storage and regasification unit
(FSRU) to operate at the Port Kembla
Energy Terminal. AIE and Höegh LNG
signed a long-term charter party agreement
for the FSRU in November 2021, but the
final elements of the contract were
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Höegh LNG has secured a
contract with Australian
Industrial Energy for a
floating storage and
regasification unit (FSRU) to
operate at the Port Kembla
Energy Terminal. 

Sanctions on Russia have sent
LNG and coal prices to all-time
highs, underpinning record
revenue for Australia’s second
and third-largest exports.
Earnings from the two sectors
have more than doubled in
the past 12 months.

Christchurch city councillors have voted in favour
of proceeding with the Te Kaha stadium at the

cost of NZD683 million (USD440.6 million).
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T
he Baltic countries had started to
turn their economies around when
wider geopolitics intervened. No
sooner had Erste Research Group
cheerfully announced that GDP

growth in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia
should reach around 3 percent this year and
should accelerate to above the 4 percent
mark in 2022 when Moscow upset all
calculations with its invasion of Ukraine. 

Now, Erste believes this year’s average
GDP growth will be only 1.6 percent in
Estonia and 1.9 percent in Lithuania
(although Latvia will maintain 3.9 percent).
Purchasing power and trade disruptions
linked to the war in Ukraine and
commodity price increases are weighing on
investment and trade. 

However, the news is not universally
gloomy. Economic growth is expected to
pick up some speed next year, helped by
sizeable Recovery and Resilience Facility
funds from the European Commission.

Russian gas
Significantly, whereas the Baltics used to be
highly dependent on Russian gas, they have
taken major steps to reduce this in recent
months and Lithuania became the first EU
country to wean itself off the Russian
pipelines. The rest of the region is following
suit, with plans to phase out Russian gas
dependency by the end of this year.

As a counterpoint, offshore wind projects
are gathering momentum. The 476 MW
Baltic Eagle offshore wind farm is moving
forward after Spain’s Iberdrola received
planning approval from Germany’s Federal
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency. This is
not Iberdrola’s only project off the Baltic
coast of Germany – it is also involved in the

350 MW Wikinger scheme along with the
Windanker project.

The port of Roenne on Denmark’s
Bornholm island has been selected as the
installation hub for the project and it is in
the process of being upgraded to meet this
and other similar demands in the Baltic. It is
creating 10 ha more space for offshore wind
projects, following earlier upgrades that
increased draught to 11 m and saw new
terminals built.

Offshore wind projects
The UK’s SSE Renewables and Spain’s
Acciona Energía have also made an
application for an offshore wind project off
the coast of Poland. The three projects will
have a combined capacity of 1,100 MW,
which will be sold in Germany – where
recent events have redoubled the appetite for
non-fossil fuels. Poland has also been
awarding contracts for Baltica 2 and 3 – a
pair of 2.5 GW offshore wind farms.

Possibly of only academic interest now is
Russian gas firm Gazprom’s plan to develop
LNG facilities at the port of Ust-Luga, a 
50-50 joint venture with Rusgazdobycha.

Shipping, transport and logistics
companies, especially those in the heavy lift
and project spheres, need to look long term
and beyond the world’s immediate
preoccupations. 

Over the decades, being in the Baltic has
been a major plus for Latvia-headquartered
project cargo and logistics specialist Eleven
Danir 19. The region is a major hub for the
CIS, Central Asia, Middle East and, yes,
Russia, said Valds Stunzha, group managing
director.

“Historically we were not heavily
involved in local projects, focusing on

While the outbreak of war in Ukraine has dented the Baltic state region’s immediate
growth prospects, it has led to a redoubling of interest in offshore wind energy as
countries move quickly to end dependence on the Russian Bear for their energy needs. 
Chris Lewis reports.

A rollercoaster ride 
in Russia’s shadow
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EMS Log recently commenced one
of its biggest projects in the Baltic

region. Segments for more than 50
wind turbine towers are being

delivered on a just-in-time basis
from Germany’s Baltic coast to wind

farm sites in northern Finland. 
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complex logistics solutions for more distant
destinations. In fact, we were participating
only in the most interesting and complex
projects in the region, often joining in only a
small part of the project where there was the
need for a tailored logistics solution,” he
pointed out. 

Changing times
Today, the situation is different and Eleven
Danir 19 has had to adapt to new market
conditions and challenges. “We are more and
more aware of investment in projects in the
Baltic region. Large projects to expand
existing infrastructure are gaining
momentum. Projects in alternative energy
sources, which did not receive much
support in previous years, gained a
significant boost and massive investment. 

“Market diversification is happening due
to several reasons including infrastructure
developments like the Rail Baltica project [a
scheme to build a trans-Baltic rail line]
which open up new opportunities. We feel
that the Baltic region is ‘on the top of the ski
jump’ and we look forward to upcoming
developments and projects to expand our
sphere of influence and replenish our
portfolio,” Stunzha added.

The region has felt the consequences of
Russian sanctions acutely, due to its
proximity. However, overcoming tough
times and adapting to situations can make
companies more competitive in the long
term. In recent years, the region has come
under scrutiny from the financial sector with
tough anti-money laundering rules. 

Logistics companies dealing with clients,
shippers, partners and consignees from all
over the world are naturally subject to

As well as the after-effects of Covid-19,
other factors affecting the industry include
the continued conflict in Ukraine and,
specifically for the ro-ro high and heavy
business, shortage of materials and
semiconductors, which is affecting
production lines, resulting in cancelled and
delayed shipments, said Svenningsen.

Limitations
Other factors are the shortage of labour in
ports, resulting in delays and longer working
times, high fuel prices and a shortage of
time-charter vessels. “The very limited
tonnage that is in the market is extremely
expensive and only on long-term
commitments of three to five years,” he said.

UECC took delivery of its second 
multi-fuel LNG battery-hybrid pure car and
truck carrier (PCTC) on June 13.
Svenningsen said that this latest addition to
the fleet, which will be named Auto
Achieve, will further contribute to reduced
emissions in the European shortsea trade
where it will join sister vessel Auto Advance,
delivered from a Chinese yard late last year. 

A third vessel is expected to be delivered
in October 2022. “By adding these new
vessels to our fleet, UECC has taken a
progressive approach to curbing its
environmental footprint. They are the first
PCTCs to adopt this innovative
technological solution,” he explained.

The Baltic has also been one of
Germany-headquartered EMS-Fehn-
Group’s major markets for decades and is
important to the group in fields such as
heavy haulage, crane services, project
logistics, shipping, crewing and its fleet of
seagoing vessels. 

special control, said Stunzha. “Our company
had to invest and significantly expand the
support staff including legal and compliance
departments. That now allows us to work
with sensitive transportation and projects, as
all our managers are trained. We monitor
new sanctions, lists, laws and regulations
daily to keep our clients and partners
updated and safe.”

He added: “This year certainly is the
most challenging in decades. We had to
adapt and respond to market changes as
quickly as possible in order to fulfil all taken
obligations and provide partners with
alternative reliable and safe solutions.”

Ro-ro shipping operator UECC
continues to serve Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia,
Poland, Denmark, Sweden and Finland, but
has since the end of February temporarily
suspended its service to Russia, according to
Bjorn Gran Svenningsen, director of sales
and marketing. It also recently started a
weekly service into Esbjerg in Denmark as it
is seeing increased breakbulk interest for this
new port.

UECC still offers a biweekly service to
Hanko in southern Finland with its
Autostar, which is able to cater for cargo of
up to 5.2 m high and up to 123 tonnes.
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With Europe shifting away
from Russian energy and
pushing the use of
renewables, this
development will now most
likely even be accelerated.

– Manfred Müller, EMS-Fehn-Group

UECC took delivery of its second multi-fuel LNG battery-
hybrid pure car and truck carrier, Auto Achieve, on June 13. 
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Several of its group companies have been
particularly active recently, often joining
forces to supply transport solutions. 

“The logistics markets around the Baltic
Sea have been flourishing for years and seem
to have a lot of potential for further growth,”
according to Manfred Müller, group ceo.
“With Europe shifting away from Russian
energy and pushing the use of renewables,
this development will now most likely even
be accelerated. As EMS-Fehn-Group, we are
well prepared to meet the rise in demand for
logistics services that will automatically set in
once the number of green energy projects
starts to rise.”

Scandinavia’s thriving wind energy
industry has offered EMS-Fehn
opportunities to supply comprehensive
services. EFG Scandinavia, located in
Bergen, Norway, has been providing
customised crane solutions to all major
players in the wind energy market in
Sweden and Finland and has installed
hundreds of wind turbines in recent years. 

Today it is working on several large-scale
wind farm sites and is currently occupied
with more projects than ever before in its
history. 

A number of high-performance cranes
with lifting capacities of up to 1,350 tonnes
have been deployed to sites in northern
Sweden and Finland, assisted by numerous
smaller cranes of different types.

Group capabilities
EFG Scandinavia’s activities draw
competencies from other EMS-Fehn-Group
companies. EFG Heavy Haulage, for
example, has permanently stationed
personnel and special transport trucks in the
north. Located in Lübeck, Germany, the
company not only hauls the cranes to the
construction sites from all over Europe but
its services are also called upon when cranes
have to be moved to a new position once a
wind turbine has been installed – a project in
itself amounting to 30-40 truckloads and
often in harsh polar weather conditions and
rough terrain.

Northwest Competence is another
EMS-Fehn-Group company that is linked to
the wind energy projects in Scandinavia.
Based in Leer, Germany, and originally just a
crewing company, it now ensures that all
EMS-Fehn-Group’s companies meet
international standards on quality, health,
safety and environment (QHSE)
regulations. This, of course, is particularly
important when working for the wind
industry. 

Northwest Competence is also charged
with making travel arrangements and

on a just-in-time basis to minimise the need
for intermediate storage while making sure
that the teams on site always had exactly the
right segments to build the towers. 

Instead of using regular cargo ships, EMS
Log decided to rely on ro-ro liner services.
Deploying EFG Heavy Haulage trucks, the
segments were brought directly from the
manufacturer to the ports of Lübeck and
Kiel where they were reloaded onto special
cassettes and brought on board the ships. 

EMS Log was also in charge of on-
carriage of tower segments once they arrived
in Finland, delivering the segments to the
construction sites. There, the crane
professionals of EFG Scandinavia came into
play again: on some of the sites they were in
charge of lifting and assembling the
segments.

Seafarer demand
EMS-Fehn-Group’s own seagoing vessels
have been sailing the Baltic for decades. The
fleet is managed by Fehn Ship Management,
whichi also official partner of the Maritime
Administration of Latvia helping vessel
owners register their ships under the Latvian
flag.

Another group company is located in
Latvia’s capital Riga: Baltic Transocean
Shipping & Crewing (BTSC) recruits
seafarers for the group’s own vessels as well
as for external customers, with a strong
focus on those from Eastern Europe,
particularly from the Baltic states and
Ukraine. Indeed, BTSC has just expanded
its team. The demand for non-Russian
seafarers has spiked because of the war in
Ukraine.  HLPFI

accommodation for drivers, crane operators
and riggers coming from all over Europe to
work on the wind farm sites on behalf of
EFG Scandinavia and EFG Heavy Haulage. 

The shipping professionals at EMS
Chartering, based in Leer and Bremen are
also involved in the wind industry –
including in Scandinavia. Offering tailor-
made transport solutions, the company has
been delivering equipment such as blades,
nacelles and towers to Sweden and other
countries for a number of years.

EMS-Fehn’s Bremen-based EMS Log
was established a decade ago to meet
industrial customers’ needs for sophisticated
project logistics and since its inception has
also been highly active in the Baltic,
supplying transport solutions to clients in
sectors including paper, mechanical
engineering and energy. 

In early 2022, EMS Log commenced one
of its biggest projects in the Baltic region yet.
More than 50 wind turbine towers – divided
into segments – had to be delivered directly
from the manufacturer near Germany’s
Baltic coast to wind farm sites in northern
Finland. 

Hundreds of segments had to be shipped
to ports in Finland over several months and
transported from there to construction sites

Baltic Transocean Shipping &
Crewing  has just expanded its
team due to increased
demand for non-Russian
seafarers.

Being in the Baltic has been
a major plus for Latvia-
headquartered project

cargo and logistics
specialist Eleven Danir 19. 
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The crane business can, at a
glance, look like a safe way
to bet on the economy.

Well-maintained cranes retain
much of their value for years
after purchase. With such solid
security, finding financial
support for new purchases
should be easier than in other
sectors.

However, margins are often
slim. To keep paying the interest
on finance, and to make enough
of a profit to grow further, cranes
must achieve high levels of
utilisation. Crane buyers must
accurately predict demand in
their area and, considering
capacity, reach and roadability,
buy the crane that will most
efficiently meet local
requirements.

A small crane business,
working in a single city or
region, will often focus on taxi
crane work: jobs in general
construction that require only a
few lifts, before travelling to
another nearby jobsite. This is
often the most competitive, and
least profitable, segment of the
industry. Investing in larger
cranes will open up better
opportunities. But these will be
further apart, requiring a
network of depots and
supporting equipment to find
work.

The American dream
North America can look like a
land of opportunity for
ambitious crane owners. A
single continent is split between
just three countries, allowing a
fleet to grow across thousands
of miles. A fleet that covered the
continent, or even just the USA,
from coast-to-coast, might offer
lasting profits, unaffected by
local turbulence; if the oil

industry is down in Louisiana,
perhaps wind energy will be up
in the Midwest, or a tunnel will
need digging in Seattle.

Ray Anthony laid the
groundwork for such a business.
In the 1990s, he built a regional
crane fleet from a base in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. When
he sold his company in 1998 to
Bain Capital, the investment
business led at the time by Mitt
Romney, it was the largest in the
country, albeit still not a
nationwide fleet.

Six years later, the hazards of
betting on lifting became
apparent. The business,
renamed Maxim, spent seven
months in Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection, entering
the arrangement in June 2004,
and exiting it in February 2005,
with the support of a rolling
credit facility from Goldman
Sachs.

With new investment, Maxim
entered into a race with a
handful of other businesses –
including Northern Crane and
Sterling Crane, both in Canada,
Essex Crane in Chicago, and TNT
Crane in Houston – to turn
investment into a major,
potentially national, crane fleet,
with acquisitions of smaller
fleets playing a significant role.
The investment required was
substantial. Sterling, for
example, is part of Marmon

Crane Services, along with Freo
in Australia, which is itself a
subsidiary of Warren Buffet’s
Berkshire Hathaway.

Essex Crane dropped out of
the running in 2017, with Maxim
buying first the assets of its core
bare rental business, and then its
full service West Coast
subsidiary, Coast Crane. Along
the way, Maxim had also
brought other major fleets,
including Pittsburgh-based
neighbour AmQuip and heavy
lift specialist Crane Rental Corp. 

Continental competitors
At the same time, Northern
Crane, or NCSG, had been
building its business south of
Canada, buying up businesses
that would connect its home
territory in Edmonton, close to
the oil sands regions of Alberta,
with similarly promising energy-
focused regions in the Dakotas
and US Gulf Coast.

For a while, it looked as if the
two companies might broadly
split their territories along the
Mississippi, with the core of
Maxim’s business to the East,
and NCSG to the West. That
changed in 2019 when Maxim
bought NCSG’s Gulf Coast
subsidiary, B&G. A year later, in
2020, it acquired NCSG’s
remaining US assets, based
around Montana.

This left Maxim with a
network of depots spanning the
East, West and Gulf coasts, and a
broad and extensive range of
equipment. During much of the
company’s growth, it had been
led by Bryan Carlisle whose
family business, founded by his
father, had been acquired by
Maxim in 1999. 

Carlisle became ceo of the
business in 2014. Alongside him

for much of this time, first as
president of sales and then as
coo, was Frank Bardonaro, who
also worked in the rental side of
the industry at Amquip, itself
later acquired by Maxim, and as
an executive at manufacturer
Terex. In September 2021, both
men left the business: Carlisle
retiring, and Bardonaro later
announcing his appointment as
ceo of ArborWorks, a tree
surgery business, itself a sector
that is making increasing use of
mobile equipment and
developing large-scale fleets.

New ceo Paul McDonnell
split control of the business
across seven regions in July
2022, four of them newly
created, with new regional vice
presidents appointed: Monty
Glover, on the mid-Atlantic; Rob
Schultz, Midwest; Paul Preziosi,
Northeast; and Greg Bellcoff,
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Players raise their stakes
for an expanding market
How are crane operators around the world building their fleets, and depot
spread, to make them suitable for work in the abnormal load sector? And
where are they finding work? Will North reports.

New Maxim ceo Paul
McDonnell split
control of the
business across seven
regions in July 2022,
four of them newly
created.
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Mountain West. They joined
existing regional leaders Mark
Swaney, Kenneth Lookingbill,
and Frank Fioravanti.

Working across the
company’s national fleet will be
Mike Bernardy, appointed in July
as vice president, crawler cranes.
Maxim’s crawler fleet consists of
380 cranes, including some high
capacity units: most notably,
one of Manitowoc’s 2,300-tonne
Model 31000s. This crane was
designed to straddle the space
between serial production
crawlers and the tailor-made
units used by international
project specialists like Mammoet
and Sarens. It entered the
Maxim fleet with the acquisition
of Crane Rental Corporation.

A crane like this, and the
other 500-tonne and higher
capacity cranes in the Maxim
fleet, require a large territory to

work profitably. It will be up to
Bernardy to manage these
assets, across crawler specific
branches, and to coordinate their
transport across the country
alongside the regional VPs.

Chip fabrication
Recently, Maxim’s Manitowoc
31000 was at work for Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company (TSMC) near Phoenix,
Arizona, helping build a new
chip fabrication facility. 

In a rare instance of two such
large cranes working near each
other, outside the energy
industry, Buckner is using an

even larger serial production
crawler, the 3,000-tonne
Liebherr LR 13000, to lift 36 steel
roof trusses, each weighing over
150 tons (136 tonnes), on the
first of two chip fabs being built
by Intel in Chandler, at its
Ocatillo campus, a half hour
drive away. When that job is
complete, it will move across the
site to perform similar work on
the second facility.

The Chandler site has been a
source of work for the strongest
cranes in the world for many
years. The Sarens SGC-120, a
3,200-tonne ringer that can be
configured with a main boom

up to 130 m and a choice of jibs
up to almost 100 m, performed
one of its first jobs on the site 10
years ago. 

While the new construction
at the Intel and TSMC Arizona
sites will have been years in the
planning, the increasing
concerns in Western
democracies over access to
computer technology – and in
particular, the threat posed by
China to TSMC’s domestic
production, which is the world’s
leading supplier of silicon –
looks likely to spur further
investment. Just this August, the
USA passed the CHIPS Act,
which, the White House said,
“will unlock hundreds of billions
more in private sector
semiconductor investment
across the country, including
production essential to national
defence and critical sectors”.
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The CHIPS Act will unlock hundreds of billions
more in private sector semiconductor
investment across the country.

– The White House
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A big order for a big fleet: 
Maxim ordered 51 cranes
from Manitowoc in 2021.
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Demand for cranes of this
size, however, is driven largely
by the energy sectors. The
reason for choosing a crane like
this for these jobs is similar to
that for jobs on chip fabs: not so
much their immense power at
close radii, but their ability to
carry substantial loads out to a
distance, in order to build large
structures out of big,
prefabricated concrete and steel
pieces.

Largest regular lifts
The biggest regular lifts, in terms
of both load and height,
continue to be for the wind
energy sector. Onshore, the size
and height of turbines has
grown considerably, with loads
often approaching 200 tonnes
needing to be lifted to heights
of over 120 m. Jobs like this
regularly need traditional cranes
with capacities over
1,000 tonnes. 

As the height of turbines
increases, traditional crawlers,
supported only by their tracks,
face an increased chance of
tipping. The choice for crane
hirers will increasingly become
whether to use a traditional
crawler, a lattice boom lorry
crane like Liebherr’s LG 1750, or
a pedestal crane (essentially a
crawler body and upper

mounted on giant stabilisers)
like Tadano’s PC 38.650-1.

Buckner, which has an
extensive fleet, alongside its
giant LR 13000, of large lattice
crawlers and lorry cranes has
found much demand for these
on wind farms where they are
often supported by telecrawlers.
Building a fleet like this is a
substantial investment; some of
the largest cranes, like the LR
13000 or Manitowoc 31000, can
cost tens of millions of dollars. In
August 2021, diversified investor
Markel, which had a US market
capitalisation of around
USD17 billion, took a majority
stake in the business.

Three Spanish firms have
recently made use of new
Liebherr crawler and lattice
boom lorry cranes on wind farm
jobs. The country last year saw
wind become its largest source
of energy; it built 842.61 MW of
new capacity and will need to
rapidly increase this to 2.2 GW a
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Three Spanish firms
have recently made
use of new Liebherr
crawler and lattice
boom lorry cranes on
wind farm jobs. 

 The crawler base of Buckner
Heavylift Cranes’ LR 13000.

The LR 13000 towers over Intel’s
new chip fab in Arizona.
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year if it is to meet the country’s
green energy plans. 

This gap points to a long-
term challenge that the crane
industry will struggle to meet:
quite simply, current wind farm
construction projects absorb
much of the biggest Western
manufacturers’ output. While
Liebherr has invested in its
Ehingen plant, and Tadano has
streamlined production at the
former Faun site in Lauf, and its
more recently acquired legacy
Demag site in Zweibrücken, it is
hard to see how these two alone
will meet demand. 

The other two big crawler
companies do not compete in
much of this sector. Manitowoc’s
biggest standard crawler is the
MLC650 VPC-MAX, which uses
its variable positioning
counterweight to boost the
crane’s capacity to a nominal
700 tonnes, with which it can
take on many jobs but not the
very largest; Kobelco’s biggest

crawlers, outside Japan, do not
pass the 400-tonne mark, so
barely figure in the wind energy
sector. Both, however, have
shown themselves able to build
larger cranes, with Kobelco’s
1,250-tonne SL16000J-H
deployed for power station work
by Japanese fleet MIC.

Blade replacements 
In Spain, Gruas Ibarrondo has
used two large all-terrain cranes
for blade replacement work, a
Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1 and an
LTM 1650-8.1, the first in Spain.
All-terrains less frequently work
on today’s larger turbines, but
still have their uses. They can
also take on heavy short-term
jobs, such as tower crane

erection or rooftop installations,
which would require extensive
set up for a crawler.

The job at the Experimental
Cener-Alaiz wind farm in Navarra
required the cranes to work in
tandem to lower three rotor
blades on an SG 4.X wind
turbine – each measuring
64.5 m in length and weighing
in at 24 tonnes – and replace
them with new rotor blades
measuring 71.5 m long and
weighing 22.5 tonnes each.

Alongside the more than 60
all-terrains in its fleet, Ibarrondo
also has a Liebherr LG 1750
truck-mounted crane. These
units combine the lifting power
of a lattice crawler, with the
mobility of an all-terrain. This

allows them to take on larger
modern wind turbine
installations and to move
around site on narrow roads that
developers – but not crawler
crane owners – often prefer.

Peer cooperation
Often, owners of cranes like this
re-hire them to local peers. This
allows them to find work for
their equipment without
necessarily having the depot
spread and equipment mix
enjoyed by larger regional
players like Maxim, heavy lift
specialists like Buckner, or true
internationals like Mammoet
and Sarens.

Ibarrondo supplied its LG
1750 to fellow Spanish hirer
Transbiaga earlier this year to
use alongside the latter’s three
newly purchased LG 1750
models. The four cranes were
commissioned to erect 67
turbines on Spain’s largest wind
farm, Gecama, in the province of
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Ibarrondo supplied its LG 1750 to fellow Spanish
hirer Transbiaga earlier this year to use
alongside the latter’s three newly purchased LG
1750 models. 

As wind turbine towers get taller,
and components heavier, fleets
like Transbiaga make increasing
use of lattice boom lorry cranes
like this LG 1750.
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Cuenca. Here, they would lift
components including the 255-
tonne concrete tower sections
needed to support the turbines’
140-tonne nacelles at a height
of 120 m. On each nacelle,
Transbiaga was to install 74 m
long blades, each weighing
22 tonnes.

Wind farm work
Jon Usabiaga, ceo of Transbiaga,
said: “[The LG 1750 cranes] are
particularly well suited to work
in wind farms, as they can travel
independently on the paths
between each turbine. They
have a smaller width than a
crawler crane.” An alternative
way of combining power and
site mobility is with narrow track
crawlers, like Liebherr’s LR
1600/2W, of which Transbiaga
has eight. The company deploys
these on wind farm sites around
the world, including in Sweden,
Chile, Brazil, Mexico and Puerto
Rico, and plans further
international expansion.

One Spanish company
recently took on international
work using a traditional lattice
boom crawler, the LR 1700. For
many years, the standard cranes
for wind turbine jobs were 600-

700-tonne class units like
Manitowoc’s MLC 650, Demag’s
CC 3800 (now renamed the CC
38.650-1), or Liebherr’s LR
1600/2. Eurogruas 2000’s recent
purchase for this end-use
segment is a new 700-tonne LR
1700-1.0, the first in Spain,
which it bought to replace a
600-tonne class crane.

The crane went straight from
the factory in Ehingen to a wind
farm in Düsseldorf, where it
assembled 20 turbines to hub
heights of 161 m, lifting loads of
up to 86 tonnes, before going
on to other jobs in Germany. 

The crane adds 10-15
percent to the capacity of its
predecessor, the LR 1600/2,
while retaining similarly
compact dimensions; resistance
to lateral forces, a key feature
needed for wind farm work, is
improved through the use of
new 3.5 m wide H-sections at
the base of the crane boom.

While large crawlers, all-

terrains and lattice boom cranes
are key to winning work on the
biggest critical lifts, another
specialist type of crane is needed
to open the door to work inside
factories and power plants. 

City cranes combine the
roadability of an all-terrain, with
the pick-and-carry power of a
rough-terrain or telecrawler.
They have compact axle
arrangements, allowing them
to work within confined spaces.

Plug and play
Two manufacturers selling city
cranes in Europe, Japan’s Kato
and Germany’s Tadano, have
developed plug-in electric
power packs that allow them to
lift emissions-free. This year,
Liebherr added a new model,
the LTC 1050-3.1e, with a built-
in electric motor powering its
hydraulics for lifting.

Hack Schwerlastservice,
based in Neuwied, already had
three Tadano city cranes at

work, including two AC 40s and
one AC 30, when it bought its
latest unit, an AC 3.045-1 City,
along with an electric power
pack. As well as emissions-free
working, Werner and Udo Hack
pointed to the benefits of
Tadano’s IC-1 control system in
combination with its Flex Base
outrigger system, which allows
stabilisers to be extended as far
as possible in compact spaces,
and then calculates an optimal
safe working limit. 

Dunkel recently replaced
one of its AC 40 City units with
an AC 3.045 City. Managing
director Sebastian Dunkel
explained that it is ideal for a
broad range of indoor
installation and general
construction jobs. “It is an
extremely compact crane,
making it very manoeuvrable
and combining that with a
whole lot of power regardless
of whether it be during normal
lifts or when telescoping under
load,”  he said. 

Where Hack has built a
specialisation in indoor work,
Dunkel plans to use its unit for
these jobs, but also on
constricted housebuilding jobs.

 HLPFI
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Two manufacturers selling city cranes in Europe,
Japan’s Kato and Germany’s Tadano, have
developed plug-in electric power packs that
allow them to lift emissions-free. 

Electric lift city cranes, like this
Tadano AC 3.045-1 City with E-Pack,

allow industrial installations to be
performed emissions free.
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Blue Water Shipping
founder Kurt Skov is
stepping down as

chairman of the board. His
daughter, Anne Skov, is taking
over as chairman of the Blue
Water Foundation.

The foundation was
established in 2007 in order to
secure the future ownership of
Blue Water. 

Kurt Skov will also step
down as chairman of the
operational board when a
replacement is found. When a
new chairman takes up their
duties – in the spring of 2024 at
the latest – Anne Skov will
become deputy chairman.
Presently, she serves as an
ordinary board member. 

As chairman of the
foundation and deputy

chairman of the operational
board, Anne Skov will ensure
and look after Blue Water’s
values and culture, and at the

same time contribute to setting
the principal guidelines for the
further development of the
company.

Family handover at
Blue Water Shipping

NEWS in BRIEF

Hutty to head TGP team
Steve Hutty has joined Trans Global
Projects Group (TGP) as its head of
chartering. Hutty succeeds Walter

Prosetti, who retired from the
position earlier this month. He has
over 30 years of experience in the
shipping industry and a strong
background in projects. Meanwhile,
Drew Meredith has joined the
company as project studies manager in
Australia. 

Cavaljuga joins Ward Group
Freight forwarder Maurice Ward Group
has appointed Srdjan Cavaljuga as
country manager of its recently
opened office in Belgrade, Serbia.

Ahlers names Chantillon
Ahlers has appointed Roger

Chantillon as chief commercial officer
and director, secured transportation
for international forwarding.

Long Beach appointments
The port of Long Beach has appointed
Sharon Weissman as harbour
commission president, Bobby Olvera

Jr as vice president and Bonnie

Lowenthal as secretary. Weissman,
Olvera and Lowenthal will serve one-
year terms on the board. 

Mundt in as COLI MD
COLI Schiffahrt & Transport has
appointed Henning Mundt as
managing director. Mundt also joins
Alain Akavi and Herbert Loesing on
the extended board of directors for
COLI Group. 

Seow promoted at Jurong
Singapore’s Jurong Port, a wholly
owned subsidiary of JTC Corporation,
has appointed Terence Seow as ceo.
He succeeds Ooi Boon Hoe, who has
assumed the role of advisor until the
end of the year. 

UECC welcomes D’Andrea
UECC has named Giannina D’Andrea

as its high and heavy breakbulk
coordinator in Zeebrugge. 

Departures at deugro
Tim Killen, chief sales officer, and
Danny Staples, corporate vice
president, have left deugro. 

Power-Hosking
takes Talbot task
Associated British Ports (ABP)
has appointed Graeme Power-
Hosking as the lead for the Port
Talbot Transformation
Programme. Power-Hosking has
a wealth of experience in the
development, design and
delivery of complex airport and
transport infrastructure projects,
including working on the UK
Government Port Infrastructure
Fund, London Gatwick Airport’s
North Terminal, London
Heathrow Airport’s West
Expansion DCO, the Metronet
LUL upgrade and a range of
projects in the Middle East,
Europe and North America.

“ABP has exciting plans for
the port of Port Talbot, which
will transform it into the
epicentre for floating offshore
wind in the Celtic Sea and a lead
player in the decarbonisation of
energy, manufacturing and
logistics in Wales and beyond,”

said Julian Walker, ABP’s chief
commercial officer. “With his
extensive experience in leading
complex major infrastructure
programmes, it is a great time to
bring Graeme into the team.”

CakeBoxx
names duo
CakeBoxx Technologies has
appointed Scott Pugh as a
science advisor. 

He will work with the

executive leadership, engineering
and logistics teams to provide
scientific guidance on supply
chain requirements for the
complex technologies now under
development in the energy
sector, including offshore wind,
hydrogen and nuclear power.

Sean Tan, meanwhile, has
been named chief technical
officer, tasked with leading the
company’s worldwide research
and development, systems
engineering and ongoing
product development initiatives.

Koberg to chair
SC&RA team
The Specialized Carriers &
Rigging Association (SC&RA) has
named Kris Koberg, ceo of
DICA, as chairman of its new
outrigger mat resource
taskforce, which is part of the
safety education and training
committee.

Anne and
Kurt Skov.

Graeme Power-Hosking.
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UK-headquartered Osprey Group has
appointed Simon Massey as managing
director of its heavy lift division.

Massey joins Osprey with more than 35 years’
industry experience gained from a range of
companies, most recently Sarens UK, Weldex and
Demag. “This is something I have been building up
to – leading a team of people who want to find
new ways we can use heavy lift equipment, safely,
for the much larger and heavier assets we are
having to transport and install now, in every
sector,” he said.

Osprey has opened new premises in the UK
recently and is deploying its owner-operated fleet
of cranes, barges and SPMTs in support of ever-
more complex projects. 

“I am looking forward to engaging with clients
as soon as possible on their plans to show how our
heavy lift equipment can be configured and
deployed in ways that can even reduce project
costs,” Massey added.

Massey heads Osprey
heavy lifting division

Ong appointed
TT Club CFO
EeLain Ong has taken over as
chief financial officer (cfo) of
international freight transport
and logistics insurer TT Club.

Outgoing cfo Julian
Chowdhury has retired from the
business. Ong’s challenges will
be to achieve business plan
profit targets via operational
efficiencies focused on
simplifying and automating
processes along the insurance
value chain, said TT Club.

Leech steps up
at Ports America
Ports America has appointed
Matthew Leech as president
and ceo, effective November
2022.

Leech will succeed Mark
Montgomery, who will
continue to support the
company in an advisory role.

Previously ceo and
managing director for the
Americas at DP World, Leech is a
seasoned ports and terminal
executive with more than 25
years of experience in the
maritime industry. 

Prior to DP World’s
acquisition of CSX World
Terminals in 2005, he oversaw
key expansion initiatives for CSX
in his role as vice president,
operations and development.

Leech will work closely with
Andrew Clarke, who assumed
the position of chairman of the
Ports America board of directors
earlier this year.

Clarke is a leader in the
logistics and maritime space,

having held numerous roles as
an executive, advisor and board
member within the industry. 

In addition to being the
chairman of Ports America’s
board of directors, Clarke
currently serves on boards for
Direct ChassisLink and Rock-it
Cargo USA.

M+R Spedag
names CEO
Boris Lukic has been appointed
ceo of M+R Spedag Group,
succeeding Daniel Richner.

Lukic joined the company as
an apprentice in 1997 and, apart
from a short stint at another
corporation, continued to work
his way up the career ladder at
M+R Spedag Group.

Richner has transitioned to
vice chairman of the board of
directors. 

He has taken on the task of
leading the company’s
digitalisation strategies. 

NEWS in BRIEF

Cobby to chair YFN
The British International Freight
Association (BIFA) has named Herbie

Cobby as the chair of its virtual Young
Forwarder Network (YFN). Cobby, who
works for Geodis, is the current holder
of the BIFA Apprentice of the Year
award. He takes over from Laura

Hobby, who during her 12-month
tenure as chair of the virtual YFN has
overseen the development of the
network into a flourishing collective of
young forwarders across the UK.

Allseas names van Herel 
Allseas Group appointed Evert van

Herel as general manager Australia,
taking over from Matthijs

Groenewegen, who will return to
Allseas’ engineering office in Delft.

Marsh joins Wallem board
Wallem Group has appointed Alastair

Marsh to its board of directors. He
joins with over 15 years of experience
in the maritime industry. Most
recently, he held the position of ceo at
Lloyd’s Register. 

Bertling promotes
Bertling Logistics has named Keith

Park as regional development
manager – oil and gas for the Middle
East. He will be based out of Dubai and
will support the company’s new and
ongoing activities in the UAE, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and Oman.
Urs Schaerer has been named
logistics group technical director
succeeding Mike Hetherington, who
will retire at the end of September
2022. Schaerer will be based in the
Dubai office; he has a career spanning
three decades, starting in the 1990s as
an engineer for ABB in Switzerland.
Since then, he has specialised in heavy
transport engineering.
Kara Murphy has been promoted to
group health and safety director. She
joined the company in 2015.
Bertling has also promoted Chris

Wightman to logistics group
engineering director; he joined
Bertling in 2010 from Mammoet and,
since then, has taken on increasingly
complex tasks within the organisation.
Bertling said he is recognised for his
technical skills, knowledge and
general all-round competence.

EeLain Ong.

Simon Massey.
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A perfect fit for
running in style 
The HLPFI team has been more
than inspired by the recent
Commonwealth Games and
European Championships – so
much so that they have set
down the double G&Ts, dusted-
off the old running shoes and
started putting in the hard yards. 

If you are going to train hard,
you may as well do it in style and
DB Schenker’s adidas signature
are the perfect fit. The
Supernova-series shoe has been
designed exclusively for its
employees as the company
celebrates 150 years in the
logistics business. 

The anniversary year features

a challenge that encourages DB
Schenker employees and their
families and friends worldwide
to count their steps and track
any physical and mental
activities. 

So far, around 70 million km
have been collected via a
dedicated smartphone app. 

DB Schenker is also
supporting selected charitable
organisations related to its
commitment to the UN
Sustainable Development Goals.

Allseas stars in
TV challenge
You will regularly find HLPFI’s
David Kershaw sat in front of
the TV, scrolling through the
channels looking for the
perfect programme that will
pique his interest. 

As a workaholic, it will
come as no surprise that the
latest series of Trucking Heavy
on the UK’s Channel 5 is a

regular choice.
A particularly impressive

episode caught his attention
when he recognised his friends
from Allseas Global Logistics
transporting a 185-tonne cable
drum to a ship at Immingham
Docks. 

The project in question
required urgent permit
applications and heavy
equipment mobilisation and
was executed in collaboration
with Allelys Heavy Haulage. 

Move aside
Glastonbury 
Summer is the season of
festivals, and Denmark’s Scan
Global Logistics has joined the
line-up with the SGL Festival
taking place under the treetops
in Aarhus. 

With some of the best artists
from the Danish music scene in
attendance, Scan Global put on
an event for the ages,
celebrating ‘the Humans of
Logistics’. 
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HLPFI columnist Evie Aufheben delivers another collection of updates from the world of
project cargo logistics.

Manatees get a
lift in care plan
It was great to see Florida
manatees at ZooTampa get a
lift from a Shuttlelift SCD09
industrial crane as part of the
zoo’s manatee care and
rehabilitation programme. 

The equipment was recently
purchased to replace an older
Shuttlelift crane that served the
programme’s staff for over 20
years. 

The increasingly threatened,
gentle sea mammals have
endured habitat loss, dangers
such as cold stress and red tide
poisoning, while many are hit
by boats navigating Florida
waters, sometimes leading to

animal fatalities. 
ZooTampa’s David A. Straz, Jr.

Manatee Critical Care Center has
looked after more than 500

seriously injured, sick or
orphaned manatees, returning
more than 280 of them back to
the wild. 

Dutch Grand Prix
recovery duties
The HLPFI team thoroughly
enjoyed watching the
Heineken Dutch Grand Prix,
which took place from
September 2-4 at CM.com
Circuit Zandvoort. In between
following the cars race behind
the track, we had the added
enjoyment of trying to spot
the Mammoet equipment that
was on hand to provide
recovery services from
trackside locations. 

Mammoet supplied a range
of mobile cranes to the event

during practice, qualifying and
race day. 
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